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A PARAMETRIC EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THE
SLOTTED-WALL BOUNDARY CONDITION

Joel L. Everhart* and Richard W. Barnwell
NASA Langley Research Center

SUMMARY

An experimental study of slotted upper and lower walls in a two-dimensional transonic wind tunnel with solid sidewalls is reported. Results are presented for several slot spacings and slot openness ratios. The experimental data are pressure measurements which were made on an airfoil model and on a sidewall near one of the slotted walls. The slotted-wall boundary-condition coefficient, which relates the pressure and streamline curvature near the wall, is determined from the wall pressure measurements. The measured wall-induced interference is correlated with the experimental values for the boundary-condition coefficient. This correlation is compared with theory.

INTRODUCTION

Slotted walls have been used to relieve blockage effects in transonic wind tunnels for three decades. In this paper an experimental study of slotted walls with different slot spacings and openness ratios in a two-dimensional transonic tunnel with solid sidewalls is reported. Pressure measurements were made both on a model in the tunnel and near one of the slotted walls so that the wall-induced interference on the model and the nature of the flow near the slotted wall could be determined and correlated. These results can be used in the design and estimation of interference of other wind tunnels with slotted walls.

There was a practical incentive for the present test. The amount of experimental data on the flow near slotted walls is scarce (only three experimental data points (refs. 1, 2, and 3) are known to have been published prior to this test), and the data that have been published do not agree with either of the basic theoretical models (refs. 4 and 5). It should be noted that the theoretical model presented in reference 3 is, in effect, an empirical modification to the method of reference 4. It should also be noted that the theoretical model of reference 5 is simply a correction to that of reference 4. An analysis of the theoretical and experimental results (ref. 6) has shown that the design of two-dimensional tunnels with little or no blockage and streamline curvature effects is feasible if the experimental results are correct but unfeasible if the generally-accepted theoretical model of Davis and Moore (ref. 4) is correct. It was concluded that a parametric study involving wall-geometry parameters, Mach number and angle of attack should be made. The Reynolds number could not be varied independently since an atmospheric facility was used.

*Former Graduate Research Scholar Assistant with Joint Institute for Advancement of Flight Sciences, George Washington University.
There are three major steps in the estimation of interference effects caused by slotted walls. First, the general form of the boundary condition for flow near the wall must be determined. Second, the unknown coefficients in this boundary condition must be evaluated in terms of the slotted wall geometry. Third, the relationship between the wall-induced interference and the values of the boundary-condition coefficients must be determined. In this paper, results which affect each of these three major steps will be presented. In the case of the first step, the ideal slotted-wall boundary condition is used. For the second and third steps, correlations of parametric experimental data for the tunnel-geometry to boundary-condition-coefficient relationship and the boundary-condition-coefficient to interference-effects relationships are presented.

SYMBOLS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>empirical boundary-condition coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>slot spacing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>porous wall boundary-condition coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_N</td>
<td>normal-force coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_N_\alpha</td>
<td>slope of the normal force curve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_m</td>
<td>pitching-moment coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_p</td>
<td>pressure coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_p*</td>
<td>critical pressure coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_p_pLENUM</td>
<td>pressure coefficient in the plenum chamber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>airfoil chord</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>tunnel semi-height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>slotted-wall boundary-condition coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td>slotted-wall correlation parameter, k = \frac{\alpha}{R}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M_pLENUM</td>
<td>Mach number based on plenum pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_pLENUM</td>
<td>plenum pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>Reynolds number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>distance along tunnel center line</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
\( x_0 \)  
upstream location used in evaluation of equation (7)

\( y \)  
distance normal to tunnel center line

\( \alpha \)  
angle of attack

\( \delta \)  
slot width

\( \theta \)  
flow angle

\( \theta_0 \)  
value of \( \theta \) at \( x_0 \)

**SLOTTED-WALL BOUNDARY CONDITION**

The terms used in the slotted-wall boundary condition are illustrated in figure 1. The usual form of the boundary condition is derived from the ideal slot condition, which states that the pressure in the slots is equal to the plenum pressure. The resulting boundary condition is

\[
C_p - \frac{a^2}{2} \frac{\delta^2}{y^2} - 2Ka \frac{\partial \theta}{\partial x} = C_{p,\text{PLENUM}}
\]  
(1)

where \( C_p \) and \( C_{p,\text{PLENUM}} \) are the pressure coefficients in the tunnel near the wall and in the plenum, respectively. The quantities \( \delta, a, \) and \( \theta \) are the slot width, the slot spacing, and the flow angle in the tunnel near the wall. Note that the quantity \( \theta a/\delta \) is the nondimensional cross-flow velocity at the slot. The coordinate \( x \) is the distance along the tunnel axis, and \( K \) is the slotted-wall boundary-condition coefficient.

When the cross flow at the slot is small, equation (1) can be approximated as

\[
C_p - 2Ka \frac{\partial \theta}{\partial x} = C_{p,\text{PLENUM}}
\]  
(2)

**DETERMINATION OF BOUNDARY-CONDITION COEFFICIENT**

The experimental procedure which was used to measure the boundary-condition coefficient is described in this section. Since the flow in the tunnel near the slotted walls is irrotational and the disturbances are small, the small-disturbance irrotational condition

\[
\frac{\partial \theta}{\partial x} = - \frac{1}{2} \frac{\partial C_p}{\partial y}
\]  
(3)
can be used to rewrite equation (1) as

\[ C_p = \frac{\partial^2 C}{\partial y^2} + K \frac{\partial C}{\partial y} = C_{p, \text{PLENUM}} \]  

(4)

The coordinate \( y \) is measured perpendicular to the slotted top and bottom walls of the tunnel. Finite-difference approximations for the pressure coefficient \( C_p \) and the derivative \( \partial C_p/\partial y \) are made and are evaluated with pressures obtained from pairs of orifices drilled in the solid sidewall near the slotted top wall. The location of these orifices is indicated in figure 2. The expressions for these quantities are

\[ C_p = \frac{1}{2} \left\{ C_p(x,y_1) + C_p(x,y_2) \right\} \]  

(5)

and

\[ \frac{\partial C_p}{\partial y} = \left\{ \frac{C_p(x,y_1) - C_p(x,y_2)}{y_1 - y_2} \right\} \]  

(6)

where \( y_1 \) and \( y_2 \) are values of the \( y \) coordinate for two orifice rows. The flow angle \( \theta \) is obtained from an integration of the irrotational condition as

\[ \theta = -\frac{1}{2} \int_{x_0}^{x} \frac{\partial C_p}{\partial y} \, dx + \theta_0 \]  

(7)

Boundary-condition coefficient \( K \) is obtained from a comparison of distributions of \( C_p \) and \( \partial C_p/\partial y \).

EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY AND TEST CONDITIONS

The experimental facility is the Langley 6- by 19-inch transonic tunnel. This is a two-dimensional blowdown tunnel in which transonic airfoils are tested. The model used for the present study was an NACA 0012 airfoil with a chord of 15.24 cm (6 in.). Pressures on the airfoil surface were measured with strain-gage pressure transducers with a range of \( \pm 10.34 \text{ N/cm}^2 \) (\( \pm 15 \text{ psi} \)). The accuracy of these gages is 1 percent of full scale.

Three rows of pressure orifices have been drilled in one of the solid sidewalls at distances of 2.54 cm (1 in.), 3.81 cm (1.5 in.), and 5.08 cm (2 in.) from the slotted upper wall. Two of the orifice rows extend upstream beyond the point where the slots start so that the integration to determine the flow angle \( \theta \) can start at a point where \( \theta \) is known. The sidewall pressures were measured with variable capacitance precision transducers which
have reading errors no larger than .5 percent of reading. The transducers were referenced to the plenum pressure in order to keep the reading small and hence minimize measurement error. Near the model, transducers with a range of ±5.17 N/cm² (+7.5 psi) were used. At other orifices where the measurements were less critical, transducers with a range of ±10.34 N/cm² (+15 psi) were used. In all, there are 52 orifices on the sidewall where pressure measurements were made.

It should be noted that the pressure measurements on the tunnel sidewall and on the model were all made at the same time. In references 1, 2, and 3, the flow angle was measured one point at a time. This noncoincident data was then differentiated numerically to determine the derivative $\partial \theta/\partial x$.

The test conditions are shown in figure 3. Tests were conducted for slotted walls with openness ratios of .01, .025, .05, .075, .10, and .15 and slot spacings of 3.81 cm (1.5 in.), 7.62 cm (3 in.), and 15.24 cm (6 in.). These slot spacings correspond to 4, 2, and 1 slots, respectively, in the 6-inch-wide slotted wall. Some data were also obtained in a closed tunnel. It should be noted that some combinations of the openness ratio and slot spacing values listed above were not tested. It should also be noted that some of the combinations were tested in two different configurations. For example, some of the single-slot combinations were tested with a 1/2 slot in the middle and with 1/2 slot at each sidewall. The basic wall configurations are shown in figure 3.

The wall configurations were tested at Mach numbers of .5, .6, .7, .8, .825, .85, .875, and .9. Each wall was tested with the airfoil at several different angles of attack. Since the airfoil model is symmetric, results for the upper and lower slotted walls were obtained with the present experimental facility, which is only instrumented near the upper slotted wall, by placing the airfoil at positive and negative angles of attack.

**EVALUATION OF BOUNDARY-CONDITION COEFFICIENT**

An example of the evaluation of the coefficient $K$ is depicted in figure 4. It is assumed that the boundary condition is the combined slotted-wall, porous-wall condition with an added constant term. This boundary condition is written as

$$C_p = \frac{a^2 \theta^2}{\delta} - C_{p,PLENUM} = -Ka \frac{\partial C_p}{\partial y} + B\theta + A$$

(8)

The constant $A$ is added to account for the fact that the plenum pressure is slightly lower than the average pressure in the tunnel even when no model is present.

Results for the distributions of $C_p$, $\partial C_p/\partial y$, and $\theta$ are plotted against tunnel station. It can be seen that the distribution of $C_p$ is
similar to that of $\partial C_p/\partial y$ but unlike that of $\theta$. For example, the local maximum and minimum on the curve for $\theta$ do not occur near similar features on the curve for $C_p$, but the local maximums on the curves for $C_p$ and $\partial C_p/\partial y$ occur at the same place. It is concluded that, for all means and purposes, the coefficient $B$ is zero. A good match of the curves for $C_p$ and $\partial C_p/\partial y$ is obtained when the coefficients $K$ and $A$ have the values 1.7 and .022, respectively.

Results for the value of the slotted-wall coefficient $K$ for several openness ratios and slot spacings are depicted in figure 5. All of the present data shown are for a Mach number based on plenum pressure of .7. Also shown on the figure are the three previous experimental data points (refs. 1, 2, and 3) and the results of two theoretical models (refs. 4 and 5). It can be seen that the four present data points for the two-slot configuration vary consistently with openness ratio. It can also be seen that the coefficient $K$ appears to be dependent on the slot-spacing to tunnel-height ratio.

**DETERMINATION OF INTERFERENCE EFFECTS**

**Blockage Interference**

Blockage interference is a result of either the underexpansion or the overexpansion of the fluid about the model as compared to free-air flow. This effect is directly related to the wall characteristics (i.e., openness ratio, number of slots, slot arrangement, etc.). In figure 6 the effect of the openness ratio on the shock location is shown at non-lifting conditions for a wall with 1 slot. The Mach number is about .833. The openness ratio has been varied from .01 to .05. On this airfoil at this Mach number, a 30-per cent chord change in shock location is indicated with a change of 4 percent in openness ratio.

The effect of the number of slots and their arrangement in the wind tunnel is a constraint which, in general, has been overlooked. In figure 7 the effect of slot arrangement on shock location for an openness ratio of .05 and Mach number of about .83 is shown. The open circles represent a wall with one slot in the middle of the tunnel. The closed circles represent a wall with one-half slot located at each sidewall. Open squares are data obtained from a two-slot wall with each slot located a distance of one-half the slot spacing from the nearest wall, while the closed squares represent a two-slot wall with one slot in the center and one-half slot on each sidewall. The difference in the shock wave location obtained with the two one-slot walls and the difference obtained with the two two-slot walls is about 2 percent in each case. Differences of this magnitude can be expected from either instrumentation error or the inability to repeat test conditions. These data indicate that shock location is relatively insensitive to slot arrangement. However, there is a larger difference in shock wave location between the one-slot and two-slot results. This difference is between 5 and 10 percent for the case shown.
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Lift Interference

Lift interference is a result of the tunnel walls constraining the streamlines to a slope which is different from that in free air. The effects of lift interference on an NACA 0012 airfoil are shown in figure 8 for a Mach number of .7. On the left side of the figure results for a slope of the normal-force curve are plotted against openness ratio, where circles, squares, and diamonds represent data obtained using 1, 2, and 4 slots, respectively. Also presented are data obtained during a previous investigation with different slotted-wall configuration in the same tunnel (ref. 7).

On the right side of the figure the present results are plotted in terms of the parameter \( k = K_a/h \). This is the theoretical correlation parameter obtained in references 4 and 6. The results of reference 7 are not plotted on the right side of the figure because the coefficients \( K \) for these cases are not known. It can be seen that the parameter \( k \) correlates the present data, although the correlated data do not fall on the curve obtained from slotted-wall theory (ref. 8).

The "zero interference" data were obtained in the 6- by 19-inch tunnel with a closed wall. It is so labelled because the theory indicates that lift interference in a closed tunnel is zero (except for streamline curvature effects). The slotted-wall theory is plotted through this point.

Streamline Curvature Interference

Streamline curvature is the rate of change of the local flow angle. Since streamline curvature results in an effective recambering of the airfoil, its effect will appear as a change in the airfoil pitching moment. These effects are determined by correlating pitching-moment variations with the tunnel-wall parameters.

On the left-hand side of figure 9 are presented pitching-moment versus openness-ratio results for an angle of attack of 40° and a Mach number based on plenum pressure of .7. Also shown is a theoretical free-air prediction (ref. 9), which accounts for the effects of transonic flow and nonsymmetrical boundary-layer growth on the upper and lower surfaces of a lifting airfoil. The correlation of the data with the slotted-wall parameter \( k \) is shown on the right-hand side of figure 9. The theoretical results shown on the right-hand side account for transonic and boundary-layer effects (ref. 9) and for wall-interference effects (ref. 8). The parameter \( k \) correlates the two-slot and four-slot data although these data do not fall on the theoretical curve. The one-slot datum point does not fall in the correlation band for the two- and four-slot data.

It should be noted that the theoretical pitching-moment coefficient for this airfoil is zero if transonic, boundary-layer, and wall effects are neglected because the airfoil is symmetric.
CONCLUDING REMARKS

It has been shown that the unknown coefficients in the expression for the boundary condition can be evaluated with sidewall pressure measurements. The results have been correlated with airfoil data to demonstrate the effects of wall geometry on the interference and, in general, it has been seen that the slotted-wall coefficient is the correct parameter for data correction and tunnel design. Deficiencies in the existing theories have been demonstrated.
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Figure 1.- Slotted-wall boundary condition.

**LANDLEY 6'- BY 19-INCH TRANSONIC TUNNEL**

$p_{\text{plenum}} \approx 1$ ATMOSPHERE  
$0.5 < M_{\text{plenum}} < 1.2$

3 ROWS OF ORIFICES  
LOCATED 1.5, 1.5, AND 2 INCHES FROM TOP WALL  
SLOTTED TOP AND BOTTOM WALLS

**Figure 2.- Experimental facility.**
TEST CONDITIONS

\[ M_{\text{PLENUM}} = 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.825, 0.85, 0.875, 0.9 \]
\[ \alpha = -4, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 4 \]
\[ 1.5 \times 10^6 < R < 4.0 \times 10^6 \]

SLOT ARRANGEMENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OPENNESS RATIO</th>
<th>NUMBER OF SLOTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>1, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>1, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.075</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>2, 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.- Test conditions and slotted-wall arrangements.

Figure 4.- Evaluation of coefficient \( K \) for a 10-percent open wall with 2 slots. \( M_{\text{PLENUM}} = 0.7 \).
Figure 5.- Slotted-wall coefficient $K$.

Figure 6.- Effect of openness ratio on airfoil pressure distribution. $M_{\text{Plenum}} = 0.833$. 

PREVIOUS DATA
- CHEN AND MEARS
- BARONTI, FERRI, AND WEEKS
- BERNDT AND SORENSEN

PRESENT DATA ($M_{\text{Plenum}} = 0.7$)
- 1 SLOT
- 2 SLOTS
- 4 SLOTS

CORRECTED CHEN AND MEARS

DAVIS AND MOORE
Figure 7.- Effect of slot arrangement on airfoil pressure distribution.

Figure 8.- Lift interference induced by slotted walls.
Figure 9.- Streamline curvature effects induced by slotted wall.
TRANSONIC ASSESSMENT OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL WIND TUNNEL WALL INTERFERENCE USING MEASURED WALL PRESSURES

William P. Kemp, Jr.
NASA Langley Research Center

SUMMARY

A method is described for assessing wall interference in two-dimensional wind tunnels with better realism and accuracy than is achieved with methods based on classical wall interference theory. Measured pressure distributions are imposed as boundary conditions on a nonlinear transonic form of the potential equation to obtain an accurate computational reproduction of the actual tunnel flow. Wall-induced velocity perturbations are then extracted to yield both corrections to the tunnel test conditions and a measure of the adequacy of these corrections to account for tunnel interference. Application of the method to a transonic tunnel with variable porosity walls is illustrated.

INTRODUCTION

The methods used most frequently for predicting wall interference in two-dimensional tunnels draw their basic principles from the classical wall interference theory evolved by such pioneers as Glauber (ref. 1) and Goldstein (ref. 2). Specifically, a theoretical representation of the tunnel flow is built up by linear superposition of two-dimensional potential fields due to model lift, thickness, drag, and the wall reaction to each, and the wall boundary conditions are satisfied uniformly along surfaces extending from upstream to downstream infinity. This approach has been satisfactory in general when applied to solid wall wind tunnels at purely subsonic speeds.

With the advent of transonic test sections having either slotted or perforated walls, boundary condition expressions were developed in linear form to represent these walls in the classically based procedures. Subsequent experience has shown that the resulting wall interference predictions are often inadequate for correlating airfoil test results from different facilities. In the present paper, several areas from which inaccuracies arise will be identified and a new procedure will be described which should lead to significantly improved accuracy for wall interference assessment.
SYMBOLS

\( C_p \)  
pressure coefficient

\( c \)  
airfoil chord

\( c_n \)  
airfoil section normal-force coefficient

\( h \)  
tunnel height

\( M \)  
Mach number

\( u, v \)  
total perturbation velocity components in \( x \) and \( y \) directions, respectively; normalized by tunnel reference velocity

\( u_w, v_w \)  
wall-induced perturbation velocity components in \( x \) and \( y \) directions, respectively; normalized by tunnel reference velocity

\( V_n \)  
velocity component normal to wall

\( x, y \)  
coordinates in streamwise and crossflow directions, respectively

\( \alpha \)  
angle of attack

\( \tau \)  
open area ratio of perforated wall

SOURCES OF INACCURACY

Several problem areas which contribute to inaccuracy in wall interference prediction, especially in transonic test sections, are pointed out in figure 1. Although the primary reason for using a transonic test section in an airfoil test facility is to minimize the exaggeration of wall interference by the supercritical flows occurring at high subsonic speeds, the limitations of the linearized potential flow representation used in the classical wall interference theory are violated in this speed range.

The imposition of wall boundary conditions uniformly on infinitely long surfaces in the classical approach overlooks such real tunnel geometry features as the finite length of a ventilated wall, the possible existence of diffuser entry flaps, a choked diffuser entrance, or the presence of a wake survey rake and its support. An additional source of error is the boundary layer on the tunnel side walls. The pressure field around the test airfoil causes variations in the displacement thickness of this wall boundary layer, thereby violating the two-dimensional flow assumption of the classical theory. The resulting effects include not only localized three-dimensional flow distortions but also the one-dimensional distortion of the effective tunnel stream tube area.
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The problem area which is probably most significant, however, arises from the complex and variable nature of the flow constraint characteristics of both perforated and slotted walls. As a result, it is difficult to specify a boundary condition in linear form which accurately represents the constraint imposed by such walls in the presence of the wall boundary layer and model disturbance existing at a particular test condition.

**Features of Improved Method**

The computation of a wall interference velocity field involves first the computational representation of the flow in the tunnel and second, the isolation of the perturbation in that flow that is attributable to the constraint imposed by the tunnel walls. To minimize inaccuracies from the problem areas previously discussed, the tunnel flow computation should reproduce as accurately as possible the flow actually existing in the tunnel. Two significant departures from the classical approach are incorporated in the method described herein to improve the accuracy of the tunnel flow representation. A nonlinear transonic form of the potential equation is used instead of the linearized form, and boundary conditions both at the model and at or near the upper and lower walls are imposed in the form of static pressure distributions actually measured during the tunnel test. This form of boundary condition eliminates the need for any specification of ventilated wall constraint characteristics and reflects into the computation the effects of the actual tunnel geometry and even the one-dimensional aspects of the side wall boundary layer effects.

To explore the feasibility of using experimental pressures directly as boundary conditions, they were first tried in a linearized potential flow procedure described in detail in reference 3. A sample of the results given in reference 3 is compared in figure 2 with predictions from the classical approach as implemented in reference 4. The experimental data analyzed were obtained at the University of Southampton, Southampton, England, during the course of a self-streamlining wall study (ref. 5) sponsored by Langley Research Center. The test Mach number was low enough to justify use of the linearized potential flow representation, and the straight solid tunnel wall configuration should be represented with good accuracy by the zero normal velocity boundary condition used in the classical theory. The NACA 0012-64 test airfoil with a chord of 90 percent of the tunnel height could be expected to produce unusually large wall interference effects.

The results shown in figure 2 are the distributions along the tunnel center line of the blockage and upwash components of the wall-induced velocity ($u_w$ and $v_w$, respectively) normalized by the tunnel reference velocity. At an airfoil angle of attack of 40°, the use of measured pressures as boundary conditions gave results in good agreement with wall interference predictions from the classical approach. At an angle of attack of 120°, the two methods again yielded similar wall-induced upwash distributions but significantly different blockage velocities. It should be noted that the airfoil was stalled at this angle and the blockage due to the thickened airfoil wake is accounted for in the classical method. The additional blockage that is indicated...
by the method using measured boundary conditions is probably caused by the influence of the model on the tunnel wall boundary layers, including a probable flow separation on the side walls. This result illustrates that the measured boundary conditions can account implicitly for flow phenomena which must be either modeled directly or be ignored in other methods.

To extend this capability to supercritical flows, the measured boundary conditions are imposed on a potential flow representation which is appropriate to transonic speeds. The tunnel flow is calculated as an iterative line overrelaxation solution of a finite difference representation of the transonic small disturbance equation in quasi-conservative form. The computational domain is the rectangular region included between the upper and lower wall pressure measurement locations. The measured pressure distributions on these upper and lower boundaries as well as on the airfoil upper and lower surfaces are imposed as boundary conditions in forms analogous to those described in reference 3. Potential distributions on the upstream and downstream boundaries are developed as polynomials compatible with all prescribed data, including prescribed flow directions at the two upstream corners. Prescribed values of airfoil lift and drag coefficients are used to constrain the total circulation and the trailing edge thickness by means of a special difference scheme at the mesh interval bracketing the airfoil leading edge.

The wind tunnel flow calculated by this method combines the realism introduced by the experimental boundary conditions with the accurate treatment of supercritical flows made possible by the nonlinear transonic potential equation. Because, however, the wall-induced perturbation is not an explicitly identified part of the nonlinear tunnel flow solution, it cannot be isolated as directly as in the linearized formulation. In the present method, the wall-induced perturbation field is determined as the difference between the total perturbation in the tunnel flow solution and a separately calculated perturbation representing that part of the tunnel flow perturbation which is directly attributable to the model. In the classical linearized formulation, the model-induced part of the tunnel flow perturbation is determined completely by the types and strengths of singularities at the model. Neither model shape nor pressure distribution is appropriate for characterizing the model perturbation because both would change if the wall-induced perturbations were removed. In the present method, therefore, the model singularity distributions are extracted from the tunnel flow solution in the form of velocity component jumps between the upper and lower surfaces of the model and are imposed in this form as the model boundary conditions in a free-air flow computation to define the model-induced perturbation.

To facilitate both the boundary condition transfer and the subsequent subtraction of the model perturbation from the total, the two computations are performed on coordinate grids which are identical within the domain of the tunnel flow computation. The free-air computational grid is, in general, extended beyond this domain and far field boundary conditions are imposed in the asymptotic form given in reference 6 with an additional term to account for the net model source strength corresponding to the prescribed drag coefficient.
Because at transonic speeds the perturbation solution becomes strongly coupled to the Mach number of the uniform flow that is used as a perturbation base, the Mach number of this uniform base flow (that is, the far field Mach number) is corrected in the free air computation to account for wall interference. The streamwise component of the wall-induced velocity is calculated at a prescribed chordwise location on the model after each iteration of the free air flow solution and is used to update the far field Mach number for the next iteration. After convergence, the local Mach number at this location in the free air flow matches that in the tunnel flow because the wall-induced contribution simply has been shifted from the perturbation in the tunnel case to the uniform base flow in the free air case. This location, therefore, will be called the match point. Because of the velocity jump boundary condition, this match occurs on both the upper and lower model surfaces. It follows that if the wall-induced blockage velocity were uniform over the model chord, the entire Mach number distribution (or static pressure distribution) over the model in the free air flow would match that in the tunnel flow.

It is not necessary to iteratively correct the far field flow direction to account for the wall-induced upwash because the transonic small disturbance equation used in the present method treats such crossflow perturbations linearly. Instead, one might imagine rotating the entire free-air flow solution to align the local flow direction at the match point with that in the tunnel flow. Then if the wall induced upwash velocity were uniform over the model chord, the entire model shape would match that in the tunnel flow and the far field velocity vector would define the free-air Mach number and angle of attack to which the data measured in the tunnel should be applied. In general, however, the wall-induced blockage and upwash velocities will not be found uniform over the model chord and the amount of nonuniformity is indicative of the residual error in the data after correcting for mean values of the wall-induced increments in Mach number and angle of attack. Although at low speeds data corrections sometimes are applied as linearly superimposed first order effects of gradients in wall-induced velocity, these corrections overlook such nonlinear phenomena as shock movement and are, therefore, of questionable validity at supercritical speeds.

ILLUSTRATION OF TRANSONIC ASSESSMENT

Data obtained during tests of a 10-percent thick supercritical airfoil in the Lockheed Compressible Flow Facility and discussed in reference 7 have been assessed for wall interference using the present method. This facility has perforated top and bottom walls with variable porosity control and was equipped with pressure measurement rails to determine the static pressure distributions near the top and bottom walls. Because the pressure rails did not extend upstream into the solid wall nozzle, the upstream boundary of the tunnel flow computation region was located within the perforated region of the real tunnel test section and consequently the flow directions at the two upstream corners were not accurately known. To analyze the test results from this facility, therefore, the flow angle at these points was input as zero and the calculated tunnel flow was then rotated to achieve a best
alignment of the model surface streamlines in the calculated flow with the known airfoil shape and angle of attack setting. The flow direction was thereby resolved within about 0.02°. Experience has shown that the calculated airfoil surface streamline shape is sufficiently reliable for this approach if the angle of attack is small and the airfoil pressure data are of good quality.

Airfoil pressure distributions measured at a Mach number of 0.8 with two different wall porosities are compared in figure 3. In each case the angle of attack in the experiment was set to obtain a normal force coefficient equal to the airfoil design value. The angle of attack settings required with the two porosities differed by more than 1°, and, even at the same $C_n$, the large differences observed between the two pressure distributions indicate changes in wall interference which cannot be accounted for simply by adjusting angle of attack.

Wall interference results obtained by applying the present method to the 0.013 wall porosity case are shown in figure 4 for two prescribed locations of the match point used in updating the far field Mach number. Again, the results are given as distributions along the tunnel center line of the blockage and upwash components of the wall-induced velocity normalized by the tunnel reference velocity. Observe that although the blockage velocities used for the far field update differed by only about 0.005 between the two match point locations, the resulting wall-induced velocity distributions are very sensitive to this change, particularly in the vicinity of the shock terminating the upper surface supercritical region. Observe also that the discontinuity in wall-induced velocity across the shock is essentially eliminated by choosing a match point location just ahead of the shock. This is because the shock strength is equalized in the two flows by matching the local Mach number entering the shock.

One might be disturbed at this point by the apparent dependence of the wall interference results on an arbitrarily chosen match point location. Note, however, that this dependence arises from the gradient in wall-induced velocity and would vanish if the wall properties were such as to produce a uniform wall-induced velocity over the model. In such a case, the free-air condition to which the tunnel data properly should be applied would be indicated by the present method regardless of match point location. In the more general case, the nonuniformities in wall-induced velocity yield an uncorrectable residual error and the arbitrary match point location provides a means of minimizing this residual error by seeking a most nearly uniform wall-induced perturbation, thereby identifying that free-air condition to which the tunnel data are most nearly applicable. The experience gained to date in applying the method to supercritical flow cases has indicated that locating the match point just ahead of the shock is a generally effective way to minimize the nonuniformities.

The wall-induced velocity distributions in the vicinity of the model with four different wall porosities are compared in figure 5. For each case, representative single values of wall-induced blockage and downwash would be used to correct the Mach number and angle of attack. Best accuracy
of the resulting data requires minimizing not the magnitude of the wall-induced velocities but rather their nonuniformity over the model. The nonuniformities in the results shown in figure 5 include localized irregularities in the supercritical flow region which are most pronounced for the minimum porosity wall. With increasing porosity, the localized irregularities diminish and essentially vanish at 0.06 porosity, only to reappear with a somewhat altered nature at 0.08 porosity. The localized irregularities are superimposed on a general gradient which, in the case of the blockage component, is also largest for the minimum porosity and nearly vanishes at 0.06 porosity. The general gradient of the wall-induced downwash, however, crosses zero between the 0.013 and 0.04 porosity cases and is clearly negative at 0.06 porosity. The results shown in figure 5 indicate, therefore, that none of the wall porosities produce data which are completely correctable for wall interference. The residual error is probably minimized with a porosity of slightly less than 0.06.

It is tempting to speculate that the previously noted localized irregularities of wall-induced velocity in the supercritical region might arise from the same wall properties that govern the wave reflection characteristics of the wall at higher Mach numbers. To date no cases have been analyzed at sufficiently high Mach number to either support or refute this speculation.

In order to compare the results shown in figure 5 with predictions from the classical approach, values are needed of the wall porosity parameter which appears as a coefficient in the perforated wall boundary condition. Inasmuch as the tunnel flow computation in the present method is an accurate reproduction of the actual tunnel flow, it can be used to provide a wall crossflow calibration from the actual test data. The procedure is illustrated in figure 6 for wall porosities of 0.013 and 0.08 although it was performed for all porosities. The variation of crossflow velocity $v$ (positive inward) with longitudinal perturbation velocity $u$ along both the top and bottom walls is plotted for each porosity. The slope of this variation is taken as the wall porosity parameter. In determining the slope, the portions of the walls nearest the model, which generally included the largest magnitude of velocity perturbations, were considered most significant. The curly variations near the origin in figure 6 occurred far upstream of the model and were ignored.

The porosity parameters thus determined were used with the charts of reference 4 to predict the magnitude and gradient of the wall-induced velocities for each wall porosity. These predictions are shown in figure 7 as dashed lines and are compared in this figure with the results of the present method reproduced from figure 5. Considering first the wall-induced downwash results, the gradients predicted from reference 4 agree well with the general gradients obtained by ignoring the localized irregularities near the shock in the results of the present method. The downwash magnitude agrees reasonably well between the two methods for the 0.04 porosity case but significant discrepancies are apparent for the higher porosities. Additional information on the wall-induced downwash magnitude can be obtained from the angle of attack settings during the experiment. It is reasoned that because the airfoil normal force coefficient was the same for all four
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In wall-porosity cases, the change in angle of attack setting between any two porousities should reflect with fair accuracy the change in wall-induced downwash. Accordingly, the negative of the actual angle of attack settings (in radians) is indicated in figure 7 by the tick marks. Although the agreement in absolute level with the results of the present method is only coincidental, the increments due to changes in wall porosity corroborate the results of the present method rather than those from the classical predictions.

The magnitudes of the wall-induced blockage velocity that were predicted using reference 4 are shown in figure 7 to be smaller in general and much less sensitive to changes in wall porosity than those assessed by the present method. The large sensitivity of the wall-induced blockage to wall porosity changes indicated by the results of the present method at low porousities is corroborated by the discussion in reference 7 of the same experimental data. In reference 7 it was shown that the airfoil pressure distribution measured with 0.02 porosity walls at a reference Mach number of 0.796 but reduced as though the Mach number were 0.817 agreed very well with that measured with 0.04 porosity walls at a reference Mach number of 0.817. This implies that the normalized blockage velocity \( u_w \) was 0.023 more positive for a wall porosity of 0.02 than for a porosity of 0.04; this agrees much better with the trend of the present method on figure 7 than with that of the predictions using reference 4.

Although the reasons for discrepancy in the particular cases shown are not known, it should be pointed out that the present method is responsive to several phenomena which are overlooked by the classical approach. These include the effect of discrepancies in the empty tunnel calibration, the interaction between the model and the tunnel reference pressure source, and the change in effective wall boundary layer thickness due to model-induced flow through the wall perforations as well as the sources of inaccuracy discussed in a previous section.

In addition, an anomaly in the method of reference 4 with respect to the wake blockage prediction should be noted. In the classical approach, the test section walls are extended an infinite distance upstream from the model to the reference flow. For perforated walls, the establishment of the reference flow is dominated by a pressure balance condition, even in the limit of zero porosity, rather than by the mass conservation condition which dominates the solid wall case. As a result, the predicted perforated wall wake blockage increases negatively with decreasing porosity and reaches a limit at zero porosity which is equal in magnitude but opposite in sign to that for solid walls. This result is clearly inappropriate for real perforated tunnels in which the reference pressure is measured much closer to the model.
CONCLUDING REMARKS

The method described in this paper for assessing the wall interference in transonic two-dimensional tunnel tests embodies two significant departures from the methods generally used for wall interference prediction. The use of experimentally measured boundary conditions provides the means of accounting realistically for a number of tunnel interference phenomena which are either overlooked or represented less accurately by other methods. The use of a nonlinear transonic potential equation to represent the tunnel flow assures applicability of the method to supercritical test conditions. The method yields corrections to the test Mach number and angle of attack and also yields a measure of the adequacy of these corrections to account for the interference existing during the test. The improved accuracy and realism illustrated in this paper should lead to increased confidence in the use of airfoil test facilities, particularly at supercritical speeds.
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Figure 1.— Wall interference problem areas.

Figure 2.— Comparison of wall-induced velocities calculated at tunnel center line using measured pressures with predictions by classical approach. NACA 0012-64 airfoil in University of Southampton tunnel with straight solid walls; c/h = 0.9; M = 0.1.
Figure 3. Effect of wall porosity on airfoil pressure distribution. 10-percent thick supercritical airfoil in Lockheed CFF; c/h = 0.25; M = 0.8; design c_n.

Figure 4. Effect of far-field Mach number update on calculated wall-induced velocities. \( \tau = 0.013; \ M = 0.8; \) design c_n.
Figure 5.- Effect of wall porosity on wall-induced velocity distribution at tunnel center line; $M = 0.8$; design $c_n$.

Figure 6.- Illustration of wall calibration during test.
Figure 7.- Comparison of results of present method with predictions by method of reference 4.
RESEARCH ON SELF-CORRECTING WIND TUNNELS*

R. J. Vidal and J. C. Erickson, Jr.
Calspan Corporation

SUMMARY

The Calspan Self-Correcting Wind Tunnel is a two-dimensional facility in which the flow field in the vicinity of the walls is actively controlled, and a theoretical evaluation is used in conjunction with flow-field measurements to confirm that wall interference has been minimized. The facility is described and the results of experiments with a 6%-blockage model are presented to show that iterative application of wall control effectively eliminates the interference. Experiments were performed at conditions where the flow at the walls was supercritical, and a new operating procedure is described for these conditions. The results of an analysis of the flow in the auxiliary suction system and test section illustrate the trade-offs available in the design of self-correcting wind tunnel test sections and in model sizing for such tunnels.

INTRODUCTION

A program of research is in progress at the Calspan Corporation to develop a self-correcting wind tunnel and to demonstrate that interference-free flows can be achieved by controlling the flow field in the vicinity of the walls. The concept of a self-correcting, or adaptive-wall, wind tunnel has been described in the literature (refs. 1 and 2). Briefly, it is based on the idea of measuring the components of the disturbance velocity at discrete points along imaginary control surfaces, or interfaces, in the flow field within the tunnel. A theoretical formulation for the flow field external to the control surfaces, including the boundary condition for unconfined flow, i.e., that all disturbances vanish at infinity, is used to determine if those measured velocity components satisfy functional relationships which are consistent with interference-free flow. If they are not, an iteration procedure provides a new approximation for the flow field at the interfaces, and the flow through the tunnel walls is readjusted until the measured quantities are consistent with the boundary condition for unconfined flow. In this way, the best theoretical and experimental features are combined to minimize wall interference. The flow chart for the self-correcting tunnel scheme is shown in

* Research sponsored by the Office of Naval Research and the Air Force Office of Scientific Research under Contract No. N00014-72-C-0102, with supplemental support by the NASA/Langley Research Center; by the ONR and AFOSR under Contract No. N00014-77-C-0052; and by the Arnold Engineering Development Center under Contract No. F40600-76-C-0011.
Experiments have been completed with a two-dimensional airfoil model, which has a solid blockage of 6%, at test conditions where the model flow field was supercritical, but the flow at the walls was subcritical. Those results have been reported (refs. 3 and 4), but are reviewed here to illustrate the wall-interference effects present in conventional tunnels, and to demonstrate that active flow-field control effectively minimizes these effects. Then, the results of our recent experiments, in which the flow at the walls was supercritical, are presented to show that new operating procedures are required which are different from those for subcritical walls. Finally, a brief description is given of an analysis for the flow in the auxiliary suction system and test section. The results of this analysis are discussed with respect to trade-offs which can be made in test section design and model sizing.

**SYMBOLS**

Values are given in both SI and U.S. Customary Units. The measurements and calculations were made in U.S. Customary Units.

- **c**: airfoil chord length, m (in.)
- **c_l, c_d, c_m**: airfoil section lift, drag, and pitching-moment coefficients
- **c_p**: pressure coefficient
- **M**: Mach number
- **U**: stream velocity, m/sec (ft/sec)
- **v_n, v_x**: normal and streamwise components of disturbance velocity, m/sec (ft/sec)
- **x**: streamwise coordinate with origin at airfoil leading edge, m (in.)
- **a**: airfoil angle of attack
- **β**: \((1-M_{∞}^2)^{1/2}\)

**Subscripts:**
- **c**: calculated value
- **m**: measured value
- **∞**: free-stream conditions
THE CALSPAN SELF-CORRECTING WIND TUNNEL

The Calspan 0.30 m (1 ft.) Self-Correcting Wind Tunnel (figs. 2 and 3) is a continuous-flow facility. The test section is two dimensional with porous top and bottom walls of 22.5% open area. The plenum chambers behind the porous walls have been divided into 18 segments, 10 on the top and 8 on the bottom, and each segment is connected to a pressure and a suction source through individual control valves. The pressure source is the tunnel stilling chamber, and the suction source is an auxiliary compressor discharging into the tunnel circuit in the diffuser. Six plenum chambers in the immediate vicinity of the model have provisions for a distributed porosity which can be varied linearly in the streamwise direction.

The model and test section are shown in figure 4. The model is an NACA 0012 airfoil section with a 0.15 m (6 in.) chord (6% solid blockage) and is instrumented with a row of pressure orifices and with a three-component force balance supporting a metric section on the tunnel centerline. The test section instrumentation (fig. 4) consists of two static-pressure pipes, each with 52 pressure orifices, and 18 flow-angle probes, with each probe located above the center of a plenum segment. These sensors are located outside the wall boundary layers and enable us to infer the normal and streamwise components of the disturbance velocity. Further details of the test section, model and instrumentation are given in references 3 and 4.

EXPERIMENTS

The first experiments were performed with the 0.15 m (6 in.) chord model in the Calspan 2.44 m (8 ft.) tunnel (0.75% solid blockage) to acquire a body of data that could be regarded as essentially free from wall interference. These data are presented and analyzed in reference 5.

Initial experiments with the model in the 0.30 m (1 ft.) tunnel were made to simulate tests in a conventional porous-wall facility. This simulation consisted of using wall control to establish a uniform axial pressure distribution in the empty test section. The model was then installed and tested with the same valve settings. The lift, drag and pitching-moment results obtained at $M_{\infty} = 0.725$ are compared with the 2.44 m (8 ft.) tunnel data in figure 5. In general, this comparison shows that there are wall-interference effects on the model forces and moment in this simulation. The effects on lift are moderate and on pitching-moment are large, and each is qualitatively consistent with solid-wall interference for lift coefficients greater than 0.1. The effects on drag are appreciable and indicate open-jet interference for subcritical conditions. If the available porous-wall theoretical and experimental data (refs. 6 and 7) are applied to these cases, they would predict wall
interference equal to about one-fourth the solid-wall interference. The data shown here are contradictory as to open-jet or solid-wall interference, and this probably reflects the fact that it is an oversimplification to attempt to categorize these results within the usual concepts of solid-wall or open-jet interference. The interference includes effects such as changes in the separation point and changes in the shock-wave position at supercritical conditions. This latter effect can be seen in the comparison of airfoil-surface pressure distributions at this Mach number for $\alpha = 2^\circ$ in figure 6.

**Iterations for Subcritical Walls**

Experiments were performed in the self-correcting mode by iterating with the model at $\alpha = 2^\circ$ and $M_{\infty} = 0.725$. The method we used to begin the iterations was to estimate the streamwise disturbance velocities at the control surfaces by Prandtl-Glauert theory. The free-stream Mach number is established in the test section, and wall control is then applied to obtain the desired distributions of the streamwise disturbance velocities, i.e., local static pressures. All data then are recorded and used in evaluating the functional relationships to obtain a second approximation. The pressure distribution after this first iterative step is presented in figure 7. It can be seen that the shock wave already is located at its interference-free position, as indicated by comparison with the 2.44 m (8 ft.) tunnel data.

The results of the iteration are shown in figure 5 by the numbered data points, where each number indicates the iterative step. The solid triangle indicates the equivalent data point in the simulated conventional facility. It can be seen that after three iterations we have largely eliminated the wall-interference effects in that the lift and drag agree with the 2.44 m (8 ft.) tunnel data, within the scatter in that data, and the pitching moment agrees to within 5% to 7%. Normally, we would have continued the iterations because the evaluation of the functional relationships did not indicate complete convergence, but we were at the limits of control at one plenum section above the model and could not achieve the next iterative step. Nevertheless, we regard these results, and those obtained at lower Mach numbers and higher angles of attack (refs. 3 and 4), as a convincing demonstration of the concept.

**Operating Procedure for Supercritical Walls**

Experiments were performed with the 0.15 m (6 in.) chord model in the 0.30 m (1 ft.) tunnel at $M_{\infty} = 0.85$, $\alpha = 1^\circ$. We followed the same procedure outlined in the previous paragraphs; namely we obtained a theoretical estimate of the flow field at the control surfaces and used that as the first approximation. We established the free-stream Mach number and then applied wall control, beginning at the upstream end of the test section, to obtain the de-
sired distributions of the streamwise disturbance velocities. We were able to establish the desired distributions upstream of the model quarter chord, but could not control the flow downstream of the quarter chord. The resulting flow field is illustrated by the schlieren photograph in figure 8. The pressure data from the model and the static pipes showed that the Mach number downstream of the quarter chord was about 1.3, and that the flow contained multiple shock waves in the remainder of the test section.

We were able to exert the desired flow-field control by modifying our operational procedures. We found that the best technique is to establish control at a Mach number where the walls are subcritical, and then sequentially to increase the Mach number and readjust the wall control until we reach the desired Mach number and distributions of the streamwise disturbance velocities. In this particular case, we established flow-field control by setting the first approximation at $M_{\infty} = 0.80$, increased the Mach number to 0.85, readjusted the wall control to the desired first approximation, and obtained the flow field shown in figure 9. The shock waves are close to the correct position, as evidenced by the 2.44 m (8 ft.) tunnel data, and the walls are supercritical, as evidenced by the shock wave emanating from the flow-angle probe. The data from the static-pressure pipes showed that the Mach number near the wall was about 1.05. We could not iterate at this condition, again, because one of the plenum sections was at its limit of control.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE AUXILIARY SUCTION SYSTEM

The recurring inability to achieve full control of the flow field at all plenum sections led to an analysis of the flow in the auxiliary suction system and the test section. Details are given in reference 8 and only some highlights and conclusions of the analysis are given here.

Basically, the analysis consists of writing a pressure balance for the auxiliary suction system, which is shown in figure 3. The analysis includes the operating characteristics of the auxiliary compressor, the losses in the pipes, the recompression pressure loss arising from the compressor discharge into the diffuser, the pressure drop across the porous walls, and the required unconfined-flow pressure at the wall locations due to the model. When suitable engineering approximations for these pressure terms are made, using, in part, data measured in the 0.30 m (1 ft.) tunnel, the predicted limits on available control agree reasonably well with experimental observations.

One conclusion from this analysis was that the recompression penalty could be reduced considerably. This could be accomplished by introducing an area change in the tunnel diffuser at the location where the flow from the auxiliary blower is vented into the tunnel circuit. The best arrangement is to generate sonic flow at that location, so that there would be suction on the blower discharge. This area change modification promises a considerable improvement in the circuit performance and has been carried out.
The analysis also illustrates the three major trade-offs available in the design and application of self-correcting wind tunnels with porous walls; namely, compression ratio, porosity, and model size. The results in reference 8 show that the tunnel performance could be improved by increasing the compression ratio from 1.43 to 2.0, but the improvement would be available only at Mach numbers above about 0.75 because the wall perforations would be choked at Mach numbers below that value. That restriction could be relaxed considerably by using a higher porosity, although the shock-wave reflection characteristics may not be as favorable. Decreasing the model size from 6% blockage to a smaller value would decrease the magnitude of the disturbance velocities at the walls and would improve the tunnel performance. The latter alternative, decreasing the model size, has been selected for the Calspan facility and iteration experiments have begun at higher Mach numbers with a model having 4% solid blockage.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

A two-dimensional self-correcting wind tunnel has been built and tested at the Calspan Corporation to demonstrate that wall-interference effects can be minimized by actively controlling the flow in the vicinity of the tunnel walls. Experiments were made with a 6%-blockage airfoil model, using the facility to simulate a conventional wind tunnel, to show that the wall-interference effects can be large in such tunnels. Several cases have been iterated successfully in the self-correcting mode. In one supercritical flow over the airfoil, we iterated three times and were able to reproduce the correct shock position, eliminate wall-interference effects on lift and drag, and decrease them to 5% to 7% on pitching moment. Experiments with supercritical walls showed that it is necessary to establish wall control initially when the flow at the wall is subcritical, and then sequentially to increase the Mach number and readjust the wall control until the desired test condition is achieved. We have devised a method for analyzing the performance of a self-correcting test section with porous walls. This method makes it possible to examine the trade-offs between compression ratio, wall porosity, and model size. It should be a useful tool in future design studies of self-correcting wind tunnels.
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Figure 1.- Self-correcting wind-tunnel scheme.

Figure 2.- Cutaway sketch of Calspan two-dimensional self-correcting wind tunnel.
Figure 3.— The Calspan self-correcting wind tunnel.

Figure 4.— Test section of the self-correcting wind tunnel.
Figure 5.- Wall effects on force data. $M_\infty = 0.725$.

Figure 6.- Simulated conventional wind tunnel.
Figure 7.— First wall adjustment.

Figure 8.— Schlieren view of the flow field with incorrect wall control.

$M_\infty = 0.85; \alpha = 1^\circ$. 
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Figure 9.- Schlieren view of the flow field with correct wall control. 
\[ M_\infty = 0.85; \ \alpha = 1^\circ. \]
ANALYTICAL DESIGN OF A CONTOURED WIND-TUNNEL LINER FOR SUPERCRITICAL TESTING

Perry A. Newman and E. Clay Anderson*

NASA Langley Research Center

SUMMARY

The present analytical design procedure is being developed in order to determine the shape of a contoured nonporous wind-tunnel liner for use in the Ames 12-foot-pressure-wind-tunnel test of a large-chord, laminar flow control (LFC), swept-wing panel which has a supercritical airfoil section. This procedure is applicable to the two-dimensional streamlined tunnel problem and a first check on its validity would be a comparison of the calculated tunnel-wall shape with that found experimentally. Results for such a comparison are given and the favorable agreement is encouraging.

INTRODUCTION

The analytical design procedure discussed herein is being developed in order to meet the special requirements of a laminar flow control (LFC) test. A transonic test condition is needed in order to establish the compatibility of an active LFC wing suction system with the current high-performance supercritical airfoil technology. This test must be done in a wind tunnel which has low levels of stream turbulence and acoustic noise so that the laminar flow is not unduly disturbed. Conventional slotted- or porous-walled transonic tunnels are, therefore, inappropriate in this regard. Transport aircraft presently envisioned for LFC applications have moderately swept wings; thus, the laminar boundary-layer crossflow stability must be investigated at the appropriate flight crossflow Reynolds number. This requirement, together with the physical-size limitations set by slot/duct construction and the required roughness-height Reynolds number for laminar flow, results in a large-chord, swept-wing panel. In order to produce a transonic wind-tunnel flow which simulates free-air flow about an infinite yawed wing, one must contour all the nonporous bounding walls. The ratio of total tunnel height to chord for this test is about 1 for the Ames 12-foot pressure wind-tunnel.

The design procedure is based on a simple idea and several existing computational tools which make it feasible. Basically, one determines bounding streamlines in the desired flow, makes all required blockage corrections, and

*E. Clay Anderson, a consultant, has performed the boundary-layer analyses for this study under NASA contract NAS1-14517.
then builds the resulting contoured nonporous tunnel liner. At supercritical flow conditions, one must use an appropriate transonic analysis in order to determine the desired flow-field and bounding streamlines. In order to account for the blockage due to viscous effects on the liner, a boundary-layer analysis must be made along the bounding streamlines with (local) edge conditions determined by the local flow properties. The bounding streamlines are then displaced to relieve the viscous blockage. This displaced shape is the geometric nonporous contour to be built. The liner is restricted to a given airfoil configuration at a single design-point condition. Currently available two-dimensional transonic analysis codes (refs. 1 and 2) and a laminar-turbulent boundary-layer code (ref. 3) have been used. The procedure, however, has a general utility which is restricted by our current ability to calculate the viscous transonic flow field about arbitrary configurations.

This design procedure is, of course, directly applicable to the two-dimensional streamlined tunnel problem. One should be able to predict the tunnel-wall shape required to simulate free-air flow about an airfoil. A first check of its validity is provided by a direct comparison of the analytically determined tunnel wall shape with one determined experimentally in a streamlined tunnel experiment. Barnwell and Everhart1 have recently completed such an experiment for a symmetric airfoil at zero lift in the Langley 6- by 19-inch transonic tunnel. In that test, the slotted walls of the tunnel were replaced by nonporous flexible plates which were adjusted using an experimental/analytical procedure until a simulated free-air flow over the airfoil section was obtained. Thus, the tunnel-wall displacement required to produce equivalent free-air flow is determined as a result of the experiment. Their iterative experimental/analytical technique is similar to that presented by Goodyer (ref. 4).

This paper should be viewed as a progress report in the continuing development of the design procedure for the LFC swept-wing test application. Some (preliminary) test-section contours which were generated to check the numerical procedure are given in the next section. The following section summarizes an application for a two-dimensional streamlined tunnel experiment and compares present analytical predictions and experimental results for tunnel-wall shapes.

SYMBOLS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>airfoil chord length, cm (inch)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_\infty$</td>
<td>free-stream Mach number</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
free-stream Reynolds number based on airfoil chord

\(N_{Re,\infty}\)

streamwise tunnel coordinate measured from test section origin indicated (O) in figure 4, cm (inch)

\(x\)

lateral tunnel coordinate normal to tunnel span, measured from test section origin indicated (O) in figure 4, cm (inch)

\(y\)

angle of attack, deg

\(\alpha\)

\(\delta^*(x,y)\) local boundary-layer displacement-thickness correction, measured normal to tunnel wall, cm (inch)

LFC SWEPW-WING PANEL TEST LINER

Current plans for the LFC swept-wing panel test are to utilize the Ames 12-foot pressure wind-tunnel to test a large-chord model, which has a cambered supercritical airfoil section, at lift. Recall (as shown in fig. 1) that for flow over a lifting yawed wing the streamline which divides around the leading edge of the airfoil develops a different spanwise displacement on the two wing surfaces. The resulting displacement at the trailing edge persists downstream and one must contour the end walls to properly simulate the inviscid crossflow.

The LFC airfoil section design and its aerodynamic characteristics are for a given set of wing-normal conditions. (See ref. 5, for example.) However, as indicated in the last section, considerations of crossflow Reynolds number, unit Reynolds number, and slot/duct construction bear on the selection of a model chord length and test conditions. These are certainly not independent of the tunnel operating characteristics and it appears that the required conditions may well be near the tunnel power limitations. All of these aspects result in a ratio of tunnel height to chord of approximately 1. The contraction ratio of the tunnel is 25 to 1 and an appreciable increase could easily result in unsatisfactory diffuser performance. A liner of "octagonal" cross-section results in less additional contraction from the existing circular cross-section than would result from a "rectangular" liner. Figure 2 is a view of the tunnel showing an "octagonal" cross-section liner and the large-chord swept-wing panel.

All walls are contoured in order to simulate free-air flow about an infinite-aspect-ratio yawed wing at the design condition. A preliminary design of an "octagonal" liner shape has been made, considering only the inviscid streamline shapes, in order to check the numerical procedure. This was done using an early LFC supercritical airfoil design of chord length 2.44 m (8 feet), swept 35°, at a tunnel Mach number of 0.89. Schematic views of this contoured liner shape near the LFC model are shown in figure 3. The section views clearly show the development of the end-wall steps which persist downstream of the trailing edge. It is also seen that some of the streamlines fall outside the existing tunnel in places for this first try. A turbulent boundary layer will exist on all tunnel walls and the local viscous blockage correction for it has not been included in this shape. This correction will move the liner even
further outside the existing tunnel in places. The sizing will be done iteratively in order to minimize the additional contraction. Section D-D in figure 3 shows the distorted flow which will have to be reshaped by a transition section in the liner in order to fair into the existing diffuser. This fairing will be shaped to minimize the degradation of the existing tunnel performance.

2-D STREAMLINED TUNNEL WALL SHAPE

The liner design procedure being developed for the LFC swept-wing test is applicable to the prediction of wall shapes for two-dimensional streamlined tunnels. Details concerning application of the present approach to a two-dimensional tunnel are given in reference 6. The results from that study are summarized in this section.

In the Barnwell-Everhart experiment the slotted lateral walls in the Langley 6- by 19-inch transonic tunnel were replaced by nonporous flexible walls (as indicated in fig. 4) in order to investigate the streamlined tunnel concept for minimizing wall interference in transonic tests. Basically, their experimental/analytical procedure iterates on the contoured-wall shape until consistency is obtained between near-field and far-field solutions. The wind tunnel determines the near-field solution for a given wall shape (i.e., experimentally "solves" a direct, viscous, boundary-value problem). The inverse far-field solution corresponding to uniform parallel flow at infinity is determined numerically using the experimental wall pressures as input data to predict a new wall shape. Thus, the tunnel-wall shape is determined as a result of the experiment. Their procedure has been used to find the wall shape for only one model and test condition. However, the first step in their procedure is to determine a wall shape which produces uniform pressures in the test section for the empty tunnel (i.e., no model).

For the empty tunnel the lateral wall shape required to produce uniform test-section pressures is a weighted relative (differential) $\delta^*$ correction due to all of the tunnel wall boundary layers. That is, the local $\delta^*$ $(x,y)$, minus that at the upstream flexible-wall/rigid-wall junction, is integrated around the perimeter of the tunnel cross section to obtain a local area correction which is then applied at the two adjustable walls. Comparison of the analytically determined wall shape and that found experimentally by Barnwell and Everhart is shown in figure 5. The tunnel was operating at a Mach number of 0.902 and a unit Reynolds number of $2.24 \times 10^5$/cm ($3.41 \times 10^6$ based on model chord). The maximum difference in the wall shapes is not inconsistent with the pressure measurement accuracies. (See ref. 6.)

The model test was conducted at a Mach number of 0.765 using a 15.24-cm (6-inch) chord symmetric NACA 0012 airfoil section at zero lift. This size model results in a ratio of tunnel height to chord of approximately 3. There is a turbulent boundary layer on all of the walls and the model. As indicated in figure 4, only the narrow lateral tunnel walls were flexible and these were deformed to simulate free-air flow about the model at one condition. The model is centered at the location $(\Theta)$ indicated in figure 4; this is taken to be the origin for streamwise and lateral coordinates in what follows. Each flexible
Calculations were made along 48 free-air streamlines about the NACA 0012 airfoil in order to estimate the tunnel-wall boundary layer in the presence of the model. Boundary-layer displacement-thickness distributions across the tunnel rigid walls (at several streamwise locations) are shown in figure 6. These clearly show a significant local influence due to the pressure field of the airfoil. Note that the y/c axis is located at a value of $\delta^*/c = 0.014$ on all plots; the maximum value of $\delta^*/c$ (shown on the last curve in fig. 6(a)) is 0.03. At the lateral wall (largest y/c shown) the displacement thickness exhibits a monotonic increasing behavior. However, along streamlines near the airfoil surface, $\delta^*/c$ undergoes very rapid streamwise changes. There is a pronounced local boundary-layer thickening near the leading and trailing edges of the model with a thinning near the expansion peak just downstream of the leading edge. The distribution in the wake region may not be very realistic since the wake is not properly modeled in the transonic airfoil program.

The flexible wall shape is determined as the sum of the deflection of the outermost lateral streamline (i.e., the inviscid compressible blockage correction) and the viscous correction due to the local boundary-layer displacement thickness on all walls (i.e., flexible and rigid). The method for determining this latter $\delta^*$ correction was indicated when discussing the empty tunnel results. Comparisons of analytical and experimental flexible wall shapes are shown in figure 7. The agreement is seen to be very good. The outermost lateral inviscid streamline is shown as a dashed line so that the relative contributions to the wall displacement can be seen. The viscous wall effect is not small; the boundary layer on the rigid wall near the model produces a rapid streamwise variation in blockage which must be accounted for in the flexible wall. One must have sufficient resolution in the wall control at lateral regions around the model in order to accommodate this behavior.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The present design procedure has a general utility which is restricted by our current ability to calculate transonic flow about arbitrary configurations including a proper account of the viscous phenomena. However, continuing rapid advances in computational machinery and methods will allow for better numerical modeling of these aspects. Comparisons with the Barnwell-Everhart streamlined tunnel experiment provide some degree of verification of the numerical design procedure which is being developed for the LFC application. These comparisons demonstrate that the blockage due to the viscous-boundary layer on the rigid (side) wall cannot be neglected in tunnel streamlining. In fact, it is primarily this wall boundary layer near the model which responds to the pressure field of the model and produces the rapidly varying streamwise character in the lateral wall shape. For more severe conditions of transonic flow with strong shockwaves and high lift, it is felt that the local rigid-(side-) wall boundary-layer effects will distort the test so that the desired
simulation is not achieved (i.e., 2-D flow will not be achieved in the tunnel). The present design procedure contains an option for direct calculation of suction rate distributions required to maintain attached boundary-layer flow. This option provides a means for determining suction requirements needed for boundary-layer control near the model/liner junction.
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Figure 1.- Spanwise streamline displacement in lifting flow over a yawed wing.

Figure 2.- View of the Ames 12-foot pressure wind tunnel showing "octagonal" test-section liner and large-chord swept-wing panel for LFC test.
Figure 3.—Schematic view of test-section liner for an LFC model in the Ames 12-foot pressure wind tunnel. Liner was contoured for a preliminary LFC section neglecting viscous wall effects.

Figure 4.—Schematic of two-dimensional streamlined tunnel (Langley 6- by 19-inch transonic tunnel) used by Barnwell and Everhart.
Figure 5.- Comparison of flexible nonporous wall shapes required to produce uniform parallel flow in the Langley 6- by 19-inch transonic tunnel.

\[ M_\infty = 0.90, \quad N_{Re, \infty} = 3.41 \times 10^6 \]
Figure 6.— Calculated distribution of boundary-layer displacement thickness $\delta^*/c$ across the tunnel rigid wall.
Figure 7.—Comparison of flexible nonporous wall shapes for an NACA 0012 airfoil test at zero lift in the Langley 6- by 19-inch transonic tunnel.
Interference in a 6 in. by 22 in. "two-dimensional" wind tunnel has been evaluated at Mach numbers up to 1.06 by comparing pressure distributions from airfoil models of differing size. Models of the NACA 0012 profile having chords of 76, 152, and 305 mm were used in one phase of the evaluation program and models of a supercritical profile having chords of 76 and 152 mm were used in another. This report documents the confinement interference, i.e., blockage, downwash and streamline curvature, all of which are quite small on a model having a chord of 152 mm and which can, for most applications, be ignored. Specifically, the corrections are lumped into an attack angle adjustment of -0.16 degrees per unit lift coefficient on a 152 mm model.

INTRODUCTION

The interpretation of wind tunnel data in terms of equivalent "free-air" information has always been hindered by considerations of the constraints of the boundaries. For some situations, theoretical analyses, moderated by experience have yielded suitable correction procedures. In the transonic range, two features have led to serious difficulties: (a) the use of ventilated walls introduced peculiar constraints which are not yet properly understood and (b) local shock waves interacting with the boundary layers on the tunnel walls will often disrupt those layers and produce extensive lateral disturbances. For the past 25 years in which tests have been conducted in the transonic range, there has been a multitude of innovations but there is yet no simple, direct procedure by which valid "free-air" data may be acquired from a ground test facility other than by using models which are relatively small in a given facility.

Due to peculiarities in design and operation, each facility has interference effects which are unlike those in another, with the result that procedures for testing and for modifying the data in one facility will not, in general, apply to another facility. It is necessary to examine three areas: the facility design, the data acquisition technique and the procedure for determining the nature and degree of wall interference, in order to adjust the data to equivalent "free-air" information.
The OSU airfoil tunnel was designed for the specific task of airfoil testing and its configuration was based upon previous research with three other transonic tunnels. A wide variety of airfoils has been tested to date and a series of careful programs has been conducted to define and evaluate interference of all types. This paper describes results from tests utilizing models of the NACA 0012 profile to define the interference from the confining boundaries, i.e., the ventilated walls. A similar evaluation program was conducted using an "aft-loaded" or "supercritical" profile to support the results with the 0012 model. The program was based on the premise that final reduced and/or "corrected" data from similar models differing in chord by factors of two and four must agree with each other. As a further test, such data must also agree with theory, to an acceptable degree, and with data from other facilities which were relatively much larger in comparison to the model size.

The symbols are defined in an appendix.

THE 6" X 22" WIND TUNNEL SYSTEM

A schematic of the 6" x 22" airfoil wind tunnel is shown in figure 1. The dimensions of the test section are 6" x 22" x 44" long in a two-dimensional configuration; i.e., the two 22" side walls are solid while the 6" walls are perforated with a porosity of about 7% and overlie individual plenum chambers. The plenums are open to the mixing zone downstream of the test section and thus can respond individually to pressure changes caused by models in the test section. This isolated plenum configuration leads to the extremely low interference as indicated by experimental data for two-dimensional airfoils over a wide range of operating conditions and model attitudes.

Models are mounted in the test section between two ports in the 22" side walls midway in the test section, and the angle of attack of the airfoil can be varied by rotating the ports. The nozzle consists of two solid aluminum blocks machined to coordinates specifying continuous first and second derivatives vanishing at the nozzle exit. A pressure drop device and a two-staged bellmouth from the screened settling chamber with a contraction ratio of 15:1 are used to maximize flow uniformity.

Test section Mach number is fixed by a choke consisting of an array of bars across the flow downstream from the induction/mixing zone. The Mach number can be varied by changing the number and/or the diameter of the bars. With a typical model installed, the Mach number can be varied from 0.3 to 1.1 with a tolerance of ±0.001. The Reynolds number can be varied by changing the total pressure in the stagnation chamber providing a range in Re/m from 1 to 100 million at a fixed Mach number if desired. This particular feature is extremely important in studying the Mach/Reynolds number effects on two-dimensional airfoils. The facility operating envelope is given in figure 2.

The tunnel is operated by pre-setting the control valve (fig. 1) to achieve the desired reservoir pressure. The plug valve is opened and the circuit pressurizes in a few seconds. Thereafter, the pressure drops in proportion to the
mass flow from the storage tanks. The storage system provides 140 cubic meters of air at pressures up to $18 \times 10^6$ N/m$^2$. Conventional air driers and oil separators are used to maintain a very high purity of the airflow.

Figure 3 shows the pressure history for the facility during a typical test run. Data are normally taken immediately after the pressure peak when a period of nearly constant pressure is available. For the conditions of figure 3, tunnel shutdown was delayed for purposes of evaluating the response of the overall system, where the good uniformity of pressure ratio is evident.

**Calibration**

The basic characteristics of the tunnel were determined by means of static pressure distributions through the test section. The calibration of the tunnel was based upon the average of seven static pressures at the model-mounting site (with no model present) referred to the plenum pressure. Calibration tests were also performed with one plenum vented in order to evaluate the effects of the small unbalance which occurs when testing with a lifting model.

The validity of applying such an "empty-tunnel" calibration when a model is installed is based on the assumption that the plenums, through the perforated boundaries, supply the necessary environment to simulate the far-field. The assumption has been verified by the correlations of the data.

**Data Acquisition and Processing**

Steady-state pressure measurements are made with a Scanivalve and a trapped-volume system. Tubes from model and tunnel taps are ducted to a Scanivalve system, consisting of a set of valves (basically rotary guillotines) preceding a regular Scanivalve. At the data point, the valves are closed, thus trapping samples of all the pressures at the same tunnel operating pressure. The pressures are subsequently read through the Scanivalve as the tunnel is shutting down. Due to the small but finite volume in the transducer cavity, adjustments to the raw data are necessary to account for pressure differences as the Scanivalve is cycled between ports. This is accomplished with simple calibration procedures, during which the Scanivalve is cycled two or more times. The multicycle calibration is frequently repeated during a test program as a cross check on the system and for detection of leaks.

Data taken during the run as well as those from the Scanivalve are digitized and stored on magnetic tape in the Digital Computational Facility of the Aeronautical and Astronautical Research Laboratory. The data is reduced to coefficient form, reviewed on a CRT display, then integrated to lift and pitching moment coefficients, printed and plotted in hard copy form in five minutes from the run.

The wake is traversed by a motor-driven pitot probe, 25 cm downstream from the trailing edge, and the pressure recorded as a continuous trace of deficit from the stagnation pressure. Again, this datum is stored during the run cycle,
to be evaluated by "quick-look" on the CRT before proceeding to the next test point. Such profiles are then reduced and integrated to drag coefficients.

Models

Pressure models as used in this study were fabricated from solid brass on a computer-controlled milling machine using a minimum of 600 coordinate sets. Pressure taps are incorporated by blind drilling so that the surface is not marred by inlaying tubes, and then the terminal tubes are soldered or epoxied into the ends of the model. Typical models are shown in figure 4 while figure 5 shows a model in the test section with taps connected to Scanivalve system.

INTERFERENCE EVALUATION

I. Flow Quality

The basic characteristics of the flow field were determined by means of static pressure measurements through the test section; two such sets of data are given in figure 6.

The flow quality at different Mach numbers and a verification of the calibration procedure may be deduced from data such as those presented in figures 7 and 8. For such purposes the 0012 model may be regarded as a probe. It should be noted that a relatively small error in Mach number will shift the data out of agreement.

II. Blockage

Figures 9(a) and 9(b) show measurements from the 0012 profile at zero attack-angle. The scale of $C_p$ has been expanded to clarify the small differences between the three models. Note that the data (from the 12-inch model) is in the direction to be expected from boundary "openness".

III. Lift Interference

The low level of interference in the 6 in. by 22 in. airfoil tunnel has been documented by means of data from the three models of the 0012 profile and from two models of a supercritical (aft-loaded) section both tested over wide ranges in Mach number and attack angle. Interference may be deduced by comparisons of the data between models with data from other facilities and with theoretical predictions (including viscous effects). (See ref. 1.) Only a few examples are presented here in figures 10 through 13. Such comparisons lead to the conclusion that the interference on a 152 mm model is negligibly small over the full range of Mach number and, in fact, is quite small even on a model of 305 mm chord in subcritical flows.
A considerable number of data were used to determine the interference field in some detail. For example, the load differences plotted in figure 14 indicated that the interference could be separated into its components due to downwash and to streamline curvature. Further data were used to establish the dependence of both components on the lift coefficient and on the square of the chord-to-height ratio. The interference field could then be expressed in general form as given by figure 15. It should be noted that the scales of figures 14 and 15 are higher expanded for analytical purposes.

Results from the supercritical models were essentially similar to those from the models of the 0012. Figure 15 also shows that the chordwise interference load on the supercritical section was the same as that found on the 0012.

For comparison purposes, the lift interference integrates to a correction on the attack angle of \(-0.16^\circ\) per unit lift coefficient on a model having a chord of 152 mm.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Interference generated by the proximity of the walls in the 6 in. by 22 in. airfoil tunnel has been evaluated as extremely small by means of data from three models of the NACA 0012 profile and from two models of a supercritical section. Using a 152 mm model chord for reference, the net lift interference may be expressed as an attack angle error of \(-0.16^\circ\) per unit lift coefficient and the blockage as negligible.
APPENDIX

SYMBOLS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>model chord length (cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_l</td>
<td>lift coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_p</td>
<td>pressure coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>wind-tunnel height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>Mach number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_o</td>
<td>stagnation pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_∞</td>
<td>free-stream static pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_c</td>
<td>pressure in plenum of wind tunnel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re</td>
<td>Reynolds number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>chordwise distance on airfoil (cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>α</td>
<td>angle of attack (degrees)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>δC_p</td>
<td>airfoil loading ((C_p\text{ (lower surface)})-(C_p\text{ (upper surface)}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δα_{DW}</td>
<td>angle of downwash induced by wind-tunnel interference (degrees)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔC_α_{sc}</td>
<td>coefficient of lift from streamline curvature induced by wind-tunnel interference</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 1. - Schematic layout of the 6 in. by 22 in. transonic airfoil tunnel system.

Figure 2. - Operating envelope for the 6 in. by 22 in. transonic tunnel.
Figure 3.- Pressure-time history in a typical test.

Figure 4.- Some typical airfoil models.
Figure 5. - View of the model mounting port and the scanivalve system.

Figure 6. - Two typical pressure distributions through the test section from the calibration.
Figure 7.- Pressure distributions from the 152 mm 0012 model compared in a Prandtl-Glauert form.

Figure 8.- Integrated lift coefficients for the 0012 models compared in a Prandtl-Glauert form.
Figure 9.— Pressure distributions from the 0012 models showing blockage at zero angle of attack.
Figure 10.- Pressure distributions from the 0012 models compared to show interference at a subcritical condition. (Data from the 152 mm and 76 mm models fall within the same symbol on this scale.)

Figure 11.- Pressure distributions from the 0012 models compared to show interference at a supercritical condition.
Figure 12. - Pressure distribution from the 152 mm 0012 model compared with that from a 152 mm model in the CALSPAN tunnel.

Figure 13. - Pressure distribution from the 0012 models compared at an extreme condition in the 6 in. by 22 in. tunnel.
Figure 14.- Loading interference in the 6 in. by 22 in. tunnel on the 305 mm 0012 model compared with a superposition of downwash and streamline curvature.

Figure 15.- Generalized loading interference compared for the various sets of models tested.
A visual study was performed using the low speed smoke wind tunnels of the University of Notre Dame with the objective of obtaining a better understanding of the structure of leading edge separation bubbles on airfoils. The location of separation, transition and reattachment for a cylindrical nose constant-thickness airfoil model were obtained from smoke photographs and surface oil flow techniques. These data, together with static pressure distributions along the leading edge and upper surface of the model, produced the influence of Reynolds number, angle of attack and trailing edge flap angle on the size and characteristics of the bubble. Additional visual insight into the unsteady nature of the separation bubble was provided by high speed 16 mm movies. 8mm color movies taken of the surface oil flow supported the findings of the high speed movies and clearly showed the formation of a scalloped spanwise separation line at the higher Reynolds number (Re_C = 450,000). Results obtained from these experiments have improved our knowledge of the laminar separation bubble and the transition process.

INTRODUCTION

The next generation of business and commercial aircraft must not only have significant reductions in the noise and exhaust pollutants produced but must be fuel-conservative. One of the crucial areas where significant advances have been made in the past few years is in transonic and subsonic airfoil design. Although advances have been made, there are several areas which require careful investigation if further improvements are to be realized, especially in developing an airfoil with laminar flow over a substantial portion of its surface. One important area of concern is the occurrence and behavior of the leading edge separation bubble. The separation bubble plays an important part in determining the behavior of the boundary layer on the surface, including the stalling characteristics of the airfoil. In practical situations, this bubble may be partly laminar, with transition occurring after laminar separation, or completely turbulent (ref. 1). The primary objectives

* This research was supported by NASA Langley Research Center under Grant NSG 1419.
of this paper are to describe the unique low speed smoke wind tunnels and visualiza-
tion techniques developed at Notre Dame and to use these techniques to obtain a better understanding of the structure of the leading edge separation bubble and the transition process.

SYMBOLS

Values are given in both SI and U.S. Customary Units. The measurements and calculations were made in U.S. Customary Units.

\[ \begin{align*}
  c & \quad \text{Chord} \\
  C_p & \quad \text{Pressure coefficient} = \frac{1}{2} \rho U_\infty^2 \\
  P & \quad \text{Static pressure on model surface} \\
  P_\infty & \quad \text{Freestream static pressure} \\
  R & \quad \text{Reattachment location} \\
  S & \quad \text{Separation location} \\
  T & \quad \text{Beginning transition location} \\
  U_\infty & \quad \text{Freestream velocity} \\
  X & \quad \text{Distance along airfoil chord} \\
  X^1 & \quad \text{Distance from beginning of Test Section} \\
  \alpha & \quad \text{Angle of attack} \\
  \delta & \quad \text{Flap angle at centerline} \\
  \theta & \quad \text{Diffuser angle, deg} \\
  \mu & \quad \text{Absolute viscosity} \\
  \rho & \quad \text{Density}
\end{align*} \]

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND TECHNIQUE

A schematic drawing of one of the indraft low turbulence subsonic wind tunnels is shown in figure 1. The air passes through the twelve anti-turbulence screens before entering the 24:1 contraction section. The first seven screens are 14 x 18 mesh bronze and the last five are 25 x 35 mesh marquisette. Both the inlet and test sections are square and are mounted on rollers to provide an easy means of interchanging these components. In addition, each test section has removable rear panels, allowing ready access.
to the test section. Downstream of the test section is the diffuser which is
fixed into the wall of the laboratory and which transitions from the square
cross-section of the test section to a circular cross-section at the fan. Aour inch foam rubber section separates the test section and the diffuser to
ensure no vibrations are transmitted to the working section from the fan. The
fan is driven by an 11,185.5 W (15 hp) variable speed electric motor, located
on a separate foundation outside the laboratory. The two-dimensional airfoil
type model used in this investigation was the cylindrical leading edge constant-
thickness model with a movable flap shown in figure 2. Thirty-four static
pressure taps were placed along the leading edge and upper surface of the model
as far as x/c = 0.54.

For smoke visualization, the smoke is introduced upstream of the first
screen from a rake which can be moved and positioned horizontally or vertically
so smoke lines may be placed anywhere in the test section. The smoke is gen-
erated by a device which allows deodorized kerosene to drip on to electrically
heated plates; the smoke then proceeds to the smoke rake. The smoke rake has
a filter bag and cooling coils which reduce the smoke temperature to approxi-
mately ambient before passing through the anti-turbulence screens and into the
test section. Still photographs of the smoke flow were taken, using a
Graflex 10 x 13 cm (4 x 5 inch) camera and several high intensity lights with
a duration of about 20 micro-seconds. High speed movies were obtained with a
Wollensak WF-3 Fastex 16 mm camera and several 1000 and 2000 watt quartz
lights. Surface oil flow studies were also made, using time lapse and 8 mm
color movie photography.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Turbulence Intensity Measurements

It was necessary to measure the freestream turbulence in the wind tunnel
to ascertain the effect of turbulence intensity on the flow over the airfoil
model in this and future hot-wire studies. Two stations were chosen at which
hot-wire measurements would be conducted. The first was near the entrance to
the constant-area tunnel section (X^1 = 37 cm) and the second point was further
downstream coincident to the location of the leading edge of the model
(X^1 = 76 cm). The point X^1 = 0 signifies the point where the reduction cone
ends and the test section begins. The model was removed from the tunnel while
measurements were taken at the second station. Four different sets of
measurements were taken at each station, varying the velocity from 6 m/sec to
25 m/sec. Three of the four runs utilized turbulence screens directly at the
test section entrance (X^1 = 0). Results from these experiments are shown in
figures 3 and 4. Turbulence intensities ranging from less than 0.2% (no
turbulence screen) to less than 1.2% at station X^1 = 37 cm (i.e. fig. 3).
These values dropped 0.1% and 0.7%, respectively, at X^1 = 76 cm, as shown in
figure 4.
Static Pressure Distributions

Static pressure coefficient plots were obtained for angles of attack ranging from 6° to -4°, flap angles of 0°, +30° and -30° (positive chosen as downward), and chord Reynolds numbers from 150,000 to 460,000. Typical pressure coefficient versus percent chord results are shown in figure 5. These pressure coefficient plots for the shear layer flow may be divided into four distinct regions: (1) the laminar boundary layer extending along the airfoil surface from the leading edge to the point of separation, characterized by a marked decrease in pressure to a minimum peak, followed by an adverse pressure gradient causing the flow to separate; (2) the constant-pressure laminar shear layer, existing from the points of separation to transition; (3) the turbulent mixing region, between the onset of transition and the point of reattachment, characterized by a quick rise in pressure; (4) the turbulent boundary layer stretching from reattachment on downstream.

Smoke Pictures

For the smoke flow visualization portion of the experiments, several photographs were taken for each condition that pressure plots were available. The purpose was to freeze the action of the separated flow and identify points of separation and transition. Examples of these smoke photographs are shown in figures 6 and 7. Interestingly enough, even though several good photographs were taken at the same ambient and flow conditions, slightly different transition locations were obtained. High speed movies taken with the Wollensak Fastex camera confirmed this unsteady phenomenon in that the laminar portion of the separated flow was observed to grow and shrink in length during small time intervals. The still photographs show that the separation point is always within 1% of the top of the cylindrical leading edge. The angle at which the flow departs from the surface is between 9° and 22°, as measured from the photographs.

Oil Surface Flow

Before starting up the wind tunnel, the angle of attack and flap angle were chosen and a line of oil (approximately 1 cm x 10 cm) was placed on the center of the airfoil in a chord-wise direction. Once the tunnel was operating, the resulting airflow forced the oil to flow along the surface. Within one minute, the separation line along the leading edge was clearly visible. Behind this line were three different sections of oil: (1) oil flowing towards the leading edge, presumably part of the reverse flow inside the separation bubble; (2) a dark region where the turbulent flow is reattaching to the surface, forcing the oil to ooze in both directions; (3) oil flowing towards the trailing edge via the turbulent attached boundary layer (fig. 8a). In all these experiments, the point chosen as the reattachment point was the solid line separating the first light region and the dark region, because this line was clear, definite and always visible. Actually, it was reasoned that the real reattachment line is a few percent chord further downstream but the line chosen in this work is easily measured and is visibly affected by changes in
Reynolds number and angle of attack. The error in extremely small in cases of positive and zero angles of attack, an gravity will pull the oil on towards the trailing edge (hence reattachment point) as possible. The error becomes a bit more significant, on the order of 3-4% chord, in the cases of negative angles of attack, an gravity forces the oil towards the leading edge, hence driving it slightly further away from the actual reattachment point.

Plots of the chord Reynolds number versus percent chord were obtained for each given angle of attack and flap angle, e.g. figures 9 and 10. Separation was virtually unaffected by increasing the Reynolds number, while the transition and reattachment points moved toward the leading edge in an exponential manner, as discussed by Huang and Hannon (ref. 2). An angle of attack increased, the region of turbulent mixing grew larger. At the highest Reynolds number used in this work (470,000), the position of reattachment was always within 14 to 18% chord, regardless of angles of attack and flap angle. At 6° angle of attack and 30° flap, reattachment was shown at 40% chord. Figure 9 shows at Reₜ = 140,000 this point is moved to 25% chord, and figure 10 placed reattachment just beyond the 20% mark. Consequently, the slope of these curves is highly dependent on angle of attack.

While in the process of experimenting to obtain these reattachment points, an unexpected phenomenon occurred. With the angle of attack set at -4°, 0° flap angle and a chord Reynolds number equal to 469,000, the separation line no longer appeared to be merely straight, rather a scalloped wave-like pattern was formed. Figure 8 demonstrates the formation process of this pattern. Three distinct regions were observed in the chord-wise direction of this oil flow. From 10 to 12% chord a thick build-up of fluid occurred in an almost regular sinusoidal pattern along the upper surface of the model. Following this configuration was a region extending to the 14% chord-line containing a thinner, more dispersed layer of oil, which accounts for most of the pattern seen in figure 8a. The third zone exhibits a very small amount of fluid, again stretching about 2% of the chord, which assumes a shape similar to trailing vortices. This basic shape formed at the higher Reynolds numbers (above 400,000) for every angle of attack and flap angle tested. The scalloped line is a manifestation of the three-dimensionality of the transitional separated flow. The formation process was interesting in itself. The oil film was placed on the model and the tunnel was turned on to idling speed (Reₜ = 150,000) and a very steady separation line formed at angle of attack -4°. An increase in Reₜ to about 300,000 saw the separation line become somewhat unsteady, as it oscillated back and forth. Further increases in speed (Reₜ = 370,000) resulted in the ceasing of the oscillatory motion in conjunction with the first appearance of the scalloped pattern. In this Reynolds number range, the line was very sensitive to velocity changes. An increase in tunnel speed resulted in the rebirth of the rapid oscillations for approximately 30 seconds before damping out; once again the oil assumed the wavy-like form. At maximum speed (Reₜ = 450,000) the oil, in the scalloped pattern, was impervious to incremental velocity changes.

With the tunnel at peak velocity, it was desired to observe any changes evident in the surface oil pattern with respect to angle of attack increments. The angle was raised from -4° to -2° to 0° without any real alteration encounter-
ered. However, once positive angles were introduced, a definite change in the wave pattern was noted, causing the frequency of the nodal points to increase in the sinusoidal wave. As before, just prior to the alteration of shape, an oscillatory motion was observed, eventually ceasing within 30 seconds. A similar physical situation was noted by Mattingly (ref.3) in 1962. His experiment involved the flow about a circular cylinder placed in a water tank. What he observed was an undulating separation line. He noted that the source of the separation line oscillation is related to the three-dimensional motion of the wake fluid directly behind the separation line. Mattingly calculated the frequency of these oscillations to be that of the prevailing shedding frequency. The frequency of the oscillatory motions observed in the oil flow line on the CLE-CT model was not determined. By visual observation, however, as in Mattingly's work, an increase in Reynolds number caused a corresponding increase in this frequency. These oscillations eventually damped out, however, and the oil flow line formed a steady, wavy pattern. Further experiments using hot-wire anemometry are planned to study this phenomenon in greater detail.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Results from this study indicate that visual techniques can be used to increase our understanding of separated flow phenomenon. As adequate analytical methods are presently not available to predict the location and detailed structure of transition, the insight gained from these visual experiments is of significant importance.

Smoke flow photographs clearly visualized the free shear layer following separation from the leading edge. Also, due to the favorable thickness to length ratio of the bubble, the formation of Tollmein-Schlichting type waves in the laminar shear layer is quite distinct, as is the breakdown into a turbulent motion. These photographs will aid in the placement of the hot-wire probes in future investigations. The effect, if any, of the probe on the flow in and around the separation bubble can be easily determined. The unsteadiness of the transition process was clearly observed in the high speed movies.

An oil mixture placed along the upper surface of the model revealed the reattachment locations of the turbulent shear layer to the surface. These points, along with those taken from the smoke flow photographs, were plotted with the static pressure distributions. These plots indicate that the chosen parameters of chord Reynolds number, angle of attack and flap angle definitely affect the size and characteristics of leading edge separation bubbles. The surface oil flow produced a spanwise scalloped pattern at the higher Reynolds numbers. This oil flow pattern is a manifestation of the three-dimensional nature of the transition and separated flows. Hot-wire anemometer studies in progress will provide additional insight into this important but extremely complex flow problem.
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Figure 2.- The two-dimensional cylindrical-leading-edge constant-thickness (CLE-CT) model.
Figure 3.- Turbulence intensity at $X^1 = 37$ cm plotted against tunnel velocity.

Figure 4.- Turbulence intensity at $X^1 = 76$ cm plotted against tunnel velocity.
Figure 5.- Static-pressure coefficient along the chord of the CLE-CT model for \( \alpha = 4^\circ \), \( \delta = -30^\circ \), \( \text{Re}_c = 1.59 \times 10^5 \) and for \( \alpha = 6^\circ \), \( \delta = 0^\circ \), \( \text{Re}_c = 1.54 \times 10^5 \).

Figure 6.- Smoke-flow photograph at angle of attack of \( 4^\circ \), flap deflection of \( -30^\circ \), and \( \text{Re}_c = 1.59 \times 10^5 \).
Figure 7.- Smoke-flow photograph at angle of attack of $6^\circ$ with no flap deflection and $\text{Re}_c = 1.54 \times 10^5$.

(a) $\text{Re}_c = 161,000$.  
(b) $\text{Re}_c = 305,500$.

(c) $\text{Re}_c = 469,000$ (after 10 min).  
(d) $\text{Re}_c = 469,000$ (after 50 min).

Figure 8.- Photographs of the surface oil flow for the CLE-CT model and for $\alpha = -4^\circ$ and $\delta = 0^\circ$. 
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Figure 9. Measured separation, beginning transition, and reattachment locations against chord Reynolds number for the CLE-CT model for $\alpha = 4^\circ$ and $\delta = -30^\circ$.

Figure 10. Measured separation, beginning transition, and reattachment locations against chord Reynolds number for the CLE-CT model for $\alpha = -4^\circ$ and $\delta = 0^\circ$. 
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SUMMARY

Two-dimensional airfoil testing has been conducted at the Wichita State University Beech Wind Tunnel for a number of years. The instrumentation developed and adapted during this period of testing for determination of flow fields along with the traversing mechanisms for these probes are discussed. In addition, some of the techniques used to account for interference effects associated with the apparatus used for this two-dimensional testing are presented. The application of a mini-computer to the data reduction and presentation is discussed.

INTRODUCTION

During the wind tunnel testing program of two-dimensional airfoils at the Walter H. Beech Wind Tunnel at the Wichita State University during the last three years, certain instrumentation has been developed or adapted. These instruments include pressure probes for obtaining measurements near the surface of an airfoil and pressure probes for the determination of the velocity fields in reverse flow regions. Traversing mechanisms were also developed for positioning these probes. These probes and traversing mechanisms are described and samples of the data obtained are shown in this paper. In addition to the pressure probes, commercially available hot-film probes were adapted for measurement of velocity in the reverse flow regions. The hot-film probe came in two versions, a single-element probe and a split-film probe. These probes and their use are discussed and data obtained with the hot-film probes are shown.

Use of the probes and traversing mechanism in some regions and under some conditions introduced interference effects on the flow field about the model specimen. These interference effects are discussed along with modifications and techniques used to evaluate, minimize and correct for these interference effects. One of the effects discussed is that on the separation of the boundary layer and consequent changes to the pressure distribution.
Large amounts of data generated during wind tunnel programs can become unmanageable. A mini-computer has been implemented in the data acquisition and processing system at the Wichita State University wind tunnel. Use of the mini-computer system for data acquisition, reduction, analysis and display is described.

Symbol definitions are given in an appendix.

INSTRUMENTATION

The desired measurements are those required to determine and describe the flow field about the airfoil. For an incompressible flow, if one determines the velocity field both in magnitude and direction then one has all of the information necessary to understand the flow mechanism. The velocity field about the airfoil at the pre-stall through post-stall range of angles of attack of interest varies quite widely in character. The flow can be steady or unsteady with varying degrees of turbulence in different regions about the airfoil and also normal or reversed in direction. The regions of interest about the airfoil are those of the near-wall flow field, the far-field flow, and the wake flow field. It is difficult to get a single instrument that can operate under all of the conditions found in these different regions. A number of different instruments are therefore used. These instruments are discussed in the following sections, under two categories: 1) pressure probes, and 2) hot-film probes. In addition, the traversing mechanisms used to position these probes are also discussed.

Pressure Probes

The basic pressure probe used is the five-tube probe shown in figure 1. This probe consists of a total head tube and four static taps spaced about the circumference of the probe. The description, calibration and use of this probe have been documented in references 1 and 2. The probe is used to determine the magnitude and direction of the velocity in the far-field region over the airfoil and in the wake of the airfoil. In regions where the angularity of the local velocity with respect to the probe axis exceeds ±40°, the probe cannot sense the direction or magnitude. Because of the physical dimensions of the tip it cannot be used for near-wall (<0.2 mm) measurements. In order to obtain velocity measurements closer to the surface of the airfoil the flat-tube probe shown in figure 2 was developed (reference 1). This is a total head tube whose prime component is a flattened hypodermic tubing. This probe is capable of measurement as near as 0.15 mm from the local surface. The velocity magnitude is determined using the static pressure tap on the surface of the body for static pressure quantity. The flat-tube probe cannot sense the velocity angularity or direction, and like the other pressure probes, is insensitive to velocity fluctuations.
In an attempt to determine the separation and reattachment points over the airfoil in the near-wall region, the cylindrical-tube probe of figure 3 was developed (reference 1). This probe consisted of two hypodermic tubes, side-by-side, sealed at the extreme end with a small total pressure head opening drilled into each tube near its sealed end. During use, the tube was brought close to the surface of the airfoil and the flow direction and total pressure were obtained from the higher two pressures. The cylindrical-tube probe could not sense the flow angularity. The velocity magnitude was determined using the airfoil surface static pressure reading obtained simultaneously. This cylindrical-tube probe was found to be rather inaccurate for determining the separation and reattachment points, because of sensitivity to sidewash velocity near separation.

Another configuration developed for near-wall velocity measurements and also capable of determining flow reversal was the four-tube probe shown in figure 4. This probe has forward- and aft-facing flattened total tubes for near-wall flow direction and total pressure measurement. The pitot-type tubes are less sensitive to sidewash than the cylindrical-tube probe, and are capable of measurement nearer to the surface (down to 0.34 mm) than the cylindrical probe. The two static pressure tubes added to this probe give it the capability of direct static and total pressure measurement, and therefore velocity magnitude. The probe is not capable of determining flow angularity. Since flow direction near a wall is usually nearly parallel to the wall, the lack of flow angularity measurement capability is not a severe limitation. This probe was adapted as the secondary pressure device used in the flow measurement work supplementing the data from the five-tube probe. The four-tube probe is described in more detail in reference 3.

A comparison of typical velocity profiles measured over the airfoil using the cylindrical-tube, the five-tube, and the flat-tube probes are shown in figure 5. The differences in velocity as measured by the different probes are rather small. The five-tube probe data is probably the most accurate since it has been calibrated extensively as mentioned previously.

Another example of the data obtained for determining the flow field about the airfoil is the velocity field data shown in figure 6. The vectors are to scale and indicate both the magnitude and the direction of the flow over the airfoil and in the wake. As can be seen on the figure, the five-tube data does not supply any information in the reverse flow regions. The four-tube data shown by the dashed lines is used to supplement the five-tube data although the velocity angularity in this reverse flow region is not determined.

Another pressure probe developed and used was the boundary layer mouse shown in figure 7 and discussed more fully in reference 4. This probe or rake consists of a number of total head tubes stacked closely and attached tangent to the surface of the airfoil. The total pressures determined were used with the surface static pressures to obtain the velocity magnitudes near the wall. Velocity magnitudes in the reversed flow regions cannot be determined with this rake. A typical total pressure measurement survey over the flap and the flap cove of an airfoil is shown in figure 8.
Hot-Film Probes

In the course of the present research program, a hot-film sensor and associated control signal conditioning equipment were obtained (reference 4). The first probe obtained was a single hot-film sensor shown in figure 9. The sensor consists of a small cylindrical wire, .050 mm in diameter, mounted between two supports. The cylindrical sensor is made of a quartz material coated with a thin film of platinum. The film is heated by proper circuitry and the rate of heat transfer depends on the velocity of the flow past the wire. The hot-film probe is sensitive to unsteady flow velocities and is calibrated to measure the magnitude of the velocity. However, it cannot sense the direction of the flow if reversed. One can speculate from the data obtained whether the flow does reverse since in this region the velocity would intermittently become zero.

Recently, split-film sensors have become available which eliminate the flow direction ambiguity associated with single-film sensors (reference 5). Figure 10 is a schematic of the split-film sensor. The thin film of platinum is deposited on the fore and aft portion of the cylindrical sensor of this probe which is .15 mm in diameter. The electronic circuitry of the equipment allows the determination of the flow direction and its magnitude. Although the flow angle is not determined, the probe does determine the magnitude and whether the flow is in the fore or aft direction. The split-film and single-film sensors are described more thoroughly in reference 5.

Figure 11 shows how the output of the split-film [a voltage] and the four-tube pressure probe [a pressure differential] vary with the velocity.

Figure 12 shows how the output of the split-film equipment appears on an oscilloscope for different levels of turbulence and percentage of time of reversal of flow.

A temporal sample of a calibrated velocity trace obtained by the split-film equipment is shown in figure 13. This temporal data can be analyzed to obtain statistical information regarding the flow. Programs are being written at WSU for this analysis.

One of the present ways of presenting the data is that shown in figure 14, a typical split-film survey result. This data shows distinct regions about the airfoil and in its wake where certain characteristics of the flow exist.

TRaversING MECHANISMS

The probes discussed in the previous section were mounted onto a traversing mechanism shown schematically in figure 15. The probe positioning could be controlled from outside the wind tunnel both in the vertical and axial direction. While trying to repeat previous data of a high angle of attack case, it was observed that the surface static pressures obtained on the model without the probe differed significantly from that when the probe was present.
difference was thought to be an interference effect due to the strut and the probe travel track. The strut was therefore modified from a circular section to an airfoil section and the probe travel track was modified and relocated outside of the wind tunnel. The remodeled probe traversing mechanism is shown in figure 16. This modification resulted in an improvement in the data as seen from figure 17. The changes in the pressure coefficient under the different conditions along with other data and visual observations led the authors to conclude that the introduction of the probe effected the separation point at the large (near stall) angles of attack (reference 3). The modified strut and track resulted in less interference on the separation point location than the unmodified version. As seen from figure 17, some interference still exists but it is minimal. At the lower angles of attack the pressure data shows insignificant interference.

The traversing mechanism shown in figure 18 has recently been constructed to allow close measurements near the wall while eliminating some of the vibrational problems that exist between the probe and the model. The probe is mounted in the mechanism shown. The shaft holding the probe rotates within the housing, changing the vertical location of the probe from the model. This device permits repeatable positioning of the probe as close as 0.15 mm to the model surface. The entire housing with the shaft and probe is mounted to the side plate of the two-dimensional section walls. Holes are drilled so that the probe can be located at various axial positions along the model chord. The entire device rotates with the model during an angle of attack change.

INTERFERENCE ON INSTRUMENTATION

In the course of the testing the static pressure used to determine the free-stream velocity of the test section was relocated on the two-dimensional section walls. In trying to repeat data from previous tests it was found that at the high angles of attack with flaps deflected the data was somewhat in error from that obtained in earlier tests (reference 6). Investigation of various possibilities showed that the dynamic pressure determined using the new location of the static taps was in error. The error was due to the fact that the velocity at the static tap location was now higher because of the velocity field about the airfoil.

Further investigations showed that a correction could be made to the static pressure tap reading and therefore to the measured dynamic pressure which was dependent on the lift coefficient of the airfoil. As shown in figure 19, the velocity induced by the airfoil at the static tap location is determined by the circulation about the airfoil and the vortex image system representing the location of the walls. It was found that not only the image system shown but a set of image vortices had to be used for the correction to be adequate. The resulting correction to the measured dynamic pressure for the airfoil and wind tunnel set up used was given by the relationship shown on figure 19 which depends on the square of the lift coefficient. This correction is discussed more fully in reference 6.
DATA ACQUISITION, REDUCTION AND DISPLAY SYSTEM

The components of the force data reduction and display system are shown in figures 20 and 21. The system is described fully in reference 7. A mini-computer serves as the central element of this system.

Figure 21 shows the complete elements of the configuration with the mini-computer at the center. Various input and output devices are associated with the mini-computer. This has allowed more refined treatment of the data and improved the efficiency of the data acquisition and reduction. The engineer now has results available almost instantaneously and can determine whether the data point is satisfactory or whether it should be re-run.

Data can also be plotted on line using the digital plotter. Typical results are shown in figures 22 and 23. The first of these shows a sample of velocity field plot. The airfoil and velocity vectors are plotted about 6 seconds after the data points had been obtained. A sample pressure distribution plot of an airfoil with flaps is shown in figure 23.

Computer programs are being formulated and written to obtain statistical information from the histograms obtained by the split-film probes. This should allow more information to be obtained from the data presently generated during the wind tunnel tests.
APPENDIX

SYMBOLS

Values are given in both SI and U.S. Customary Units. The measurements
and calculations were made in the U.S. Customary Units.

C  Airfoil chord
Cₜ  Airfoil section lift coefficient, \( \frac{\text{section lift}}{Q} \)
Cₚ  Static pressure coefficient, \( \frac{P_s - P_\infty}{Q} \)
Cₚₜ  Total pressure coefficient, \( \frac{P_t - P_\infty}{Q} \)
h  Wind tunnel test section height
\( \theta_0 \)  Location of wall static pressure tap from airfoil quarter chord
P_s  Local static pressure
P_t  Local total pressure
P_\infty  Free stream static pressure
Q  Free stream dynamic pressure
RN  Reynolds number based on wing chord and free stream conditions
l  Axial velocity
\( V_{0r} \)  Dimensionalized component of local velocity in the free stream
\( V_0 \)  Axial component of velocity at wall static pressure tap
\( V_R \)  Resultant velocity at wall static pressure tap
x  Streamwise coordinate
z  Vertical coordinate
\( \Gamma \)  Airfoil circulation
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**Figure 1.** Five-tube probe.

- **Use**
  - Total pressure: far wall & wake
  - Static pressure: far wall & wake
  - Velocity magnitude: far wall & wake

- **Shortcomings**
  - Accuracy decreases at high angles of flow
  - Insensitive to fluctuations
  - Cannot get near wall data

- **Comments**
  - Probe calibrated for determination of velocity magnitude and angle (± 5°)
  - Correction for image effect near wall
  - Correction for model deflection
  - Aligned parallel to airfoil
  - Reference (1), (2)

**Figure 2.** Flat-tube probe.

- **Use**
  - Total pressure: near & far wall
  - Velocity magnitude: near & far wall

- **Shortcomings**
  - Reversed flow not sensed
  - Insensitive to fluctuations
  - Static pressure not measured
  - Flow angles not determined

- **Comments**
  - Wall static pressure for velocity measurements
  - Corrections for model deflections
  - Aligned parallel to airfoil surface
  - Reference (1)
**Figure 3.** Cylindrical-tube probe.

**Four Tube Probe**

- **Use**
  - Total Pressure: near & far wall
  - Velocity Magnitude: near & far wall
  - Reversed Flow Regions

**Shortcomings**
- Separation & Reattachment Point Not Sensed Accurately
- Insensitive to Fluctuations
- Static Pressure Not Measured
- Flow Angles Not Determined

**Comments**
- Aligned Parallel to Airfoil Surface
- Corrections for Model Deflections
- Wall Static Pressure for Velocity Measurements
- Reference (1)

**Figure 4.** Four-tube probe.

**Four Tube Probe**

- **Use**
  - Flow Reversal Regions
  - Near Wall Measurements
  - Static Pressure
  - Total Pressure
  - Velocity Magnitude

**Shortcomings**
- Insensitive to Fluctuations
- Flow Angles Not Determined
- Accuracy Decreases with Large Flow Angles

**Comments**
- Used in Parallel with 5-Tube Probe
- Aligned Parallel to Surface
- Aligned Parallel to Free Stream Flow in Wake
- Data Reduction Program Determines Flow Direction in Reversed Flow
- Reference (3)
Figure 5. - Typical velocity profiles over an airfoil.

Figure 6. - Velocity field data.
**USE**

- TOTAL PRESSURE NEAR WALL
- VELOCITY MAGNITUDE NEAR WALL
- SHORTCOMINGS
- NON-TRAVERSING
- REVERSED FLOW NOT SENSED
- INSENSITIVE TO FLUCTUATIONS
- STATIC PRESSURE NOT MEASURED
- FLOW ANGLES NOT DETERMINED

**COMMENTS**

- ALIGNED PARALLEL TO AIRFOIL SURFACE
- WALL STATIC PRESSURES FOR VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS
- REFERENCE (4)

Figure 7. Boundary-layer mouse.

**Figure 8.** Mouse total-pressure measurements.
USE
- REVERSED FLOW SENSING
- UNSTEADY VELOCITIES

SHORTCOMINGS
- REVERSED FLOW NOT MEASURED
- PRESSURES NOT MEASURED
- FLOW ANGLES NOT DETERMINED

COMMENTS
- REQUIRES FREQUENT CALIBRATION
- REQUIRES MORE SIGNAL PROCESSING THAN PRESSURE PROBES
- REFERENCES (4,5)

Figure 9.- Single hot-film sensor.

USE
- REVERSED FLOW
- UNSTEADY VELOCITIES

SHORTCOMINGS
- PRESSURES NOT MEASURED
- FLOW ANGLES NOT DETERMINED

COMMENTS
- REQUIRES FREQUENT CALIBRATION
- REQUIRES MORE SIGNAL PROCESSING THAN PRESSURE PROBES
- REFERENCE (5)

Figure 10.- Split-film sensor.
Figure 11. - Comparison of pressure and split-film probes.

(a) Smooth  
(b) Moderate Turbulence  
(c) Heavy Turbulence

(d) Reversing 4% of Time  
(e) Reversing 77% of Time

Figure 12. - Split-film oscilloscope traces.
Figure 13. - Sample split-film probe velocity trace.

Figure 14. - Typical split-film survey.
Figure 15.— Probe traversing mechanism before modification.

Figure 16.— Probe traversing mechanism after modification.
Figure 17.- Surface static-pressure interference.

Figure 18.- Probe traversing mechanism.
Figure 19.- Dynamic-pressure correction for wall static-pressure error.

\[ \Delta q/Q = -0.00292c_x - 0.00244c_x^2 \]

Figure 20.- Force data-reduction system.
Figure 21.- Elements of the configuration.

Figure 22.- Sample velocity field plot.
Figure 23.- Sample pressure-distribution plot.
APPLICATION OF THE LASER VELOCIMETER TO
AIRFOIL RESEARCH

Danny R. Hoad*
NASA Langley Research Center

SUMMARY

A laser velocimeter (LV) was installed in the Langley V/STOL tunnel to
measure the velocity field about a wing with a NACA 0012 airfoil section. These
measurements were compared at low angle of attack with a two-dimensional viscous-
flow prediction program. The velocity field over the wing in a fully stalled
condition was also measured by the LV. The unique ability of the LV to measure
absolute flow magnitude and direction without prior knowledge of general flow
direction was demonstrated in the complex separated reverse flows near the
wing upper surface at the high angle of attack.

The general characteristics of the flow field over the stalled wing were
substantiated by a vapor screen flow visualization technique.

INTRODUCTION

The laser velocimeter (LV) is a relatively new device to measure fluid
velocities. It is unique with its capabilities of obtaining these measurements
in flow conditions where conventional devices either cannot obtain measurements
or would seriously influence the measurement due to the presence of the device.
This fact indicates that it is a viable tool to determine velocity field condi-
tions about an airfoil, and is particularly important near the surface where
a conventional probe's presence would induce velocity components, thereby
biasing the measured data.

The performance of an airfoil is typically judged by body force measure-
ments or surface pressure measurements. In fact, two-dimensional prediction
techniques are designed to estimate the local surface pressures as a prime
objective. One such prediction technique is described in reference 1. It has
been shown to accurately predict the surface pressures on a single element
airfoil at low angles of attack.

The performance characteristics of the NACA 0012 airfoil are well-defined.
It is not the intent of this paper to present anything new about the airfoil.
Because of its application in the aerospace industries, particularly on heli-
copters, it was chosen as the baseline model to demonstrate the application of
the LV to airfoil flow-field research.
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SYMBOLS

The axes used for this investigation are presented in figure 1. The velocity measurement position was referenced to the airfoil chord line, and the velocity measurement magnitude was referenced to the free-stream direction. The units for the physical quantities defined in this paper are the International System of Units. Most quantities were measured in this system; however, some were measured in the U. S. Customary Units and converted by using factors given in reference 2.

c wing chord, 0.3048 m

$U_f$ local velocity component, in direction of free-stream velocity, m/sec

$U_R$ local total velocity, $\sqrt{U_f^2 + V_f^2}$, m/sec

$U_T$ free-stream velocity determined from pitot-static probe, m/sec

$V_f$ local velocity component, perpendicular to direction of free-stream velocity, m/sec

$X_c, Y_c$ coordinate axis relative to wing chord

$x_c$ distance downstream from airfoil leading edge along chord, m

$y_c$ distance above and perpendicular to wing chord, m

$\alpha$ wing angle of attack, deg

APPARATUS

A fringe-type LV optics system operating in the backscatter mode was used for these tests. A sketch of the optics system is presented in figure 2 and a photograph is presented in figure 3. A high-speed burst counter was used to measure the period of the high-frequency signal contained in the burst from a particle traversing the sample volume. LV system control, data acquisition, and data reduction were handled by a minicomputer. A complete description of the LV optical system, electronics system, and data acquisition and reduction is available in reference 3.

The model used in this investigation was a simple straight wing. It had a span of 2.438 m, a chord of 0.3048 m, and a NACA 0012 airfoil section. Velocity measurements were made at center span to obtain two-dimensional characteristics. The wing was supported by struts from the floor near the tunnel center line with no balance measurements taken. The location of the strut mount to the wing was chosen as far outboard as structurally feasible to minimize flow disturbance at the wing center line. A photograph of the model with crossing laser beams is presented in figure 4.
This investigation was conducted in the Langley V/STOL tunnel at a nominal free-stream Mach number of 0.15. The Reynolds number based on the wing chord was approximately $1 \times 10^6$. Local flow velocities were measured about the center line at two geometric angles of attack: (1) at $\alpha = 0^\circ$ in order to compare with a two-dimensional theoretical prediction technique at a condition for which the flow is two-dimensional and the theory is appropriate, and (2) at $\alpha = 19.40^\circ$ in order to investigate the flow-field characteristics over the separated airfoil at a constant angle of attack. A pitot-static probe was mounted 2.5 m below and 1 m ahead of the wing center line to provide accurate reference of the free-stream tunnel dynamic pressure. A hygrometer was used to obtain wet-bulb temperatures, and total temperature was measured in the settling chamber. Thus, the tunnel air density could be calculated and, with dynamic pressure measurements, the tunnel velocity could be accurately calculated.

DISCUSSION

The velocity measurements at each measurement location were first reduced to histogram form. These data for the wing at $\alpha = 0^\circ$ (relative to tunnel geometric center line) along with a description of data reduction technique, histogram interpretation, and complete error analysis can be found in reference 3.

Free-stream velocity measurements were obtained with the LV with no wing in place at the location of the wing center line. These data indicated an average upwash angle of $0.6^\circ$ (relative to tunnel geometric center line). The wing was installed with $+\alpha$ chord line parallel to the test-section center line; therefore, the effective angle of attack was assumed to be $0.6^\circ$.

Prediction Technique

The external forces generated on a body in a fluid are manifested in the velocity distribution of the fluid about the body. In developing a prediction technique, the calculations at the surface of the body are verified with conventional pressure and force measurements. Reference 1 presents an excellent comparison with measured surface pressures for this viscous-flow prediction. Since the local surface pressures are computed from predicted local surface velocities, it is justifiable to question the validity of the predicted velocities away from the surface. The need to verify these predicted velocities is evident. The use of conventional probes near the surface raises questions about the accuracy of the measurement with interferences caused by the presence of the probe. It was determined that the LV was a device capable of measuring this flow field without inducing any interference since nothing was present in the field but the wing and light beams.

The theory for this prediction technique (ref. 1) involves an iterative procedure which first obtains an inviscid-flow solution for the basic airfoil. It computes a boundary-layer solution based on the inviscid-flow solution and constructs a modified airfoil by adding the boundary-layer displacement...
thickness to the original airfoil. It obtains the inviscid solution for the modified airfoil and repeats these steps until appropriate convergence criteria are satisfied. The field point velocities away from the surface are then computed from the basic vorticity distribution along the modified airfoil.

Experiment-Theory Comparison at $\alpha = 0^\circ$

The velocity vectors as measured by the LV for the wing at a geometric angle of attack of $0^\circ$ are presented in figure 5. Each velocity vector (arrow) is an average of an ensemble of measurements taken over a short period of time at the desired location. This arrow plot indicates the relative location of the velocity measurements, magnitude, and angle of the velocity vector. The velocity magnitude and direction are indicated by the length and orientation of the arrow. The tunnel free-stream magnitude and direction reference are provided in the lower left corner of the figure. The position of the velocity measurement is marked by the tail end of the arrow.

The velocity measurements were obtained by positioning the sample volume at a desired chordwise station ($x/c$) and incrementing the entire optics package downward along this chordwise station. This was accomplished remotely and was completely controlled by the minicomputer. Four of these series of measurements (scans A, B, C, and D from fig. 5) are presented in more detail in figure 6. This figure presents a comparison between LV-measured velocities and the two-dimensional viscous-flow prediction. The comparison is presented with the resultant velocity nondimensionalized by tunnel free-stream velocity as a function of the vertical position of the measurement nondimensionalized by the wing chord. The scans near the leading edge have velocity gradients which are the most difficult to predict. The free-stream upwash angle without wing or supports was measured at 0.6° at this Mach number. Typically, flow angularity is affected by a model’s presence. It is normally determined by model upright and inverted angle-of-attack ranges. Comparison of balance data from these two conditions provides the total flow angularity. It is very difficult to obtain this type of measurement with discrete velocity measurements in the presence of the model. Since no balance measurements were obtained on this investigation, there is some uncertainty in the effective angle of attack of the wing. Predicted velocities were calculated first using the measured 0.6° tunnel flow angle without the wing. These are presented as dashed lines with maximum discrepancies on the order of 6 percent. Calculations were repeated with a 1-degree shift in angle of attack to provide an assessment of the effect of uncertainty in this measurement. These calculations are presented as solid lines with $\alpha = -0.4^\circ$ and indicated better agreement with theory. It is obvious in these comparisons that the precise measurement of these velocities depended on the precise determination of the effective angle of attack of the wing. It is justified to say, however, that these data provide a quantitative and qualitative measure of the accuracy and applicability of LV measurements about a surface submerged in a fluid flow situation.
Airfoil at $\alpha = 19.4^\circ$

An arrow plot of the mean velocity field about the airfoil at $\alpha = 19.4^\circ$ is presented in figure 7. Each velocity vector is presented with the length of the arrow indicating magnitude and direction of vector relative to the airfoil. It is obvious from this figure that the airfoil is in a fully separated condition from leading edge to trailing edge. The shear layer region between the free-stream and the separated turbulent area over the wing is broad, but easily discernible. The velocity field in the separated region indicates the existence of a large recirculating eddy with reverse flow near the airfoil surface. The velocity fluctuations within the shear layer were large; however, in the reverse flow region the velocity fluctuations were smaller. A dashed line is provided indicating the approximate location of zero velocity in the separated region. At the trailing edge (see fig. 8), a very sharp shear layer is evident with low, reverse flow velocities generated near the airfoil upper surface and with nearly free-stream velocity from the lower surface. The spatial distance across this shear layer is on the order of 0.005 $y_c/c$. The reverse flow in the wake region above the airfoil is also evident.

These velocity measurements were obtained without prior knowledge of the direction of the flow at each measurement point. The LV is unique in this capability unlike conventional probes, which require this information to reduce ambiguity primarily caused by support structure interference.

Flow Visualization of Airfoil at $\alpha = 19.4^\circ$

To visualize the flow patterns over the airfoil, a thin plane of light (approximately 2 cm thick), perpendicular to the wing trailing edge and parallel to the free-stream direction, was projected from behind the wing along the center span. The only flow patterns visible were those depicted by smoke traversing this plane. The patterns were recorded on video tape with still pictures taken later from a television monitor. The reversed recirculating flow in the separated region was observed, thus confirming the directions and general flow patterns as measured by the laser velocimeter.

One of the pictures taken from the television monitor of the flow is presented in figure 9. The television camera which recorded this frame was not positioned orthogonal to the wing chord due to difficulties in locating the camera mount. The view is from the left rear. The airfoil section evident is the tip and not the airfoil section at the location of the vapor screen. The leading edge of the airfoil at the location of the vapor screen is near the leading edge of the separated region. The trailing edge of the airfoil at this location is at the trailing edge of the bright streak. This streak is the reflection of the sheet of light from the wing upper surface.

The separated region is evident in this figure, although the reverse flow just above the airfoil is not. The sharp shear layer at the trailing edge can be seen. With better photographic techniques, the vapor screen technique with the laser as a powerful light source can be a very useful research tool in
assessing the character of the flow field as measured by the laser velocimeter.

CONCLUSIONS

A laser velocimeter was installed in the Langley V/STOL tunnel to measure the velocity field about a straight wing with a NACA 0012 airfoil section. The wing was installed at zero angle of attack to provide data to compare with a well-accepted two-dimensional viscous-flow prediction program. These results provide a qualitative confidence level in the accuracy of the LV measurements. The wing was also installed at a fully stalled condition ($\alpha = 19.4^\circ$) to characterize the flow field in the separated region.

The results of the investigation indicated that

1. The laser velocimeter is an effective and accurate instrument for measuring the velocity field about a surface.

2. The precision of the laser velocimeter for the low angle-of-attack data in this case depended on the precise determination of the effective angle of attack of the wing in the tunnel.

3. The separated region over the wing in the fully stalled condition was well-defined. The shear layer between this region and the free stream was broad and highly turbulent; however, in the reverse flow region the measurements indicated relatively lower turbulent characteristics.

4. The measurements in the reversed flow region demonstrated the unique capability of the laser velocimeter for measuring velocity magnitude and direction without prior knowledge of the flow direction.

5. The trailing-edge measurements demonstrated the capability of the laser velocimeter to measure the velocity characteristics across a very sharp velocity gradient.

6. The vapor-screen technique with the laser as a powerful light source was demonstrated to be effective in assessing the character of the laser velocimeter measured flow characteristics.
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Figure 1.- Sketch of axis system used including direction of velocity components computed.

Figure 2.- Schematic of laser velocimeter optics.
Figure 3.- Photograph of laser velocimeter optics.

Figure 4.- Straight wing with NACA 0012 airfoil section installed in Langley V/STOL tunnel with crossing laser beams.
Figure 5. Velocity vectors computed from measurements over wing.

Figure 6. Comparison of laser velocimeter flow-field velocity measurements with a two-dimensional viscous-flow prediction program.
Figure 7.- Velocity measurements over the stalled wing ($\alpha = 19.4^\circ$),
free-stream Mach number = 0.13.

Figure 8.- Velocity measurements at trailing edge
of wing at $\alpha = 19.4^\circ$.  
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Figure 9.- Flow patterns over wing depicted by vapor-screen flow-visualization technique.
APPLICATIONS OF DYNAMIC MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES
TO WIND-TUNNEL TESTING

F. K. Owen*
Consultant

SUMMARY

The uses of laser doppler velocimeter, hot wire and surface hot film techniques in the study of turbulent flows are described and data obtained in compressible flows are discussed. Applications are illustrated with measurements of wind-tunnel freestream turbulence characteristics and with data obtained in transitional, turbulent and separated shear flows. A new method which has been developed for the study of time dependent and unsteady turbulent flows is also presented.

INTRODUCTION

Although the title of my paper suggests a broad subject area, in the interest of conciseness, I have decided to restrict my comments to the areas in which I have had direct experience and to stress measurements which I feel are particularly relevant to laminar flow and unsteady aerodynamic research. Thus, the paper will be restricted to applications of hot wire and hot film anemometer and dynamic pressure measurements and to laser velocimeter measurements of unsteady flowfields.

At the present time little is known about the influence of freestream flow turbulence on steady and dynamic measurements on models in wind tunnels at transonic speeds. Indeed, few measurements have been made of the characteristics of freestream unsteadiness in transonic wind tunnels. The result is that information on velocity, pressure and temperature fluctuations, their amplitude, frequency, phase relation and space-time correlation, is lacking. This information is needed if we are to accurately assess the relationship between wind-tunnel and flight behaviour.

Perhaps the major open question is the influence of freestream disturbances on model boundary-layer transition. Recent developments in boundary-layer transition research, particularly those of the NASA Transition Study Group, have stressed the dominant role freestream fluctuations have on model boundary-layer stability at transonic and supersonic speeds. Not only do the external fluctuation amplitudes dominate transition but their spectral characteristics are particularly significant. This importance of the spectrum of the external
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disturbances was first demonstrated by Spangler and Wells at subsonic speeds. They found a much higher transition Reynolds number on a flat plate than did Schubauer and Skramstad even though the freestream disturbance amplitudes were similar in the two experiments. However, the spectra of the freestream disturbances were radically different.

The influence of flow unsteadiness on shock-wave—boundary-layer interaction is also determined by the connection between boundary-layer development and transition location. For example, freestream turbulence can determine whether the shock causes laminar boundary-layer separation with or without transition or whether the interaction is with a turbulent boundary layer. Freestream flow unsteadiness may also induce shock-wave oscillations.

Experiments on flat plates with turbulent boundary layers at zero pressure gradient have shown the influence of freestream turbulence on boundary-layer development. An increase in freestream turbulence level leads to an increase in skin friction coefficient, a fuller velocity profile and a thicker boundary layer. Measurements show that a small increase in free-stream turbulence has the same effect on the shape of the boundary-layer velocity profile as a fractional increase in Reynolds number roughly 60 times as great. Calculations suggest that similar effects occur in flows with moderate pressure gradients, with an increase in turbulence level delaying separation onset.

However, the flow around the wing of a wind-tunnel model goes through regions of high acceleration and deceleration which distort the turbulence, the further from freestream conditions the more anisotropic it becomes. It is possible that the interaction between the distorted turbulence and the shear layer could well be quite different from flat plate observations. In the case of dynamic measurements of wing buffeting, turbulent pressure fluctuations can mask the data and can, therefore, be difficult to detect. There are also indications that buffet boundaries change with changing turbulence level, presumably due to a movement of the mean shock position.

It should be borne in mind that the object of wind-tunnel testing is to simulate atmospheric flight so that the key question remains whether the levels and scales of turbulence in the atmosphere have any significant effect on boundary-layer structure. Since it is to be expected that the most energetic scales will be many times the boundary-layer thickness even on large transport aircraft, the primary influence on boundary layers in flight will probably be on the large-scale unsteadiness of the flow.

Thus, it is essential that the freestream characteristics of wind tunnels used in advanced aerodynamic testing be thoroughly documented. In this way, disturbance levels and scales can be assessed in relationship to those thought likely to be encountered in flight.

Symbols are defined in an appendix.
DISCUSSION

Facility Disturbance Characteristics

Since there is very little information available on the structure of the freestream turbulence, the scales involved, their magnitude and how they vary from tunnel to tunnel, an investigation was undertaken (ref. 1) in which transition data and hot wire turbulence and pressure fluctuation levels were measured in two wind-tunnel facilities namely the NASA Ames 3.5 ft. and the Langley 18 in. Variable Density Wind Tunnels.

Fig. 1 shows rms values of the mass flow and total temperature fluctuations in the Ames 3.5 ft. wind tunnel calculated assuming a correlation coefficient of -1.0. Due to the scatter in the data, no trends in turbulence level with operating pressure could be established. However, the mean values indicated in Fig. 1, i.e., mass-flow and total-temperature fluctuations of 2.65 and 0.83 per cent, respectively, should be representative of the freestream turbulence levels over the unit Reynolds range.

These data show the types of measurements that can be obtained in supersonic flow. Although data interpretation is a little more complex, similar techniques can be applied to transonic flows. However, it must be borne in mind that rms intensities give little if any indication of the turbulent scales involved. This information can be obtained from power spectra and space-time correlation measurements of the turbulent fluctuations. The pressure disturbance spectra, presented in Fig. 2, show that, although most of the energy is concentrated at low frequencies, the spectra levels are quite different at high frequencies, reflecting expected differences in fluctuation scale due to wind-tunnel size.

Some interesting features of the freestream disturbances have been determined from two-wire, space-time correlation measurements. Streamwise disturbance convection velocities were measured in both facilities and found to be independent of scale and equal to 70% of the freestream velocity. This result is in good agreement with an extrapolation of Laufer's lower Mach number data. Fig. 3 shows the variation of the optimum spatial correlation functions in the streamwise and lateral directions as measured on the tunnel centerline in the Ames facility. These results, which indicate that the disturbance length scales (calculated for $R_{xx} = 1/e$) are several times their width, are consistent with the concept of radiated sound from the sidewall turbulent boundary layer; i.e., the indicated ratio of streamwise scale to lateral length scale of approximately 3.0 agrees with that predicted assuming wall boundary-layer source propagation angles originating upstream of the test section where the source Mach number was approximately 3.0. These streamwise fluctuation scales correspond to overall wind-tunnel wall boundary-layer source lifetimes of several boundary-layer thicknesses.

Recent cross-correlation measurements have also been made of the test section and diffuser static pressure fluctuations in the Ames 12 ft. wind tunnel. Since the probe separation was sufficient (approximately 8 metres)
to make the correlation of the background turbulence negligibly small, correlations of the acoustic modes could be directly measured. With the diffuser probe output delayed, it is apparent that there is a coherent acoustic mode which propagates upstream. The propagation speed is determined to be approximately equal to the speed of sound minus the wind-tunnel freestream velocity.

Boundary-Layer Transition

Apart from the complex coupling of the usually unknown freestream turbulence spectra and model boundary-layer transition a major source of scatter in transition data can be attributed to inconsistent choice of transition "point" indicated by different techniques, mostly locating positions near the end of transition, which generally have a strong Mach number and unit Reynolds number dependence. A more complete picture of transition dependence on these parameters can be obtained from experiments in which the positions of the beginning and end of transition are accurately determined. It is of interest to note that transition data reported for supersonic and hypersonic flows are not generally based on observations of turbulent spots but rather some macroscopic quantity such as skin friction, heat transfer, or surface pitot pressure, whose departure from laminar values can be detected only when the turbulent intermittency is appreciably greater than zero.

Because of the importance of correctly determining the onset and extent of boundary-layer transition, techniques which do not disturb the flowfield and which respond to microscopic changes must be used. Such a technique, i.e., one that detects turbulent bursts at the model surface, is the surface hot film gauge. An example of the variation of the rms thin film gauge output over a range of unit Reynolds numbers on a cone model in the Ames 3.5 ft. wind tunnel is shown in Fig. 4: The curve clearly shows a rise from the laminar to the turbulent level, with an intermediate peak. These curves enable three distinct points in the transition region to be accurately and consistently determined: namely, the onset of transition, defined as the point where the rms signal begins to increase from its laminar value (this onset of intermittency can be clearly seen on the oscilloscope traces); the peak rms signal, which coincides with the point of maximum turbulent burst frequency (ref. 2); and the end of transition. Examples of the characteristics of the film voltage fluctuations through the transition region are also shown on Fig. 4.

Measurements of this type enable the effects of Mach number and unit Reynolds number on the beginning and length of transition to be established more precisely than with previously used methods. Examples are given in refs. 1 and 2.

Turbulence Structure Measurements

As in the freestream, turbulence intensity measurements of the mode fluctuations can also be obtained across compressible turbulent shear layers. Once again, however, this time from the turbulence modelling viewpoint, information on the turbulence scales and lifetimes are of crucial importance.
Since turbulent flows vary not only in time but also in space, their investigation must involve an examination of both the spatial and temporal statistical structure. Space-time correlations can make a contribution to this study since they give evidence of the heredity and structure of turbulence, as well as values of the convection velocities of the vorticity and entropy modes compared with the average mass transport velocities.

Examples of both auto and space-time correlations in a compressible turbulent boundary layer (ref. 3) are given in Figs. 5 and 6. These data were obtained on a cone-ogive-cylinder model in the Ames 3.5 ft. wind tunnel.

Fig. 5 shows the autocorrelation of the fluctuating signals on the cylindrical portion of the model 176 cm from the cone apex, at two positions in the boundary layer and in the far field. It can be seen that there is a marked variation of energy distribution with frequency across the boundary layer and that, as expected, the far field contains proportionately much less energy in the high wave number range than the wall region.

The results of a series of filtered (4 kHz) cross-correlation measurements at several separations in the boundary layer are shown in Fig. 6. It can be seen that each cross-correlation curve reaches a maximum at a non-zero value of the time delay, clearly indicating the presence of convection. The amplitude of this maximum is a function of the wire separation distance. A convection velocity of these disturbances may be determined from the time delay at which the maximum of a particular cross-correlation occurs.

The peaks of the cross-correlations obtained for various values of wire separation distance represent the autocorrelation in a reference frame moving with the disturbances. They are, therefore, a measure of the lifetime of the disturbance pattern as it is swept along with the mean flow. The long turbulence lifetimes which can be inferred from these space-time correlation measurements (refs. 3 and 4) illustrate a major objection to turbulence models based on local flow conditions. It cannot be assumed that turbulence is uniquely related to local conditions, and flow history must be considered, especially when attempting to calculate non-equilibrium flows.

Turbulent Boundary-Layer Separation

Turbulent separated flows occur in many types of engineering configurations. They may be unintentional features of some classes of equipment or they may be deliberately introduced. But in all cases such flows can have a significant effect on engineering performance. Furthermore, additional complications are added by the unsteady aspects of the turbulent boundary-layer separation and reattachment processes. Despite the fact that these flows have been extensively studied, detailed information regarding the unsteady nature of turbulent separation is practically nonexistent for high-speed compressible flows. Conventional "time averaged" measurements such as surface pressure, skin friction, heat transfer, and pitot pressure surveys cannot supply this information. However, once again thin platinum films mounted flush with the model surface provide basic information on the significant
unsteady character of turbulent boundary-layer separation. The fluctuating voltages from these films provide measurements related to the flow character above the film.

Two typical variations of the rms thin film voltage fluctuations through a shock-wave—boundary-layer interaction region (ref. 5) are shown in Fig. 7. Also indicated are the measured pressure distributions for the two cases. Data are shown for an attached flow (shock-wave generator wedge angle of 7.5°) and a separated flow (wedge angle of 150°). For both flows detailed pitot pressure surveys, surface skin friction and surface oil flow data were obtained. These mean measurements indicated attached flow for the 7.5° wedge angle and a substantial region of separated flow for the 150° wedge angle. (The region of measured negative wall shear, as determined from a floating element skin friction balance, is indicated on the figure.) The thin film results show a marked difference between the attached and separated flows. Normalized power spectra of the fluctuations in the turbulent separated region and after reattachment are shown in Fig. 8 where it can be seen that the energy increase in the separated region is confined to a narrow band around 15 kHz while the increased energy due to the pressure rise after reattachment is broad band. Power spectra containing this energy peak were obtained at measuring stations between 183 and 194 cm from the model tip. Similar measurements were also obtained for the turbulent attached flow and for a laminar separated flow (at reduced wind-tunnel total pressure). These results showed a smooth power spectra with no energy peak. Since such an energy peak was not evident in these cases, it is felt this peak is associated with turbulent separation unsteadiness. The scale of this unsteadiness, based on measured convection velocities and the measured peak frequency, is of the order of the length of the separated region.

The decrease and subsequent increase in rms voltage after the first peak for the separated flow (Fig. 7) can also be explained by this unsteadiness. This minimum rms region, which is where the measured skin friction was most negative, corresponds to the region where the flow remains separated most of the time and least affected by the increased voltage fluctuations due to the unsteadiness of the separation onset and reattachment regions.

Similar observations of shock induced separation unsteadiness have also been made during transonic airfoil testing. An example, provided by D. A. Johnson of NACA Ames, Fig. 9, shows a shadowgraph of a 64A010 airfoil section at an angle of attack of 6 degrees and freestream Mach number of 0.6 in the Ames 2 x 2 ft. wind tunnel. Included in Fig. 9 is a power spectrum of the output from a transverse laser schlieren system in the region of the shock wave. The peak around 1400 Hz is thought to be associated with similar, larger scale motions of the separation zone.

Thus, from the turbulence modelling viewpoint, it is important to determine details of the small- and large-scale contributions to the total turbulent field.
Measurement of Unsteady Flowfields

Considerable attention and effort have been directed to the area of conditional sampling as a means of revealing flow features which appear intermittently rather than continuously yet still have an important influence on flow structure and development. However, these efforts have all been restricted to experiments in which the flowfield sensor has a continuous output which itself can be used to generate the criteria for the conditional averages; so that, to date, measurements have of necessity been restricted to unidirectional shear flows in which, for example, standard hot wire anemometry techniques can be used. Whole classes of flows, namely recirculating and unsteady wake flows have, therefore, been neglected. In these flows, it is extremely difficult to generate reliable analog or digital outputs with conventional flow instrumentation, since they are extremely sensitive to probe interference and since linearized data interpretations are not accurate in such highly turbulent flows. Thus, reliable quantitative information can only be obtained using nonintrusive linear techniques.

In ref. 6 a combined nonintrusive surface thin film gauge and laser velocimeter technique was described which can be used to obtain new information on the phase averaged and turbulent structure of time-dependent flowfields.

The experiments were conducted in the Ames 2 x 2 ft. wind tunnel on a circular cylinder of aspect ratio 24:1 in crossflow over a range of Reynolds numbers in the subsonic and transonic regime. The cylinder was instrumented with constant temperature surface hot film gauges of the type used in ref. 2. The dynamic gauge response (greater than 60 kHz with negligible phase distortion) was sufficient to determine the time history of the vortex shedding. These gauge outputs were used to trigger a forward scatter laser velocimeter which generated conditionally sampled axial and vertical velocity distributions in the unsteady vortex flow behind the cylinder. Detailed information obtained by this new sampling technique on the time-dependent mean flowfield behind a circular cylinder and of the large- and small-scale turbulent structure of its wake were presented.

To illustrate some of these measurements, data taken in the wake 2.5 diameters downstream of the cylinder (x/d = 2.5) are shown in Fig. 10. On the axis, positive and negative vertical velocities are equally probable. Thus, conventional averaging would give a time-averaged velocity close to zero and a large rms velocity fluctuation level which is, of course, due to instantaneous changes in induced mean flow velocity caused by alternate vortex shedding. Any time-dependent information would be lost. Above the centerline (y/d = 0.5), the probability density function is still bimodal, although negative vertical velocities predominate, as here the local flow is determined more by vortex shedding from the upper surface. In this case, conventional averaging would indicate a small negative vertical velocity, a large rms and, once again, time-dependent information would be lost. Below the axis (y/d = -0.5), positive vertical velocities induced by vortex shedding from the lower surface are more likely, but again, conventional averaging would lose the true nature
of the time-dependent local flowfield. However, outside the wake \((y/d = -1.75)\), where single-peaked probability distributions occur, time-averaged data are now valid.

To determine the time-dependent nature of the wake, the bimodal velocity distributions must be conditionally sampled using the thin film gauge output. Since the flow repeats itself periodically, we can sample the velocity when the shedding vortices are at some given position in the flow as determined by the time-dependent thin film gauge voltage signature. One cycle later we can sample again, and thus, over many cycles, build up an ensemble average at constant phase. These velocities represent the regular- and small-scale random behavior of the flow at a fixed point in the flowfield with the vortices frozen in some average position. Data obtained throughout the shedding cycle are shown in Fig. 11 where it can be seen that the conditionally sampled vertical velocity variations are approximately sinusoidal, their period corresponding to that of the Strouhal shedding frequency.

Fig. 12 shows a comparison of the axial and vertical rms velocity fluctuation levels measured across the wake at \(x/d = 2.5\). As mentioned previously, the apparent vertical velocity fluctuations are extremely high in the center of the wake. However, when phase-sampled, the small-scale turbulence data fall below the axial centerline turbulence measurements. Assuming isotropic small-scale turbulence in the wake, we can infer that there is a vortex-induced contribution to the axial turbulence on the wake centerline. The large differences in the rms vertical velocity data also show the dominance of the large-scale structures in the vertical wake turbulence. It is clearly incorrect to attempt to model these large rms fluctuation levels with techniques that are only valid for small-scale turbulence. In general, it is equally insufficient to attempt to use current turbulence models scaled to match rms velocities measured in the conventional manner in any flow where unsteady phenomena are likely to be encountered, separated flows being a prime example.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Hot wire, surface hot film, dynamic pressure and laser doppler measurement techniques have been described and their applications in the areas of freestream turbulence, transition, turbulent separated and unsteady flow measurement have been discussed.

With regard to freestream turbulence measurements, it is particularly important that the spectra and length scales of the mode fluctuations be documented in addition to their rms values. Only then can the suitability of wind-tunnel test environments for specific model testing be determined and their relationship to environments likely to be encountered in particular flight envelopes be assessed.

In studies of boundary-layer transition it has been found that a more complete picture of transition dependence on Mach and unit Reynolds numbers
can be obtained by measuring the change in the root mean square of the voltage fluctuation across surface thin film gauges operated at constant temperature. This nonintrusive technique not only enables the beginning and end of the transition region to be located, but also enables the turbulent intermittency distribution through the transition region to be determined in both low- and high-speed flows.

Compressible turbulent boundary-layer measurements have also shown the importance of spectra and length scale measurements of the mode fluctuations. In compressible flows large differences were detected between the mass-flow and total-temperature fluctuations. Not only were the scales different, but their probability densities and skewness were significantly different across most of the boundary layer. Long turbulence lifetimes suggest that future turbulence models must account for flow history especially when calculating non-equilibrium flowfields.

In turbulent separated flows surface thin film gauges have been shown to provide basic information on the significant unsteady character of these flows. Conventional "time averaged" techniques cannot supply this information. The thin film gauges also indicate a greater extent of the separated region since the onset and reattachment locations of separation are intermittent. Time-averaged techniques can only locate regions where the flow is reversed at least 50 per cent of the time while the instantaneous thin film measurements are sensitive to regions which are separated for only a small fraction of time.

A combined surface hot film and laser velocimeter measurement technique which can be used to obtain new information on the structure of time-dependent flowfields has also been described. The data obtained in a cylinder wake show that mean and constant phase-averaged velocities can be determined. In addition, turbulence data can be obtained by conventional and conditional averaging of the velocity fluctuations. These data provide initial details of the small- and large-scale contributions to the total turbulent field.
APPENDIX

SYMBOLS

D  diameter of wind tunnel
d  diameter of cylinder
e'\(2(f), e'\(2(o)\)  mean square fluctuation levels
f  frequency
P_w  wall static pressure
P_o  stagnation pressure
R_{xx}, R_{zz}  correlation coefficient
Re/m  Reynolds number per meter
rms  root mean square
T_o  stagnation temperature
U,u  streamwise velocity
U_c  convection velocity
x,y  streamwise and vertical coordinates
\(\Delta x, \Delta z\)  streamwise and lateral separation distances
\(\delta\)  boundary-layer thickness
\(\rho\)  density
\(\tau\)  time delay
< ' >  rms value
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Figure 1.- Freestream turbulence measurements in the Ames 3.5 ft wind tunnel.

Figure 2.- Comparison of wind tunnel freestream spectra.
Figure 3.— Longitudinal and lateral mass flux correlations.

Figure 4.— Thin film gauge output through transition.
Figure 5.- Autocorrelations in a turbulent boundary layer.

4 kHz \( p_0 = 21 \text{ atm} \)

\( y/\delta = 0.25 \)

\[ \frac{\Delta x}{\delta} = 11.5 \]

\[ U_c = \frac{\Delta x}{t} \]

Figure 6.- Longitudinal cross-correlations in a turbulent boundary layer.
Figure 7.- Shock induced separation in the Ames 3.5 ft wind tunnel.
Figure 8. - Hot film spectra through separation.

Figure 9. - Shadowgraph and laser schlieren spectra in the Ames 2 x 2 ft wind tunnel.
Figure 10.— Velocity probability densities in a cylinder wake.

Figure 11.— Conditionally sampled velocities in a cylinder wake.
Figure 12.- Root mean square velocity profiles across a cylinder wake.
HOLOGRAPHY AND LDV TECHNIQUES, THEIR STATUS
AND USE IN AIRFOIL RESEARCH

D. A. Johnson  
NASA Ames Research Center
and
W. D. Bachalo  
Spectron Development Laboratories, Inc.

SUMMARY

In recent experiments conducted in the NASA-Ames 2- by 2-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel, the measurement capabilities of laser velocimetry and holographic interferometry in transonic airfoil testing were demonstrated. Presented in this paper are representative results obtained with these two nonintrusive techniques on a 15.24-cm (6-in.) chord 64AO10 airfoil section. These results include the density field about the airfoil, flow angles in the inviscid flow and viscous flow properties including the turbulent Reynolds stresses. The accuracies of the density fields obtained by interferometry were verified from comparisons with surface pressure and laser velocimeter measurements.

INTRODUCTION

Considerable advances have been made toward the numerical solution of the transonic flow past two-dimensional airfoil sections (e.g., refs. 1-5). However, these numerical methods currently have a limited range of applicability either because they ignore viscous effects altogether or because they inadequately predict the viscous effects as the shock wave strengthens on the airfoil's upper surface. Accurate predictions are especially difficult to obtain once shock-induced separation occurs. The poor agreement with experiment in this case is believed due to deficiencies in the models employed for the turbulent Reynolds stresses (ref. 4).

Although, it is the airfoil surface pressures, for which experimental data are plentiful, that the computational methods attempt to predict (the prediction of skin friction drag is much more elusive), quantitative measurements of the external flow are needed to truly assess the ability of the methods to describe the flow behavior and to provide insight into how to improve upon these methods. In view of this, there has been an effort within the Aerodynamics Research Branch at NASA Ames Research Center to establish measurement capabilities for the study of the flow past airfoils at transonic speeds. Two nonintrusive techniques applicable to airfoil research that have been under development are laser velocimetry and holographic interferometry. In this paper, the measurement capabilities of these two techniques in two-dimensional airfoil testing are described. The data presented are from experi-
of data obtainable with these two optical methods, a few representative results are presented. A more complete presentation of results with emphasis on fluid mechanical interpretation can be found in a paper presented at the 11th AIAA Fluid and Plasma Dynamics Conference, Seattle, Washington, July 10-12, 1978. (See ref. 6.)

The symbols used herein are defined in an appendix.

MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

Laser Velocimetry

Figure 1 is a schematic of the laser velocimeter system for the NASA Ames 2- by 2-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel. This fringe-mode velocimeter is a dual-color system utilizing the 4880 Å and 5145 Å lines of an argon-ion laser. One color is used to measure the streamwise velocity component; the other to measure the vertical velocity component. Bragg cell frequency shifting necessary for probing highly turbulent and separated flow regions is incorporated in both colors. It also facilitates the measurement of the vertical velocity component (i.e., ±45° beam orientations to resolve the vertical velocity are unnecessary).

As seen in figure 1, most of the optical components are located outside the tunnel plenum chamber. There, color separation, Bragg cell frequency shifting, and the establishment of the four beam matrix are accomplished. Only the transmitting lens, collecting lens, and photo detectors are mounted inside the plenum chamber. Two traversing systems are shown inside the plenum chamber. The one on the opposite side of the test section from the laser holds the collecting lens and photo detectors when forward-scatter light collection is used. This is the case in airfoil testing since there is no problem with the model blocking the field of view. The traversing system on the laser side of the test section supports the transmitting lens and the light collection optics when backscatter light collection is used. Mirrors affixed to this traversing system permit three-dimensional scanning of the velocimeter's sensing volume; the optics outside the plenum chamber remain stationary. Both traversing systems are driven with computer controlled stepper motors.

Signal processing is accomplished with single-particle, burst counters and the individual realizations from the two channels are simultaneously recorded with a digital computer. Hence, the velocity correlation \( \overline{u'v'} \) can be obtained straightforwardly by multiplying and averaging rather than by the less accurate method of subtracting the variances of the two signals obtained from ±45° beam orientations.

Naturally occurring particles are sufficiently abundant in this facility to obtain data rates approaching several thousand per second. These particles arise from vaporized lubricating oil in the drive system which recondenses in the nozzle section of the tunnel. Flow response measurements across a normal shock wave have shown these particles to be 1 \( \mu \text{m} \) in diameter and smaller.
However, rates as high as 50,000 sec$^{-1}$ can be realized by injecting a DOP aerosol downstream of the test section wherein the entire tunnel is seeded. This aerosol produced by an ultrasonic generator has a mean diameter of 0.7 μm.

**Holographic Interferometry**

Figure 2 is a schematic of the holographic interferometer setup used in the Ames 2- by 2-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel. As seen in Figure 2, the holography system is designed to utilize the existing tunnel Schlieren mirrors. This allows a field of view equal to the dimensions of the tunnel test section windows (44.1 cm in diameter). The light source for this system is a Q-switched ruby laser with a pulse duration of a few nanoseconds which is more than sufficiently short to freeze any mechanical motions. A series of mirrors shown on the opposite side of the test section from the laser are used to match path lengths between the reference and object beams. The dual-plate method is employed wherein only one reference shot is needed, thereby eliminating the need to shut the tunnel down for each new test condition. Due to the relatively large span of the tunnel, the sensitivity of the system to density changes is quite good in two-dimensional testing. For $M_\infty = 0.8$, for example, one fringe shift corresponds to only about a 0.5% change in density and a corresponding change in Mach number of about 1%. This and the high aspect ratio of the wings tested in this facility (typically four), which improves the two-dimensionality of the flow, both contribute to the accuracies obtainable with this optical method.

**DISCUSSION**

A representative infinite-fringe interferogram taken on a 15.24-cm (6-in.) chord 644010 airfoil section at $M_\infty = 0.8$ and an angle of attack, $\alpha = 0^\circ$, is shown in Figure 3. The fringes of the interferogram represent lines of constant density. As noted earlier, the change in density between adjacent fringes is approximately 0.5%.

Holographic interferometry, unfortunately, does have the disadvantage of being sensitive to flow disturbances along the total optical path. For most practical applications, this limits quantitative measurements to two-dimensional and axisymmetric flows. Its range of applicability becomes even more questionable when one considers that most two-dimensional experiments exhibit some three-dimensional effects. Where applicable though, one hologram as illustrated in Figure 3 can provide detailed density information which would be very laborious to realize with a point density measurement device if it existed. A means for determining whether minor three-dimensionalities in the flow severely degrade the accuracy of the interferograms is available through comparison with laser velocimeter and surface pressure results. Where the flow can be considered to be isentropic (a good assumption due to the small total pressure losses across the shock wave at transonic conditions), the density results obtained by holographic interferometry can be compared to velocity and pressure results.
Figure 4 shows a comparison between direct surface pressure measurements and surface pressures inferred from an interferogram assuming isentropic flow and constant pressure across the airfoil boundary layer for $\alpha = 3.5^\circ$. At this angle of attack, the boundary layer is separated at the foot of the shock wave, but the airfoil is not near a stall condition. As seen from figure 4, the agreement with on-centerline surface pressure measurements is very good. What three dimensionalities are present in the flow appear to have a negligible effect on the accuracy of the interferogram. There is a difference, however, in the peak suction ahead of the shock wave recorded by the pressure transducers and the interferogram. This may be due to differences in the averaging times of the two techniques. Further investigation wherein a number of holograms are taken for the same test condition are needed to resolve this point.

An even more thorough evaluation of the accuracy of the interferograms can be made by making comparisons with localized laser velocimeter measurements. Figure 5 shows such a comparison for $\alpha = 0^\circ$, $M_\infty = 0.8$. In this figure, Mach contours were obtained by linearly interpolating between stations where point velocity measurements were obtained with the velocimeter. Away from the airfoil, the agreement is seen to be excellent. Close to the airfoil at the midchord position where the shock wave is located, the agreement is not as good. The explanation for these differences may be the same as with the pressure measurements since the velocimeter results are obtained over a much longer time period. Overall, the comparisons of figures 4 and 5 demonstrate that the interferometer can provide quantitative information of sufficient accuracy to give new insight into the character of the flow past airfoil sections at transonic conditions.

Interferometry, although a very powerful technique, cannot provide information, for example, on flow direction or local turbulence properties. To obtain these quantities, the laser velocimeter technique must be utilized.

Flow direction measurements in the inviscid flow regions become extremely important when tunnel wall effects on the flow field need to be considered. Flow angle measurements obtainable with the laser velocimeter are illustrated in figure 6 for a scan at a fixed height ($y/c = 0.167$) above the chord line at $\alpha = 0^\circ$. At this condition, both tunnel wall and viscous effects are minimal and agreement with theory should be expected as is seen in figure 6. However, as the angle of attack is increased, this has not been the case, primarily due to tunnel wall effects (the Ames 2- by 2-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel has slotted upper and lower walls). To totally account for any wall effects in comparisons with theory when slotted upper and lower walls are used, it appears that far-field flow angle measurements with the velocimeter will be needed to establish valid boundary conditions.

The pacing item in advancing our ability to predict the transonic flow past airfoil sections is the development of improved turbulence models. The realization of this does not appear forthcoming by numerical experimentation on large-scale computers devoid of any new physical insights about the flows. If a solution to the turbulence modelling problem for transonic airfoils is to be realized, it seems that this will come about from measurements of the quantities that need to be modeled. Until recently, the fluid dynamicist did
not have the means to measure these flow quantities (i.e., the turbulent Reynolds stresses) on a transonic airfoil even when the flow was attached. Now, in principle, with the laser velocimeter, this measurement capability has become a reality even in regions of separated flow. An illustration of the laser velocimeter's capabilities in measuring the turbulent flow properties is given in figure 7. The profile data shown were obtained in the separated flow region for an angle of attack close to $C_{L_{max}}$. Measurements were realized within 0.5 mm of the wing's surface. Note the smoothness in the Reynolds shear stress ($\overline{u'v'}$) distribution (the mean density has not been added). A check on the correlation coefficient, $R_{uv} = u'v'/u'v'$, at the point of maximum shear shows it to be nearly -0.5. Also, the mixing length, $l/\delta = (\overline{u'^2v'^2})^{1/2}/(\partial u/\partial y)\delta$, at this point is approximately 0.09. The self-consistency of these two results, which indicate the flow to be in near-equilibrium in this part of the layer, supports the validity of the shear-stress measurements. From data like that shown in figure 7, obtained along the airfoil and in the wake, improved turbulence models can be formulated for airfoil flow field predictions.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Laser velocimetry and holographic interferometry have been known to offer great promise in the study of the transonic flow past two-dimensional airfoils. In recent experiments in the NASA Ames 2- by 2-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel, the measurement capabilities of these two techniques in transonic airfoil testing were demonstrated. A sample of the results obtained for a 15.24-cm (6-in.) chord 64A010 airfoil section has been presented in this paper. The detailed flow field information that can be realized by these measurement techniques should provide the understanding needed to formulate improved turbulence models for airfoil flow field prediction methods.
APPENDIX

SYMBOLS

Measurements and calculations were made in the U.S. Customary Units. They are presented herein in the International System of Units (SI) with the equivalent values given parenthetically in the U.S. Customary Units.

\[ c \] airfoil chord

\[ C_p \] pressure coefficient, \( \frac{P - P_{\infty}}{q} \)

\[ p \] local static pressure

\[ P_{\infty} \] free-stream static pressure

\[ M_{\infty} \] free-stream Mach number

\[ R_{uv} \] velocity correlation coefficient

\[ x \] streamwise coordinate

\[ y \] normal coordinate

\[ u_{\infty} \] free-stream streamwise velocity component

\[ \bar{u} \] mean streamwise velocity component

\[ \bar{v} \] mean normal velocity component

\[ u' \] r.m.s. value of streamwise velocity component

\[ v' \] r.m.s. value of normal velocity component

\[ u'v' \] velocity correlation

\[ \alpha \] angle of attack

\[ \delta \] boundary-layer thickness

\[ \ell \] mixing length

\[ \bar{\rho} \] mean local density
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Figure 1.- Schematic diagram of laser velocimeter system for the Ames 2- by 2-foot transonic wind tunnel.

Figure 2.- Schematic diagram of holographic interferometer installation in the Ames 2- by 2-foot transonic wind tunnel.
Figure 3.—Representative holographic interferogram for a 15.24-cm (6-in.) chord 64A010 airfoil section. \( M_\infty = 0.8; \alpha = 0^\circ \).

Figure 4.—Comparison of surface pressures inferred from an interferogram with surface pressures measured directly.
Figure 5. Comparison of interferometer and laser velocimeter results.

Figure 6. Flow-angle determinations with laser velocimeter.
Figure 7.— Representative laser velocimeter turbulent-flow measurements.
SECTION DRAG COEFFICIENTS FROM PRESSURE PROBE TRAVERSES OF A WING WAKE AT LOW SPEEDS

Lawrence C. Montoya, Paul F. Bikle*, and Richard D. Banner
NASA Dryden Flight Research Center

SUMMARY

An in-flight wing wake section drag investigation was conducted using traversing pitot and static probes. The primary objective of this investigation was to develop measurement techniques and improve the accuracy of in-flight wing profile drag measurements for low values of dynamic pressure and Reynolds number. Data were obtained on a sailplane for speeds from about 40 knots to 125 knots at chord Reynolds numbers between $1 \times 10^6$ and $3 \times 10^6$. Tests were conducted with zero flap deflection, deflected flaps, and various degrees of surface roughness, and for smooth and rough atmospheric conditions.

Several techniques were used to increase data reliability and to minimize certain bias errors. A discussion of the effects of a total pressure probe in a pressure gradient, and the effects of discrete turbulence levels, on the data presented herein and other experimental results is also included.

INTRODUCTION

In the fall of 1973 a joint NASA-SSA (Soaring Society of America) flight experiment was initiated to define the wake characteristics of a low speed airfoil section. The primary objective of the investigation was to develop measurement techniques and improve the accuracy of in-flight wing profile drag measurements for low values of dynamic pressure and Reynolds number. This improvement in accuracy is necessary if small airfoil performance differences due to such things as airfoil surface, ambient air turbulence, or Reynolds number are to be measured. The accuracy effort was prompted by the desire for aerodynamic efficiency, which improves fuel consumption, and the desire of the designer to choose the optimum airfoil for a given mission.

This paper reviews the techniques used to increase data reliability and to minimize certain bias errors during a series of wing profile drag measurements performed in flight on a sailplane airfoil. The pitot-traverse method developed by Jones (ref. 1) was used in this study. Jones' equation was rearranged so that incremental pressure measurements rather than absolute pressures in the wake region could be used to determine section drag. This was done so that (1) only one transducer could be used to measure both the total and static pressures in the wake, thereby eliminating errors from additional transducers; (2) differential pressure measurements could be used instead of the difference in absolute pressure measurements (which made it easier to

*Soaring Society of America.
scale the transducer to the pressure measurement range; (3) in-flight transducer
tare readings could be routinely obtained; and (4) the wake edges were well defined.

Unresolved questions concerning errors in the use of total pressure probes
in this and other studies are discussed.

SYMBOLS

Physical quantities in this report are given in the International System of Units
(SI) and parenthetically in U.S. Customary Units. The measurements were taken
in Customary Units. Factors relating the two systems are presented in reference 2.

\( c \) chord at test station, cm (in.)

\( c_d \) section drag coefficient

\( D \) external diameter of circular pitot probe or external height of rectangular
pitot probe

\( P_0 \) free-stream static pressure, kN/m\(^2\) (lb/ft\(^2\))

\( P_{t0} \) free-stream total pressure, kN/m\(^2\) (lb/ft\(^2\))

\( P_{tw} \) wake total pressure, kN/m\(^2\) (lb/ft\(^2\))

\( P_w \) wake static pressure, kN/m\(^2\) (lb/ft\(^2\))

\( q_0 \) free-stream dynamic pressure, \( P_{t0} - P_0 \), kN/m\(^2\) (lb/ft\(^2\))

\( q_w \) wake dynamic pressure, \( P_{tw} - P_w \), kN/m\(^2\) (lb/ft\(^2\))

\( x \) distance along chord, cm (in.)

\( y \) vertical wake width, cm (in.)

\( \beta \) pitot probe displacement

\( \delta \) boundary layer thickness

\( \Delta P \) = \( P_w - P_0 \), kN/m\(^2\) (lb/ft\(^2\))

\( \Delta P_t \) = \( P_{t0} - P_{tw} \), kN/m\(^2\) (lb/ft\(^2\))
The test vehicle was a T-6 sailplane with a modified Wortmann FX61-163 airfoil (fig. 1). The airfoil modification consisted of straightening the aft lower surface cusp region and incorporating a 17-percent flap hinged on the lower surface (insert, fig. 1). The coordinates of the airfoil are presented in table I. A more complete description of the test vehicle is given in reference 3.

The wing surface finish was smooth, with a maximum waviness for the test region near the midsemispan of about 0.008 centimeter (0.003 inch) in a 5.08-centimeter (2-inch) section of surface.

Data were obtained for calibrated airspeeds from about 40 knots to 125 knots, which provided in-flight test section chord Reynolds numbers between $1 \times 10^6$ and $3 \times 10^6$, respectively. Tests were performed on a physically clean wing (for flap deflections measured at the test sections from $3^\circ$ to $-10^\circ$), for smooth and rough atmospheric conditions, and for various wing surface conditions (which included 600 and 220 grit sandpaper finish, dusty wing, simulated insect impacts near the leading edge, and boundary-layer trips at the 5-percent chord).

**AIRPLANE AND TEST CONDITIONS**

**INSTRUMENTATION AND TECHNIQUE**

The pitot-traverse method developed by Jones (ref. 1) was used to convert the wake data into section drag coefficients. Some rearrangement of Jones' equation was made to take advantage of the differential pressure measurement scheme, which is described below. Details of the way in which Jones' equation was used are given in the appendix.

The wake measurements were made 24.4 centimeters (9.6 inches) behind the wing trailing edge, a distance corresponding to about 32 percent of the 75.9-centimeter (29.9-inch) local chord.

The wake probe had both total and static pressure heads, as shown in figure 2. Also shown are the sources for the reference total pressure (a Kiel tube) and reference static pressure (a trailing boom). The Kiel tube and trailing boom were mounted on the wing near the probe to remove lag effects. The probe traversed about 20.32 centimeters (8 inches) above and below the wing's trailing edge at a rate of about 7.62 centimeters (3 inches) per second.

An important part of the wake probe unit was the switching function provided by the valve (fig. 3). Pneumatic lag was minimized by incorporating a design that
resulted in a small internal volume. The design also minimized the possibility of pneumatic leaks. In the incremental total pressure (ΔPt) mode, the difference between the reference total pressure sensed by the Kiel tube and the wake total pressure was measured. Thus, the probe transducer sensed the total pressure defect (ΔPt) in the wake. When the probe moved outside the wake, both sides of the transducer's sensing element were exposed to free-stream total pressure, thereby providing in-flight tare readings for the transducer. This feature minimized the bias error for the transducer and provided well-defined wake edges.

In the incremental static pressure (Δp) mode, the difference between the wake static pressure and the reference static pressure sensed by the trailing boom was measured. Therefore, the difference between wake static pressure and the free-stream static pressure was obtained from a direct measurement and from the application of the position error correction. The position error calibration for the trailing boom source was obtained from the airplane static pressure source. The airplane airspeed system is discussed in reference 4.

Through the switching valve feature just described, the same transducer provided both ΔPt and Δp. As a result, the wake static pressure bias errors were also minimized through the in-flight tare measurements, which were made before and after the incremental static pressure measurements when the switching mechanism was in the ΔPt mode. A ±1.72 kN/m² (±0.25 psid) low range pressure transducer, which had an infinite resolution and natural frequency of 5000 hertz, was used.

Six ΔPt traverses and several Δp traverses were made in succession, while indicated airspeed, and consequently q₀, was held constant. Individual wake probe traverses were made alternately in the upward and downward directions and were averaged for determining the section drag coefficients for each test point (see appendix). The incremental static pressures through the wakes are not presented herein, but they were obtained with the same accuracy as the incremental total pressures.

Probe position and the pressures were recorded on tape by utilizing a system mounted on a shelf behind the pilot's headrest. Aircraft dynamic pressure, q₀, was determined from a calibrated airspeed system and also measured with a transducer housed in the recorder package. Pressure altitude, air temperature, indicated airspeed, general atmospheric conditions (smooth or rough air), and pilot comments were hand recorded by the pilot for each test point.

Lift coefficient values at the test section were not measured directly but were determined from known aircraft lift coefficients (±1 percent) adjusted for measured tail loads (from pressure distributions) and nonuniform span lift distributions. The nonuniform span lift distribution was determined from measured flap and aileron deflections at a number of spanwise stations.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The data presented herein illustrate some of the results of the experiment. The section drag data presented (flight, computed, and wind tunnel) are for chord Reynolds numbers corresponding to those obtained in flight, which varied from $1 \times 10^6$ at the lowest speed to $3 \times 10^6$ at the highest speed.

Examples of the wake profiles obtained by using this method are shown in figure 4. Data beyond the wake edges are not included, since the total pressure differences were zero using the measurement method described previously. These profiles were obtained at a calibrated velocity of 44 knots. Note the low pressures (0.10 kN/m$^2$ (2.1 lb/ft$^2$)) that the instrumentation must measure at these speeds. The very low random scatter illustrates the good repeatability and low magnitude of the random errors. The fact that the shapes and displacements are the same for alternate upward and downward traverses indicates that lag effects were essentially absent.

The ability of the wake probe measurements to reflect the effects of small changes in dynamic pressure is clearly demonstrated in figure 5 by the magnitude of the increase in separation as speed decreases from 42.0 knots to 41.5 knots. All of the increased separation occurs on the upper surface; the wake from the lower surface remains essentially unchanged. In-flight tuft photos (fig. 6) confirm these results. Drag polars were defined for each of five incremental flap settings from $3^\circ$ to $-10^\circ$ as measured at the test section. The flap results were cross plotted and adjusted to zero flap deflection and are summarized in figure 7. These data represent approximately 360 wake traverses and were obtained from seven flights over a period of 6 months. The line represents a fairing of the data. Most data fall within about 3 percent of the fairing, which gives another indication of the repeatability of the results. A few data points fall outside this 3-percent band. The four isolated points between lift coefficients of 0.4 and 0.7 represent the largest scatter (approximately 14 percent). The reason for the large scatter of these four points is not known.

Figure 8 shows section drag coefficients from the test airfoil with boundary layer transition strips, which were 0.63 centimeter (0.25 inch) wide, had 0.089-centimeter (0.035-inch) grit, and were located at the 5-percent chord. The figure also shows the fairing of the clean wing data from figure 7. The artificially fixed transition increased section drag to approximately double the level measured for natural transition, indicating that there was some laminar flow on the clean wing. This finding is consistent with wind-tunnel results for this class of airfoil.

With the flaps deflected $6^\circ$, the mean camber line and the maximum lift coefficient were essentially the same as for the unmodified airfoil (airfoil without flaps). Flight data for both $0^\circ$ and $6^\circ$ flap deflections are shown in figure 9. This comparison shows the effects of the modifications on measured airfoil performance.

The flight data for the $6^\circ$ flap setting is compared with wind-tunnel and computed data for the unmodified airfoil (without flaps) in figure 10. One set of wind-tunnel data is reported in reference 5; the other wind-tunnel data are reported
in reference 6. The average difference in drag between these sets of data is about 12 percent, although both sets of data were derived from the same type of tests and airfoil model. The only changes were in instrumentation. The 1972 (ref. 6) data are believed to be the more accurate. This assumption appears to be confirmed by the comparison in figure 10, which shows that the flight and computed data tend to support the 1972 wind-tunnel data. The computed data are based on Squire-Young computational methods. As figure 10 shows, the agreement between the flight data, computed data, and 1972 wind-tunnel data is generally good.

Section drag coefficients obtained during flight in rough air which was typical of turbulent convection are presented in figure 11. Even though the data are somewhat limited (37 wake traverses from seven flights), they indicate that the rough air did not increase the drag until stall speeds were approached, and then only because the lift coefficient extended into the higher section drag coefficient regions.

Figure 12 shows the effects of several surface conditions on the airfoil section lift–drag polar. The clean wing results (solid line) which were shown previously (fig. 7) are for a standard 600 grit sandpaper finish. The artificially tripped boundary layer results (dashed line, shown previously in fig. 8) are also included. The circle symbols are for a dusty wing (the wing was not cleaned after the sailplane was tied down for 3 weeks), and the triangular symbols represent a standard 220 grit sandpaper finish. The square symbols represent the drag coefficients that resulted when roughness particles simulating insect impacts were placed near the leading edge. As expected, the insect impact simulation appreciably increased the section drag (the increase was roughly 40 percent of the increase caused by the transition strips), while the other surface conditions had no detectable effects. The effects of insect impacts, as is well known, depend on the number and size of the insects and their distribution near the leading edge of the wing.

DATA UNCERTAINTY

As shown in data presented previously in this paper, the low level of scatter indicates that random errors were quite small. Systematic errors such as bias errors and lag errors were also essentially eliminated.

Error in the section lift coefficients resulting from the adjustments mentioned in the Instrumentation and Technique section are systematic in nature and may approach 4 percent at high lift coefficients and 10 percent at low lift coefficients. These errors are not felt to be of concern because of the insensitivity of the drag levels to lift coefficient through the lift coefficient range of greatest interest (section lift coefficients less than or equal to 1.0).

The systematic error which remains of concern is that associated with the total pressure obtained from a total pressure probe in the environment of a wake or boundary layer where (1) there is a pressure gradient across the face of the probe, (2) there is a discrete turbulence scale factor, (3) there are viscosity effects, or (4) the streamlines are deflected by the presence of the probe. Literature on the subject (refs. 7 to 20) acknowledges these problems; a summary of the findings is listed in table II, which was adapted from reference 7. The findings shown in
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table II are expressed in terms of an equivalent displacement of the probe center-
line required to obtain correct total pressure values.

As table II shows, the displacement values are inconsistent, even where test
conditions overlap. The differences can probably be attributed to the varying
influence of the four factors mentioned previously. The reference 8 results are
for test conditions essentially identical to those used in acquiring the flight data
reported in this paper. Use of the probe displacement corrections advocated in
reference 8 increases the section drag coefficients (for the data from this experi-
ment) by 0.0004, or about 6 percent, over the entire range of section lift coefficients.

A survey of flight and ground facility results indicates that such errors also
existed in the data from those experiments. However, these errors have generally
not been accounted for or even acknowledged. It is probable that the probe effects
vary from one airfoil to another under identical conditions or from identical airfoils
in different facilities. The designer may have difficulty in selecting an airfoil from
such performance experiments, which are subject to significant errors. The current
energy situation is such that small performance differences can be significant
when extrapolated to long distances or large numbers of aircraft. It is therefore
incumbent upon experimenters to investigate and attempt to reduce the impact of
the four items previously identified. As a first step, measurement techniques could
be standardized, such as probe configuration and size relative to the wake or
boundary layer being measured. An attempt should also be made to determine some
form of turbulence criterion at the probe measuring station; alternatively, an
attempt could be made to eliminate this problem with new remote measurement
techniques or equipment such as lasers.

In any event, experimenters and authors should acknowledge the four factors
listed, indicate which are unaccounted for, and provide some estimate of the result-
ing uncertainties, so that the readers are aware of the limitations of the subject
data.

It is commonly assumed that published airfoil data are accurate at least to with-
in a few percent. Designers sometimes make airfoil selections on the basis of
performance differences of a few percent. Published data are not necessarily
accurate, however. An error in the 1963 data for the FX61-163 airfoil resulted
in the selection of this airfoil for several aircraft designs, a selection which led to
deficient aircraft performance. Further, the error in the data has not been called
to the attention of potential data users.

**CONCLUDING REMARKS**

An in-flight wing wake section drag investigation was conducted using trave-
rsing total and static pressure probes. The primary objective of the investi-
gation was to develop measurement techniques and to improve the accuracy of
in-flight wing profile drag measurements for low values of dynamic pressure and
Reynolds number so that small differences in airfoil performance could be
determined.
The results showed that repeatable in-flight wing section drag measurements could be obtained using traversing total and static pressure probes with the techniques described. Small drag differences resulting from varying wing surface conditions and ambient air turbulence were well defined. Of the surface conditions evaluated (other than transition strips), only simulated insect impacts affected the drag. Data obtained in rough (turbulent) air showed that the drag was only affected at conditions near the wing stall speeds and then only because the variation in lift coefficient extended into the high drag regions.

The absolute level of the measurements in this and other experiments utilizing wake surveys is questionable because of undefined total pressure errors. These errors, which are not adequately understood, have not been accounted for or even acknowledged in similar experiments, whether conducted in flight or in wind tunnels. This has made meaningful comparisons between various experiments difficult and has caused users to be misled in interpreting the data in terms of airfoil performance.
APPENDIX — METHOD USED TO OBTAIN
SECTION DRAG COEFFICIENTS FROM MEASURED INCREMENTAL PRESSURES

Jonessen's equation (ref. 1) is as follows:

\[ c_d = \frac{2}{c} \int \left( \sqrt{\frac{P_{t_w} - P_0}{q_0}} - \sqrt{\frac{P_{t_w} - P_0}{q_0}} \right) dy \]

Since

\[ P_{t_w} - P_0 = q_w + \Delta p \]

Jonessen's equation can be rewritten as

\[ c_d = \frac{2}{c} \int \left( \sqrt{\frac{q_w}{q_0}} - \sqrt{\frac{q_w + \Delta p}{q_0}} \right) dy \]

The procedure used in this study for a given number of \( \Delta y \) increments across the wake may be described as follows.

Step 1: Determine \( q_0 \) (a direct measurement from the aircraft system. Includes a position error correction).

Step 2: Determine \( \Delta P_t \) (a direct measurement (see Instrumentation and Technique section)).

Step 3: Determine \( \Delta p \) (a direct measurement (see Instrumentation and Technique section)).

Step 4:

\[ q_w + \Delta p = \text{(Step 1)} - \text{(Step 2)} \]

Step 5:

\[ q_w = \text{(Step 4)} - \text{(Step 3)} \]

Step 6:

\[ \left( \frac{q_w}{q_0} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}} = \sqrt{\frac{\text{(Step 5)}}{\text{(Step 1)}}} \]
Step 7:

\[
\left( \frac{q_w + \Delta p}{q_0} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}} = \sqrt{\frac{\text{Step 4}}{\text{Step 1}}} 
\]

Step 8:

\[1 - \text{ (Step 7)}\]

Step 9:

\[(\text{Step 6}) \times (\text{Step 8})\Delta y\]

Step 10:

\[\Sigma (\text{Step 9})\]

Step 11:

\[c_d = (\text{Step 9}) \times \frac{2}{c}\]
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TABLE 1.—COORDINATES OF TEST SECTION

[0° flap deflection]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>x/c</th>
<th>Coordinates for —</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Upper surface,</td>
<td>Lower surface,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cm (in.)</td>
<td>cm (in.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00102</td>
<td>0.3556 (0.14)</td>
<td>-0.3302 (-0.13)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00422</td>
<td>0.8128 (0.32)</td>
<td>-0.6350 (-0.25)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00960</td>
<td>1.2954 (0.51)</td>
<td>-0.8890 (-0.35)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.01702</td>
<td>1.8288 (0.72)</td>
<td>-1.1684 (-0.46)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.02650</td>
<td>2.3622 (0.93)</td>
<td>-1.4732 (-0.58)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.03602</td>
<td>2.9464 (1.16)</td>
<td>-1.7526 (-0.69)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.05158</td>
<td>3.5052 (1.38)</td>
<td>-2.0574 (-0.81)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.08694</td>
<td>4.0994 (1.61)</td>
<td>-2.3628 (-0.93)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.08422</td>
<td>4.6492 (1.83)</td>
<td>-2.6416 (-1.04)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.10330</td>
<td>5.1816 (2.04)</td>
<td>-2.9210 (-1.15)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.12403</td>
<td>5.6642 (2.23)</td>
<td>-3.2004 (-1.26)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.44443</td>
<td>6.1468 (2.42)</td>
<td>-3.4544 (-1.36)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.17037</td>
<td>6.5532 (2.58)</td>
<td>-3.7084 (-1.46)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.19558</td>
<td>6.9342 (2.73)</td>
<td>-3.9370 (-1.55)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.22221</td>
<td>7.2390 (2.85)</td>
<td>-4.1402 (-1.63)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.24998</td>
<td>7.4930 (2.95)</td>
<td>-4.3180 (-1.70)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.27891</td>
<td>7.6708 (3.02)</td>
<td>-4.4704 (-1.76)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.30861</td>
<td>7.8232 (3.08)</td>
<td>-4.5720 (-1.80)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.33928</td>
<td>7.8740 (3.10)</td>
<td>-4.6228 (-1.82)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.37056</td>
<td>7.8740 (3.10)</td>
<td>-4.6482 (-1.83)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.40243</td>
<td>7.7724 (3.06)</td>
<td>-4.6482 (-1.83)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.43469</td>
<td>7.5946 (2.99)</td>
<td>-4.5720 (-1.80)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.46733</td>
<td>7.3152 (2.88)</td>
<td>-4.4450 (-1.75)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.49997</td>
<td>6.9850 (2.75)</td>
<td>-4.2672 (-1.68)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.53274</td>
<td>6.6040 (2.60)</td>
<td>-4.0132 (-1.58)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.56523</td>
<td>6.1722 (2.43)</td>
<td>-3.7592 (-1.48)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.59758</td>
<td>5.7404 (2.26)</td>
<td>-3.5052 (-1.38)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.62938</td>
<td>5.2832 (2.08)</td>
<td>-3.2766 (-1.29)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.66074</td>
<td>4.8006 (1.89)</td>
<td>-2.9718 (-1.17)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.69133</td>
<td>4.3688 (1.72)</td>
<td>-2.6924 (-1.06)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.72115</td>
<td>3.9116 (1.54)</td>
<td>-2.4384 (-0.96)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.74995</td>
<td>3.5052 (1.38)</td>
<td>-2.1844 (-0.86)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.77773</td>
<td>3.0734 (1.21)</td>
<td>-1.9304 (-0.76)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.80435</td>
<td>2.6924 (1.06)</td>
<td>-1.7272 (-0.68)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.82970</td>
<td>2.3622 (0.93)</td>
<td>-1.4478 (-0.57)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.85150</td>
<td>1.9558 (0.77)</td>
<td>-1.2192 (-0.48)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.87560</td>
<td>1.5256 (0.64)</td>
<td>-0.9906 (-0.39)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.89604</td>
<td>1.3248 (0.52)</td>
<td>-0.7620 (-0.30)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.91571</td>
<td>1.0922 (0.43)</td>
<td>-0.5334 (-0.21)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.93269</td>
<td>0.8800 (0.35)</td>
<td>-0.3302 (-0.13)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.94818</td>
<td>0.6878 (0.27)</td>
<td>-0.2042 (-0.08)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.96142</td>
<td>0.5008 (0.20)</td>
<td>-0.1524 (-0.06)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.98241</td>
<td>0.3048 (0.12)</td>
<td>0.6161 (-0.04)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00000</td>
<td>0.0708 (0.02)</td>
<td>0.6208 (0.02)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>Probe shape</td>
<td>D/D₀</td>
<td>Mach number</td>
<td>Reynolds number, per meter (per foot)</td>
<td>General results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Free shear flow (wakes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Circular</td>
<td>0.03 to 0.27</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.3 x 10⁶ (0.386 x 10⁶)</td>
<td>β/D ≈ 0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Circular</td>
<td>0.3 to 0.6</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>13.0 (3.96)</td>
<td>No displacement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Circular</td>
<td>0.62 to 14.2</td>
<td>0 to 3.2</td>
<td>1.0 to 13.7 (0.3 to 4.18)</td>
<td>β/D ≈ 0.18, but decreasing for large D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Circular</td>
<td>0.01 to 3.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.5 (0.46)</td>
<td>Positive displacement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Circular</td>
<td>&lt;0.04</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.6 to 1.1 (0.18 to 0.335)</td>
<td>Positive displacement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Laminar boundary layers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Circular</td>
<td>0.18 to 1.18</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>10.0 to 12.0 x 10⁶ (3.05 to 3.66 x 10⁶)</td>
<td>β/D ≈ 0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Rectangular</td>
<td>0.06 to 0.32</td>
<td>2 and 3</td>
<td>5.0 to 9.9 (1.52 to 3.02)</td>
<td>Negative displacement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Turbulent boundary layers or pipe flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13, 15</td>
<td>Circular</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.3 x 10⁶ (1.0 x 10⁶)</td>
<td>Positive displacement near wall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Rectangular</td>
<td>0.02 to 0.16</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3.3 (1.0)</td>
<td>Negative displacement for probes touching wall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Circular</td>
<td>0.03 to 0.12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.6 to 2.4 (0.18 to 0.722)</td>
<td>0.12 &lt; β/D &lt; 0.18 for probes touching wall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Rectangular</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.0 (0.91)</td>
<td>Negative displacement near wall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Circular</td>
<td>0.02 to 0.12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.5 to 3.3 (0.15 to 0.7)</td>
<td>β/D ≈ 0.15, but decreases near wall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Circular</td>
<td>0.01 to 0.13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.5 (0.46)</td>
<td>Negative displacement near wall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Square</td>
<td>0.2 to 0.7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0 (0.46)</td>
<td>No displacement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Square</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>&lt;0.5</td>
<td>1.5 (0.46)</td>
<td>β/D &lt; 0.19, but decreases near wall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Positive displacement near wall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L &lt; SD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. – Test vehicle and airfoil section.

Figure 2. – Traversing-probe mechanism, reference pressure sources, and related equipment on the wing.
Figure 3.- Schematic drawing of switching valve in the incremental total and incremental static-pressure modes. All lines show continuous flexible tubing.

Figure 4.- Typical total-pressure wake profiles. Six consecutive wakes; flap deflection, 0°; velocity, 44.0 knots; q₀, 0.31 kN/m² (6.5 lb/ft²).
Figure 5.- Total-pressure wake profiles showing the development of flow separation. Flap deflection, 0°.
(a) Test conditions similar to the 42.0-knot wake in figure 5.

(b) Test conditions similar to the 41.5-knot wake in figure 5.

Figure 6. - Tuft photographs on the right wing upper surface.
Figure 7.- Variation of section drag coefficient with section lift coefficient. Flap deflection, 0°; seven flights over 6 months.

Figure 8.- Section drag coefficients with and without transition strips. Flap deflection, 0°.
Figure 9.- Comparison of section drag coefficients between 0° and 6° flap-deflection data.

Figure 10.- Comparisons of section drag coefficients between flight, wind tunnel, and computed results for the FX61-163 airfoil.
Figure 11.- Comparison of smooth and rough air section drag coefficients. $0^\circ$ flap deflection.

Figure 12.- Section drag coefficient for various surface conditions. $0^\circ$ flap deflection.
FLIGHT TEST TECHNIQUES
FOR LOW SPEED AIRFOIL EVALUATION*

M. J. Hoffmann, G. M. Gregorek, and G. S. Weislogel
The Aeronautical and Astronautical Research Laboratory
The Ohio State University

SUMMARY

Techniques for in-flight evaluation of new airfoils by modifying a single
engine general aviation aircraft and measuring and recording airfoil surface
pressures, airfoil wake pressures, and aircraft angle of attack and airspeed
are presented. Included are descriptions of the aircraft modifications, instru-
mentation, data reduction techniques, illustrations of typical results and
comments on new equipment for flight test applications.

INTRODUCTION

The NASA LS(I)-0413 airfoil section characteristics have been evaluated in
a flight test program (ref. 1). A single engine aircraft was modified, instru-
mented and flown, and pressure data was acquired, reduced and summarized. The
program was successfully accomplished by implementing certain effective techni-
uques. The existing wing of a "Beech Sundowner" testbed was "gloved" over the
existing full-span to the contour of the LS(I)-0413 airfoil by the Beech Air-
craft Corporation, an active participant in the flight program, thereby saving
the expense of construction of an entirely new wing. The aircraft was instru-
mented with existing equipment supplemented by specially developed pressure
measuring systems. A sophisticated and efficient data processing scheme was
developed to handle the large quantities of data.

The purpose of this paper is to summarize the details of the techniques
used to effectively complete the flight test program and to comment on some
new instrumentation systems that could enhance future flight test efforts.

The symbols used herein are defined in an appendix.

*Some of the techniques described herein were developed and implemented while
under contract to NASA Langley Research Center.
AIRCRAFT MODIFICATION

Background

To satisfy the objective of determining the section characteristics of the LS(I)-0413 airfoil in flight, it was first necessary to change the wing of a testbed aircraft, shown in figure 1, to the appropriate contour. Two options were available: build an entirely new wing, or modify the existing wing. Designing, building and proving a new wing is, unfortunately, time consuming and expensive. Modifying the existing wing by bonding on a new surface seemed attractive for this particular program for various reasons:

1) budget constraints favored the relatively inexpensive nature of this modification approach,

2) structural integrity of the existing wing structure could be utilized,

3) cable and tubing routing could be easily facilitated,

4) total time to modify the aircraft wing was a fraction of the time of the former alternative,

5) by use of bonding, a smooth finished surface could be obtained without extensive structural proving.

Based on these observations the "gloving" approach to wing modification was adopted. This simply meant that the new contour would be obtained by bonding formers to the old wing surface and bonding a new skin to those formers.

Design and Fabrication

The LS(I)-0413 was a 13\% thickness ratio airfoil while the existing 632415 airfoil of the Sundowner was 15\%. Figure 2 shows the modified wing with the larger chord. In order to accommodate the modification in the easiest manner, the leading edge was extended by 17.5 cm (7 in.) and the trailing edge by 7.5 cm (3 in.) to obtain a "good" range of center of pressure relative to the aircraft center of gravity (CG). The new gloved wing had an incidence angle 1.4 degrees larger than the existing wing, and the original linear wing twist of 2 degrees washout from root to tip was preserved. Also, an internal channel was incorporated into the modification for running cables and tubing from the wing without significantly disturbing the airflow.

The modification was begun by stripping the painted surfaces of the existing wing and ailerons. Balsa formers, c? 2.5 cm (1 in.) thickness were then bonded to the "old" skin on 20.3 cm (8 in.) centers with an epoxy type adhesive. Spanwise stringers were used for contour uniformity with wing results as shown
in figure 3 and aileron results in figure 4. These formers were wrapped with 0.5 mm (0.020 in.) sheet aluminum which was also bonded, thereby leaving a smooth, uniform rivetless surface. Also, external mass balances were used to statically balance the now modified ailerons.

INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM

Overview

Once modified, the aircraft was instrumented as shown schematically in figure 5. Aircraft angle of attack was monitored as was dynamic pressure (not pictured). A scanivalve/cut-off valve system, operated by a remote controller, was used to acquire surface pressure data. A wake survey probe, sensing total and static pressures and a rotary drive mechanism were used to obtain momentum deficit information, ultimately resulting in drag coefficients. All these systems were powered from an instrument rack equipped with power supplies and signal conditioning equipment.

Sensors

The angle of attack sensor (vane) pictured in figure 6 consisted of a 15.2 cm (6 in.) stem fitted with a 3.8 cm (1.5 in.) fin, driving a one turn potentiometer. A collar was used to limit the sensor travel to 5 degrees nose up and 40 degrees nose down relative to the mounting boom. The vane was located 0.75 chord ahead of the quarter chord point. To correlate the vane reading to local section, a deck angle inclinometer (bubble level, figure 7) was used. This added piece of instrumentation allowed for the determination of local geometric angle of attack.

To sense surface pressures along the chord a strip-a-tube belt was used. The belt was formed from 5.1 mm (0.2 in.) plastic tube arranged in a group of twenty. Each tube was plugged appropriately to obtain forty active lines from the twenty tubes. Orifices were located once the belt was fastened to the aircraft wing surface with double sided tape. Lead in lines were run from the belt sensor, through the wing channel, into the cabin and connected to the scanivalve/cut-off valve system. Figure 8 shows a typical belt installation.

The wake survey probe was actually two sensors - one total pressure and one static pressure sensor - which was rotated through the wake of the wing at one of two spanwise stations during a given flight. The sensors were separated from each other by 5.1 cm (2 in.) in the wing spanwise direction, thus allowing total and static pressures to be measured at the same chordwise station (0.14 chord aft of trailing edge). By properly locating the wake probe, either a baseline (basic airfoil) or aileron station could be surveyed. Figure 9 illustrates this wake survey probe.
Supporting Equipment

To provide excitation voltages and signal conditioning an instrument rack (figure 10) was constructed. The rack contained all necessary power supplies, amplifiers, bridge balance units and carrier demodulators. Also, the scan-valve/cut-off valve system was mounted to the rack, and the 7 channel FM analog tape recorder used for data recording was mounted atop the rack. The total weight of the rack fully equipped was 351 N (79 lbs.) with approximate dimensions of 48 cm W x 53 cm H x 71 cm D (19 in. W x 21 in. H x 16 in. D).

For ease in operating all the instrumentation systems a remote controller was designed and built. The controller allowed full manual or automatic control of the systems from the flight test engineer position. The controller had an internal clock used to sequence the scan-valve/cut-off system and the "pitch-pause" motion (described later) of the wake survey probe. Once the engineer selected a data point, he did not have to intervene until all data from that test point was fully acquired and recorded. The systems would then be reset for another test condition. Figure 11 is a photograph of this controller.

DATA PROCESSING

A typical test flight would produce twelve test points resulting in large quantities of raw data. A special data processing scheme was developed to efficiently handle these data. Upon completion of a flight, the FM recorder (figure 12) would be taken to the ground based digital computer system (figure 13) and would be "patched" into the computer, thereby allowing the computer to digitize the analog signals played back by the recorder. Timing pulses provided by the instrumentation controller greatly assisted in the digitizing sequence. FORTRAN coded programs were used to manipulate the now digitized data and also allowed the operator to select options as to how the data should be reduced and presented. For instance, plots and printouts could be immediately generated for each test condition and/or summary plots could be made. In typical cases, fully reduced and plotted data could be "in-hand" within 3 hours of aircraft landing.

TYPICAL RESULTS

Surface Pressures

Typical of the partially reduced surface pressure data were pressure un- efficient-chordwise location plots shown in figure 14. Two flight test angles of attack are shown by symbols and the corresponding analytic computations (ref. 2) are shown by the solid lines. These comparisons are at matched angle of attack, not matched lift. The two-dimensional angle of attack was obtained by subtracting an induced angle calculated by a three dimensional analytic code of Beech Aircraft Corporation. At the lower angle the scatter in the flight test data is seen to be low and compares well with analytic calculations. At
the higher angle (lower dynamic pressure for the case at hand) the scatter is slightly more due to the pressure belt itself and the decreasing accuracy of the pressure measurements at low dynamic pressure. Overall, however, these results are highly acceptable.

Wake Surveys

Partial reduction of the raw data from wake surveys lead to pressure-position plots similar to those shown in figure 15. The first plot shows a continuously scanned survey while the second plot shows the stepped or "pitch-pause" method of surveying. The latter method was generally used to eliminate any potential response problems. The result of the method was a physical averaging of the data due to a finite number of points through the wake (shown by the relative smoothness of the plot). Both total and static pressures were measured and presented and the static pressure variation is seen as significantly different from free stream static (the reference pressure). Based on these kinds of plots, limits of integration were chosen and drag coefficients produced.

Baseline Lift and Moment

Carrying the surface pressure data reduction to completion by integration of pressure distribution resulted in lift and moment coefficients as functions of angle of attack (figure 16). Lift data from three spanwise stations are shown to coincide very well by applying the three-dimensional analytic induced angle correction and compares well with the faired wind tunnel data (solid line) of McGhee, et al. (ref. 3). The lift coefficient data becomes somewhat scattered at low dynamic pressures again due to the lower accuracy of the transducers in that regime. A small error in the dynamic pressure measurement unfortunately comes through strongly in the final reduction. The moment coefficients are scattered and are generally more positive than wind tunnel measurements. The significant deviation could be due to slight trailing edge differences between the LS(I)-0413 modified aircraft wing and the wind tunnel model used for comparison.

Drag Polars

Full reduction of the wake pressures lead to the baseline drag polar shown in figure 17. The symbols represent two test flights taken almost one year apart. The wind tunnel data is again that of McGhee. The cases shown are for smooth wing surface and smooth model. Due to the varying Reynolds number in the flight data two bracketing wind tunnel cases are presented and the proper trend of the flight data can be seen. A similar drag polar is shown in figure 18. Here, however, the wind tunnel model boundary layer was tripped at 7.5% chord as was the flight test airfoil. The baseline drag polar is also shown for reference as a solid line. Very good agreement can be seen as the flight test data trends from almost exact agreement at lower lift/higer Reynolds number to good agreement at higher lift/lower Reynolds number.
Aileron Station Data

Pressure distributions were also taken at aileron stations. Figure 18 is a typical pressure distribution at an aileron station with the solid line being typical pressure data for clarity. The "pinched in" (reduced lift) nature of the distribution due to gap flow is evident. No attempt was made to quantify the change in analytic induced angle computations at these stations. The "pinched in" type of flow phenomenon. Figure 20 shows the nature and magnitude of force incurred by having gap flow. The comparison is with the general airfoil (solid line) and represents a 45% increase in gust for a given aileron position.

NEW SYSTEMS

The addition of a new system by developing and using the aforementioned instrumentations allowed the design and construction of at least two new operational systems. Figure 21 shows a rotating type probe mechanism which is completely adjustable in the chordwise direction. The rotating nature of the probe at two spanwise stations to be surveyed. The drive itself is 7.6 cm (3 in.) wide and high and 30.5 cm (12 in.) long. Overall length extended to support platform is 55.9 cm (22 in.) while the total weight including the probe and foam formers (streamlining) is 26.7 N (6 lb.).

For an airborne reduction capability while in flight, a digital data acquisition system (DDARS) has been developed in-house (ref. 1). The main components of this system, the mainframe (on left), and the ground based disc drives (on right), the visible necessary interface digital access, a microprocessor, 32 k words of memory, all type drives and a 32 channel analog-to-digital converter. All of the airborne package is 600 N (135 lb.) and the maximum console terminal size of the airfoils is 1720 ft. The total volume required to hold the set meters (8.8 cubic ft.).

RESULTS AND OBSERVATIONS

Effective and accurate means were used to evaluate the performance of an airfoil in a flight. Aircraft modification and instrumentation have been discussed in the data processing scheme and typical results. The data along with that already available to indicate the system was acceptable over most of the aileron range, the remaining questionable only at the very low dynamic pressure. Aileron replacement could cure that problem. Also, the ability of new systems which can be effectively applied
In future flight test efforts - a wake survey drive mechanism and a new
digital data acquisition and reduction system. The DDARS system seems to offer
a quantum improvement in flight test data acquisition and reduction by imple-
mentation of its microprocessor-based mainframe and real time peripherals; while
the wake survey mechanism offers good probe motion in a small, light package.
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APPENDIX

SYMBOLS

Measurements and calculations were made in the U.S. Customary Units. They are presented herein in the International System of Units (SI) with the equivalent values given parenthetically in the U.S. Customary Units.

\( c \) \hspace{1cm} \text{chord of an airfoil}

\( C_d \) \hspace{1cm} \text{section drag coefficient,} \hspace{1cm} \frac{\text{Section drag}}{q_{\infty}c}

\( C_l \) \hspace{1cm} \text{section lift coefficient,} \hspace{1cm} \frac{\text{Section lift}}{q_{\infty}c}

\( C_m \) \hspace{1cm} \text{section pitching moment coefficient with respect to 0.25 chord,} \hspace{1cm} \frac{\text{Section moment}}{q_{\infty}c^2}

\( C_p \) \hspace{1cm} \text{static pressure coefficient,} \hspace{1cm} \frac{p - p_{\infty}}{q_{\infty}}

\( p \) \hspace{1cm} \text{measured local pressure}

\( p_{\infty} \) \hspace{1cm} \text{free stream static pressure}

\( a_{\infty} \) \hspace{1cm} \text{free stream dynamic pressure}

\( R_e \) \hspace{1cm} \text{Reynolds number based on chord}

\( x, x/c \) \hspace{1cm} \text{distance along chord, non-dimensional distance along chord}

\( \alpha, \alpha_{2D} \) \hspace{1cm} \text{angle of attack in two-dimensional flow}
Figure 1.- Testbed aircraft in flight.
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Figure 2.- Airfoil-modification cross section.
Figure 3.- Balsa-wood wing formers.

Figure 4.- Aileron modification.
Figure 5. Data-acquisition schematic diagram.

Figure 6. Angle-of-attack sensor.
Figure 7.- Deck-angle inclinometer.

Figure 8.- Pressure-belt sensor.
Figure 9.- Wake-survey probe.

Figure 10.- Instrument rack.
Figure 11.— Remote-control panel.

Figure 12.— FM analog recorder with patch panel.
Figure 13.- Ground-based digital computer system.

Figure 14.- Comparison of pressure distributions.
Figure 15. - Typical wake-survey profiles.

Figure 16. - Lift and moment coefficients.
Figure 17. - Baseline drag polar.

Figure 18. - 7.5% trip drag polar.
Figure 19.- Aileron-station pressure distribution.

Figure 20.- Aileron-station drag polar.
Figure 21.- New wake survey mechanism.

Figure 22.- Digital-data acquisition and reduction system.
IN-1 LIGHT THREE-DIMENSIONAL BOUNDARY LAYER AND WAKE MEASUREMENTS FROM A SWEPT SUPERCritical WING

David P. Lux
NASA Dryden Flight Research Center

SUMMARY

Three-dimensional boundary layer and wake velocity profiles were measured in flight on the supercritical wing of the F-111 transonic aircraft technology (TACT) aircraft. These data, along with pressure distributions, were obtained to establish a data base with which data obtained by three-dimensional analytical techniques could be correlated. Only a brief summary of the total data base is given in this paper.

The data presented represent one chord station at a wing leading-edge sweep angle of 26°. They cover an angle of attack range from 6° to 9° at free-stream Mach numbers from 0.85 to 0.90. A brief discussion of the techniques used to obtain the boundary layer and wake profiles is included.

INTRODUCTION

A recurring problem during the initial design of transonic aircraft is the lack of proven analytical methods to reliably predict three-dimensional, viscous flow effects. Many analytical methods have been or are being developed to predict these effects. A few of these methods are described in references 1 to 3. However, there is a lack of adequate full-scale Reynolds number, three-dimensional data with which to compare and verify these analytical methods.

Therefore, an investigation of the three-dimensional boundary layer and wake flow characteristics was conducted at one semispan station on the F-111 transonic aircraft technology (TACT) aircraft. The purpose was to establish a data base with which three-dimensional analytical techniques could be correlated.

The three-dimensional upper-surface boundary layer measurements were obtained at 96 percent chord and the wake measurements at 108 percent chord of the TACT wing for a leading-edge sweep angle of 26°. The data presented are for a range of airplane angles of attack from 6° to 9° at Mach numbers from 0.85 to 0.90. The chord Reynolds number of these data is approximately 20 million. These data provide examples of boundary layer and wake flow characteristics at, above, and below the optimum airfoil design conditions. A brief discussion of the techniques used in obtaining the three-dimensional data is included.
SYMBOLS

The angle of attack used in this paper is the aircraft angle of attack referenced to the wing reference plane. However, because of wing twist and aeroelastic effects, the angle of attack for the section characteristics is 4° lower than that for the airplane.

\begin{align*}
B & \quad \text{aeroplane span at wing sweep angle of } 26^\circ, \text{ cm} \\
C_L & \quad \text{lift coefficient}, \frac{\text{Lift}}{qS} \\
C_p & \quad \text{pressure coefficient}, \frac{(p - p_\infty)}{q} \\
h & \quad \text{distance above or below wing trailing edge, cm} \\
M & \quad \text{Mach number} \\
p & \quad \text{local static pressure, kN/m}^2 \\
p_\infty & \quad \text{free-stream static pressure, kN/m}^2 \\
q & \quad \text{free-stream dynamic pressure, kN/m}^2 \\
S & \quad \text{wing area, m}^2 \\
V_x/V_\infty & \quad \text{ratio of chordwise velocity to free-stream velocity} \\
V_y/V_\infty & \quad \text{ratio of spanwise velocity to free-stream velocity} \\
x/c & \quad \text{ratio of distance from leading edge to local chord length} \\
Y & \quad \text{distance from aircraft centerline, cm} \\
z & \quad \text{distance above and perpendicular to wing upper surface, cm} \\
\alpha & \quad \text{aeroplane angle of attack referenced to wing reference plane} \\
\eta & \quad \text{semispan station}, \frac{2Y}{B}
\end{align*}

EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION AND TECHNIQUE

The TACT test-bed airplane is a modified F-111A aeroplane (fig. 1). The modification consisted of the installation of a new wing incorporating an earlier NASA
supercritical airfoil. Although the aircraft's maximum speed is in excess of Mach 2.0, the supercritical wing was designed for transonic speeds and represents a compromise between cruise conditions (\( M = 0.85, C_L = 0.47 \)) and maneuver conditions (\( M = 0.90, C_L = 0.67 \)) at a wing sweep angle of 26° (ref. 4).

For the boundary layer and wake data presented in this paper, the wing leading-edge sweep angle was fixed at 26° where chordwise pressures were previously obtained. The boundary layer, wake, and surface pressure measurements were made at semispan station 0.705, as shown in figure 2. The boundary layer measurements were made on the upper surface using the fixed, trailing-edge rake, which is shown in figure 3. This rake was approximately 11 centimeters high with 12 multi-orifice probes to sense local flow velocity and direction (fig. 4). The calibration technique used to determine total pressure and flow direction angles for this probe is described in reference 5. For the present experiment, the rake calibration was checked with tests conducted in Ames Research Center's 2- by 2-Foot Wind Tunnel. These results agreed with the results of reference 5. Airfoil wake measurements were made using the rotating probe shown in figure 5. The drive motor, position transducer, and pressure manifold were mounted under the trailing edge of the wing, and the probe head rotated behind the wing at 108 percent chord. Details of the probe head are shown in figure 6. The calibration used to determine total pressure and flow angles for this probe head is described in reference 5. Velocity profiles of the wake relative to the trailing edge of the airfoil were obtained by applying an axis transformation to the local flow angles at the probe head as it rotated behind the wing.

The rake and rotating probes described above and the associated sensors were found to perform adequately, exhibiting good repeatability for all flight conditions where attached flow existed. However, the 10-second rotation time limited the amount of wake data that could be obtained with the rotating probe. For some applications, a fixed wake rake may be more desirable.

All pressures from the boundary layer rake and wake probe were measured by differential pressure transducers located in temperature-controlled transducer boxes within the wing. The transducer boxes were interconnected by a common reference line with the reference pressure being measured by a precision, variable-capacitance, absolute transducer. The pressures and air data parameters were recorded on an onboard aircraft data tape.

The boundary layer data were gathered by flying the aircraft at a quasi-stabilized Mach-altitude condition. Then, to obtain data for a range of angles of attack, the aircraft was flown into a pushover-pullup maneuver followed by a slow-rate windup turn. This series of maneuvers generated an angle of attack range from approximately 2° to 10° during a time interval of about 20 seconds. The wake data were obtained at the same nominal conditions with one exception. During the windup turn maneuver, the pilot would incrementally hold each angle of attack for 30 seconds. This allowed rotating probe data to be obtained for a minimum of three complete probe cycles for each angle of attack.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Representative three-dimensional boundary layer and wake data from the experiment are shown in figures 7 to 10. Each boundary layer and wake velocity profile is presented with the corresponding wing upper-surface pressure distribution. All velocity distributions are nondimensionalized with respect to the free-stream velocity obtained from the aircraft's onboard air data system. A complete description of this system is given in reference 6.

The pressure distribution and boundary layer velocity profiles for a Mach number of 0.85 and an angle of attack of 8° at a dynamic pressure of 14.36 kN/m² are shown in figure 7(a). Wake velocity profiles are presented in figure 7(b) for the same flight condition. The chordwise pressure distribution data suggest that this flight condition is nearly optimum for upper-surface flow. There is a long chordwise region of supercritical flow that terminates in an aft shock wave. The aft shock may cause a separation bubble at its base, but the pressure makes a complete recovery at the trailing edge and there is no second velocity peak. This flight condition is the basis for all other data comparisons in this paper.

Note that in figure 7(b) the chordwise wake edge velocity ratio exceeds 1.0. This is attributed to a static pressure error induced by the location of the static pressure orifices only two diameters behind the shoulder of the probe head (fig. 5). While this error does not affect the total pressure measurements, it causes the absolute values of the calculated velocities to be incorrect. This static pressure position error is evident in all the wake data presented.

It is of interest to compare the semispanwise flow characteristics for the wing upper surface at an x/c of 0.96 with the corresponding results at an x/c of 1.08 (figs. 7(a) and 7(b)). Note that at an x/c of 0.96, the spanwise flow component is inboard (V_y/V∞ = -0.1) throughout most of the boundary layer. In the wake, at a distance of more than 8 centimeters above the surface of the wing, the flow turns outboard. This general trend can also be seen in the data for the other flight conditions considered in this paper.

Figures 8(a) and 8(b) show a comparison of the data for the optimum upper-surface flow condition (figs. 7(a) and 7(b)) with those obtained at an angle of attack of 6°. At this angle of attack, the shock wave is farther forward and a strong second velocity peak is followed by recompression to the trailing edge. Relative to the data for an angle of attack of 8°, the boundary layer velocity distribution for an angle of attack of 6° shows a thinning of the boundary layer and the wake velocity profiles show a similar thinning of the wake. This is, of course, indicative of lower section profile drag. While this lower section profile drag may seem more desirable, it should be remembered that less section lift is generated at an angle of attack of 6°, and airfoil efficiency is determined by the ratio of maximum lift to drag.

It is of interest to relate these results to corresponding wing boundary layer and wake data from the F-8 supercritical wing airplane (ref. 7). The F-8 data showed that the boundary layer and wake were thinnest at the airfoil design condition. This difference between the results of the present experiment and those obtained with the F-8 supercritical wing airplane is attributed to the fact that the F-8 supercritical
wing was designed for a specific flight condition \((M = 0.99, C_L = 0.40)\), whereas the F-111 TACT wing represents a compromise between a Mach 0.85 cruise condition and a Mach 0.90 maneuver condition.

A comparison of the boundary layers and wakes for the optimum flow condition and an off-design condition of 9° angle of attack is shown in figures 9(a) and 9(b). Figure 9(a) shows that at the off-design condition, the wing shock has moved forward and the flow at the trailing edge is separated. The boundary layer velocity profiles (fig. 9(a)) show that the boundary layer has thickened considerably. Reverse flow occurred over the lower half of the profile, for which the data are not presented. Note that the boundary layer rake was not large enough to determine an edge condition in the chordwise velocity distribution. In addition, it can be seen that the spanwise velocity distribution had less inboard flow.

The wake velocity profiles show a similar thickening of the wake and, in addition, indicate a trend toward less inboard (that is, more outboard) flow. These results are not surprising when one considers the fact that the upper-surface flow has separated as indicated by the pressure distribution.

Figure 10 compares the data for the optimum flow angle of attack at a Mach number of 0.85 to data obtained at a Mach number of 0.90. Again, the pressure distribution obtained at a Mach number of 0.90 shows trailing-edge separation. The boundary layer velocity distributions show that the boundary layer has again thickened and an edge condition has not been reached. The lower half of the boundary layer is in reverse flow. The spanwise velocity distribution shows the flow to be less inboard than that for the profile at a Mach number of 0.85. No wake velocity profiles are given for this flight condition because the separated flow in the wake enveloped the wake probe in a reverse flow condition throughout the wake region. However, as shown in the pressure distributions, the separated flow region extends only a short distance forward to the base of the shock wave and does not envelop the entire upper surface of the wing. This unique feature of the supercritical wing provides improved maneuver performance at the higher transonic speeds (ref. 4).

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Three-dimensional upper surface boundary layer and total wake characteristics have been obtained from a supercritical airfoil at design and off-design conditions. The results of this experiment show that, in general, for this wing section at a Mach number of 0.85 and angles of attack from 3° to 9°, the boundary layer and wake thicknesses increase with increasing angle of attack.

In general, the data also indicate that there is little change in the three-dimensional characteristics of the boundary layer and wake until flight conditions are reached where trailing-edge separation occurs.

The boundary layer rake and rotating wake probe used in this study were found to satisfactorily measure boundary layer and wake flow angles where attached flow conditions exist.
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Figure 1. - F-111 TACT aircraft. Wing sweep angle, 26°.

Figure 2. - Location of boundary layer, wake, and pressure-distribution measurements on the F-111 TACT wing.
Figure 3.— Boundary-layer rake installed on wing of F-111 TACT aircraft.

Figure 4.— Directional probe head for defining flow angle within the boundary layer.
Figure 5.- Wake probe and drive mechanism.

Figure 6.- Three-dimensional wake-probe head.
(a) Pressure distribution and boundary-layer velocity profiles.

(b) Wake-velocity profiles.

Figure 7. - Section flow characteristics. $M = 0.85; q = 14.36 \text{ kN/m}^2; \alpha = 8^\circ$. 
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Figure 8. - Section flow characteristics. \( M = 0.85; q = 14.36 \text{kN/m}^2; \alpha = 6^\circ \).
(a) Pressure distribution and boundary-layer velocity profiles.

(b) Wake-velocity profiles.

Figure 9. - Section flow characteristics. $M = 0.85; q = 14.36 \text{ kN/m}^2; \alpha = 9^\circ$. 
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Figure 10. - Section flow characteristics. \( q = 14.36 \, \text{kN/m}^2; \alpha = 8^\circ \).
A PROCEDURE FOR ANALYZING TRANSONIC FLOW OVER
HARMONICALLY OSCILLATING AIRFOILS

Warren H. Weatherill, F. Edward Ehlers, and
James D. Sebastian
The Boeing Company

SUMMARY

Finite difference procedures have been successfully used to solve the steady transonic flow about
airfoils and appear to provide a practical means for calculating the corresponding unsteady flow. The
purpose of the current paper is to describe a finite difference procedure derived from the equations for
the potential flow by assuming small perturbations and harmonic motion. The velocity potential is
divided into steady and unsteady parts, and the resulting unsteady equation is linearized on the basis
of small amplitudes of oscillation. The steady velocity potential, which must be calculated first, is
described by the classical nonlinear transonic differential equation. The initial research on this
procedure was presented by Ehlers in reference 1, and is a direct extension of the steady state
difference procedure of Murman, Cole, and Krupp (refs. 2, 3, and 4). The current authors have
described further research pertaining to the procedure in references 5 and 6.

INTRODUCTION

The intent of the research described in this paper has been to develop a means for calculating
air forces for use in the analysis of flutter and other aeroelastic phenomena. Thus, there is a need
for developing a relatively efficient computational procedure as well as, of course, providing
adequate accuracy in the representation of the physical phenomenon.

The procedure of this paper is intended to be intermediate in terms of computer machine
resource usage and is based on a finite difference method. The assumption of small perturbations
from a uniform stream near the speed of sound retains the necessary complexity for describing
flows with local supersonic regions. The application of the perturbation velocity potential restricts
the solution to weak shocks, which, for thin wings of reasonably good design, is not too limiting
an assumption. When the flow is steady, the resulting nonlinear differential equation reduces to
the well-known transonic small perturbation equation. The unsteady differential equation is
simplified by considering the flow as consisting of the sum of two separate potentials representing
the steady and unsteady effects. The assumption of small amplitudes of harmonic oscillation leads
to a linear differential equation for the unsteady potential with variable coefficients depending on
the steady flow. The resulting air forces are thus superposable and may be directly used in
conventional flutter analysis formulations.

The effect of thickness is included in the steady flow analysis. The unsteady analysis is carried
out for a wing of vanishing thickness but submerged in a velocity potential distribution resulting
from the steady analysis. As formulated, the shock is fixed by the steady flow, and it does not
move with the wing motion. It is noted that shock motion could be included in a linear fashion;
see, for example, reference 7.

This work was jointly sponsored by the NASA Langley Research Center and The Boeing Commercial
Airplane Company.
FORMULATION AND SOLUTION

The complete nonlinear differential equation for the velocity potential was simplified by assuming the flow to be a small perturbation from a uniform stream near the speed of sound. The resulting equation for unsteady flow is

$$[K - (\gamma - 1)\phi_t - (\gamma + 1)\phi_x] \phi_{xx} + \phi_{yy} - (2\phi_x + \phi_t)/\epsilon = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)$$

where $K = (1 - M^2)/M^2$. $M$ is the freestream Mach number of velocity $U_0$ in the $x$-direction, $x$ and $y$ are made dimensionless to the semichord $b$ of the airfoil and the time $t$ to the ratio $b/U_0$. $\gamma$ is the ratio of specific heats and $\epsilon$ is defined in terms of thickness ratio $\delta$ as $\epsilon = (\delta/M)^{2/3}$.

The potential is separated into steady and harmonic parts and written as:

$$\phi = \phi_0(x,y) + \phi_1(x,y)e^{i\omega t}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)$$

For the steady potential, $\phi_0$, we obtain the usual nonlinear differential equation:

$$[K - (\gamma + 1)\phi_0_x] \phi_{0xx} + \phi_{0yy} = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)$$

While the unsteady potential, $\phi_1$, is given by a linear equation of the form:

$$\left\{[K - (\gamma - 1)\phi_0_x] \phi_1_x \right\}_x + \phi_{1yy} - (2i\omega/\epsilon) \phi_1_x + q \phi_1 = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)$$

where:

$$q = \omega^2/\epsilon - i\omega(\gamma - 1)\phi_0_{xx}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)$$

Linear boundary conditions are applied on the slit in the plane of the wing for both equations.

A computer program for solving the steady-state transonic flow about lifting airfoils based on equation (3) was developed by Krupp and Murman (refs. 3 and 4). The output of this or a similar program can be used in computing the coefficients for the differential equation of the unsteady potential. The similarity of the unsteady differential equation to the steady-state equation suggests that the method of column relaxation used by Krupp for the nonlinear steady-state problem should be an effective way to solve equation (4) for $\phi_1$. Note that equation (4) is of a mixed type, being elliptic or hyperbolic whenever equation (3) is elliptic or hyperbolic. Central differencing was used at all points for the $y$ derivative and at all subsonic or elliptic points for the $x$ derivatives. Backward (or upstream) differences were used for the $x$ derivatives at all hyperbolic points.

For the set of difference equations to be determinate, the boundary conditions on the outer edges of the mesh must be specified. In the original unsteady formulation, these boundary conditions were derived from asymptotic integral relations in a manner parallel to that used by Klunker (ref. 8) for steady flow. A later formulation in reference 6 applies an outgoing wave boundary condition to the outer edges of the mesh. This boundary condition is numerically simpler to apply and, on the basis of limited experience, appears to provide better correlation (see the following section on numerical accuracy).
The preferred numerical solution approach to the resulting large order set of difference equations is a relaxation procedure, which permits the calculation to be made as a sequence of relatively small problems. The initial solutions were obtained using a line relaxation procedure. Convergence is determined by monitoring ERROR, the maximum change in the velocity potential between iteration steps. ERROR is defined as the maximum value over all \( i \) and \( j \) of

\[
\frac{|\varphi_{ij}^{(n)} - \varphi_{ij}^{(n-1)}|}{r
\]

where \( \varphi_{ij}^{(n)} \) is the unsteady velocity potential for the \( n' \)th iteration, \( \varphi_{ij}^{(n-1)} \) is the corresponding potential for the preceding iteration, and \( r \) is the relaxation factor. The solution was considered converged when ERROR \( \leq 10^{-5} \). In some cases, particularly for finer meshes and for the pitch mode, convergence was considered complete when ERROR \( \leq 10^{-4} \).

RESULTS

The above procedure has been used for problems with mixed flow and low reduced frequencies with generally satisfactory results. In this section, results, as calculated with this procedure, are compared (1), with linear theory appropriate to a flat plate of vanishing thickness and (2), with experimental results for a NACA 64A006 airfoil with an oscillating quarter-chord flap.

The flat plate results are shown in figures 1 and 2. Figure 1 shows the jump in pressure coefficient across a flat plate oscillating in pitch. Figure 2 shows the same distribution across a flat plate with a harmonically oscillating quarter-chord control surface. In each figure, results obtained using the finite difference procedure are compared with corresponding results obtained using a kernel function program. For these calculations, the program is the subsonic routine generated for NASA-Langley by Rowe, Winther, and Redman (refs. 9 and 10). For the flat plate, the results from the two theories should match exactly. The differences may be attributed to the finite difference representation together with the limited solution region.

Corresponding results for a wing with thickness are shown in figures 3, 4, and 5. Here results from the finite difference theory are compared directly with experimental data from Tijdemann and Schippers (ref. 11). Figure 3 shows the jump in pressure distribution for the airfoil at \( M = 0.80 \) with a reduced frequency of 0.25. At this Mach number, the pressure distribution does not have a shock and the singularity in the pressure distribution is solely due to the presence of the control surface hingeline. Generally, the pattern of the calculated pressure distribution matches that of the measured values very well. The calculated amplitude of the real part exceeds the measured value near the leading edge for the real part and over the front 75% of the chord for the imaginary part. Parallel results at \( M = 0.875 \) and \( \omega = 0.06 \) are shown in figure 4. Here, the flow is mixed with the shock appearing just aft of midchord. The characteristic pressure rise due to the shock and the pressure singularity due to the presence of the hingeline are clearly reflected in both measured and calculated distributions. Figure 5 presents corresponding results at \( M = 0.9 \). The shock has moved aft to a position just in front of the hingeline, but the pressure rises still appear as separate peaks. Also, the amplitudes are in better agreement than in the preceding two examples.

These examples are typical of results obtained for low reduced frequencies (e.g., refs. 1, 5, 6, 12, 13, and 14). The reason for the discrepancy between theory and experiment is not known, but
may be due to boundary layer or separation effects, or both, or to unknown problems with the theory or with the pressure measurements. The qualification "for low reduced frequencies" is made for the following reason. As previously noted, the preferred solution procedure is a sequential row relaxation which permits the efficient numerical solution of the large set of simultaneous equations. This solution procedure becomes unstable, in the sense that successive iterates diverge, above certain values of $\lambda_1 = \omega M / (1 - M^2)$. At a given Mach number, this is essentially a frequency limitation. However, the "low reduced frequency" qualification should really be a "low $\lambda_1$" qualification. Means of getting around this limitation are still under investigation. For example, where this limitation has been avoided we have encountered accuracy problems. This point is discussed in more detail in the next two sections.

RELAXATION SOLUTION STABILITY

As has been discussed in a preceding NASA report by the authors (refs. 5 and 6), significant stability problems were encountered with the relaxation procedures used to solve the finite difference equations. Generally, these procedures paralleled those successfully used for the steady-state problem.

The characteristics of the solution instability are as follows:

1. It occurs when the flow is purely subsonic as well as mixed, and thus is not involved with the presence or absence of transonic shock flow.

2. It appears to be a function of $\lambda_1$ and the dimensions of the finite difference region. An analysis of the flat plate with a uniform mesh yields, for the critical value of $\lambda_1$, the value of of $\lambda_1$ above which the relaxation solution is unstable:

$$\lambda_1^{\text{critical}} = \pi \left[ \frac{1}{a^2} + \frac{1}{kb^2} \right]^{1/2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

where $a$ is the streamwise dimension of the mesh region, $b$ is the height.

3. The rate of convergence decreases as the frequency approaches the critical value, and hence, the region of convergence is not actually well defined, although it is generally in the neighborhood of the value given by the preceding formula.

Some insight into the causes of the instability may be obtained by considering the Helmholtz equation into which the difference equation for the oscillating flow over a flat plate may be transformed, namely,

$$\chi_{xx} + \chi_{yy} + \lambda_1^2 \chi = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

Solutions to the Helmholtz equation may not be unique for given types of boundary conditions on a closed region since eigenfunctions corresponding to real eigenvalues can occur: i.e., functions representing standing waves for which homogeneous boundary conditions occur on the boundary. For the rectangular mesh area of length $a$ and width $b$, the first eigenvalue associated with numerical solutions of the Helmholtz equation with Dirichlet boundary conditions is the critical value of $\lambda_1$ just presented. In terms of the relaxation procedure, it was noted in reference 5 that solutions of a relaxation problem of the form

$$[A]\{\psi\} = \{R\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)
with certain conditions on the structure of \( A \), converge only when \( |A| \) is positive definite, and this holds for the model unsteady problem of eq. (8) when \( \lambda_1 \) is less than \( \lambda_1^{\text{CRITICAL}} \).

Several concepts have been studied in hopes of moderating or removing the relaxation solution stability problem. For example, integral equation formulations currently in use for the linearized subsonic unsteady problems employ only the outgoing wave solution for the Green's function. Boundary conditions designed to do this in the finite difference formulation do not appear to be adequate. An investigation of a variety of different kinds of boundary conditions has not resulted in any significant improvement in solution stability. Other concepts that we have tried include (1) using a coordinate transformation so that the boundary conditions in the physical plane at infinity could be applied to the outer boundaries of a finite mesh region, (2) replacing the iterative relaxation solution with a full direct solution, (3) using an overlapping subregion concept, (4) artificial manipulation of the elements in \( A \) in order to provide a better conditioned matrix, (5) using a sequential mesh refinement system, and (6) applying a mathematical technique for making \( A \) positive definite for values of \( \lambda_1 \) above \( \lambda_1^{\text{CRITICAL}} \) by premultiplication by the conjugate transpose of \( A \) (see ref. 7).

The studies performed on these concepts are described in reference 6. Only the full direct solution appears promising. Recently, we have been investigating the effect of adding a small amount of viscosity by including a \( \psi_{x}^{3} \) term in a one-dimensional formulation. Although this study is not complete, results to date show little reason for optimism.

In the full direct solution, the problem is solved "all at once" rather than "sequentially." Mathematically, this involves inverting \( A \), a process that should be possible except at values of \( \lambda_1 \) for which \( A \) is singular; that is for values of \( \lambda_1 \) that are eigenvalues. This procedure has been explored with very mixed results.

In light of the original formulation, it was natural to try a semidirect solution of the form

\[
[A(\lambda_1)] \{\psi_1^{(n)}\} = \{R(\psi_1^{(n-1)})\}
\]

where \( \{\psi_1^{(n)}\} \) contains an element for each interior mesh point and the right-hand side, which applies the boundary conditions, is a function of the \( \psi_1 \) distribution of the preceding (iterative) solution. The vector of unknown \( \psi_1 \)'s is found directly but iteration is required to update the boundary conditions. Although this procedure was very efficient for small meshes for which it was used (i.e., permitted by an available in-core solution routine), it was subject to the same type of solution instability as the relaxation solutions. However, it is possible to rewrite the equations so that all unknowns are on the left-hand side of the equation and the solution may then be obtained without iteration, i.e., a full direct solution procedure.

The full direct solution procedure has been tested with both one- and two-dimensional problems, and no difficulty was encountered in obtaining solutions for values of \( \lambda_1 \) well above the critical values. However, the accuracy of these solutions, as measured against analytic calculations, is good for values of \( \lambda_1 \) smaller than \( \lambda_1^{\text{CRITICAL}} \) but it deteriorates rapidly as \( \lambda_1 \) is increased. This point is discussed in the next section. However, the full direct solution does provide a means of obtaining solutions where the relaxation procedure does not work.
NUMERICAL ACCURACY

The discussion of accuracy for this paper will be very limited, but there are several points that should be made. First, as noted above, for certain values of Mach number and reduced frequency, generally satisfactory results have been obtained when correlated with linear theory and with available experimental data. Second, it appears that the use of outgoing wave boundary conditions, together with a coordinate transformation, provides better correlation with linear theory than Klunker-type boundary conditions. This is demonstrated in figure 6. Note that two different mesh patterns have been used.

The problems of accuracy noted in connection with the direct solution have been studied with both one- and two-dimensional formulations. First, the one-dimensional analysis shows the difference between an exact analytic analysis and the finite difference solution may be a function of the form of the boundary conditions used. The nature of the eigenvalues (i.e., values of \( \lambda_1 \)) of \([A]\) are determined by the kind of boundary conditions used to formulate the problem. If the boundary conditions result in eigenvalues that are real values of \( \lambda_1 \) then the error distribution (the difference between the analytic and finite difference solution) is singular for the values of \( \lambda_1 \) corresponding to these eigenvalues. If the eigenvalues of \([A]\) are complex values \( \lambda_1 \) then this singular behavior in error curve is suppressed since \( \lambda_1 \) take on only real values. This is shown very clearly in figure 7 where Dirichlet boundary conditions were used in the first case and Dirichlet and Cauchy boundary conditions were combined in the second case.

The error between analytic and finite difference solutions can be shown to be generally proportional to \( h^2 \lambda_1^3 \). This is illustrated in figure 8 and it is noted that a conventional truncation analysis would indicate that the error was proportional to \( \omega^4 \).

The distribution of the jump in the pressure coefficient across a flat plate oscillating in pitch is shown for a freestream Mach number of 0.4 and two reduced frequencies in figures 9 and 10. The point of these figures is to show the accuracy problem encountered when solutions are calculated at values of \( \lambda_1 \) above \( \lambda_{critical} \) using the full direct solution. Since pivoting was used in the solution routine, it is currently thought that this problem is related to the limited number of mesh points used in the calculation, due to use of a-core matrix inversion routine. The effect of increasing the number of mesh points will be investigated with the completion of an out-of-core routine currently under development.
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Figure 1.- Jump in pressure coefficient $C_p$ across a flat plate oscillating in harmonic pitch. $M = 0.85; \omega = 0.18$.

Figure 2.- Jump in pressure coefficient across a flat plate with harmonically oscillating quarter-chord control surface. $M = 0.9; \omega = 0.120$. 
Figure 3. - Jump in pressure coefficient across an airfoil with a harmonically oscillating quarter-chord control surface. \( M = 0.804; \quad \omega = 0.253 \).
Figure 4.— Jump in pressure coefficient across an airfoil with harmonically oscillating quarter-chord control surface. $M = 0.875; \omega = 0.06$. 

(a) Real pressure distribution.

(b) Imaginary pressure distribution.
Figure 5.- Jump in pressure coefficient across an airfoil with harmonically oscillating quarter-chord control surface. $M = 0.9; \omega = 0.06$. 

(a) Real pressure distribution.

(b) Imaginary pressure distribution.
Figure 6.- Jump in pressure coefficient across a flat plate oscillating in pitch. \( M = 0.9; \omega = 0.06 \).

Figure 7.- Comparison of error curves for boundary conditions yielding all real and complex eigenvalues.
Figure 8.- Variation of error curve with reduced frequency.

Figure 9.- Jump in pressure coefficient across a flat plate oscillating in pitch. $M = 0.4; \omega = 0.597$. 

\[
E(\omega) = \frac{\omega^2 \lambda_1^3}{(1 - M^2)^3}
\]
Figure 10.- Jump in pressure coefficient across a flat plate oscillating in pitch. $M = 0.4; \omega = 0.89$. 
A NEW TWO-DIMENSIONAL OSCILLATING WING APPARATUS FOR UNSTEADY AERODYNAMICS RESEARCH

Sanford S. Davis and Gerald N. Malcolm
NASA Ames Research Center

SUMMARY

A new apparatus for experimental research into unsteady transonic flows is described in this paper. The apparatus, as installed in the NASA-Ames 11- by 11-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel, can impart full two-degree-of-freedom motions at reduced frequencies to 0.3, oscillatory amplitudes to ±2°, mean angles to 12°, Mach numbers to 1.4 and Reynolds numbers to 12×10^6. The test wing is fully instrumented for dynamic waveform measurements and the data can be acquired, processed, and displayed in real-time with a new computational data acquisition system. Following a description of the apparatus, sample data from a recently completed test program will be presented.

INTRODUCTION

Rapid advances in computational techniques have made it possible to compute the unsteady aerodynamics of oscillating airfoils using a variety of governing equations. Until recently, analytical and numerical solutions were only available for incompressible flows (analytical solutions based on the Theodorsen Function) and linearized compressible flows (numerical solutions based on the Possio Integral Equation). Today, solutions are available for a relatively complete spectrum of equations including the Euler Equations, the full Potential Equation, the Small Disturbance Transonic Equation (low-frequency approximation) and the linearized Small Disturbance Transonic Equation. For two-dimensional flows, only the effects of viscosity are lacking. It is important to have experimental data to compare with these computations.

The only detailed experimental data which are available are the results of the recent NLR (National Laboratory for Research, Netherlands) investigations (ref. 1). These tests proved to be invaluable for their physical insights into the complex flow fields surrounding oscillating airfoils. For subsequent investigations, however, it would be desirable to obtain data at higher Reynolds numbers, more favorable ratios of chord/wind-tunnel height and more general airfoil motions than were possible with the NLR investigations. Due to the wide operating range of the NASA-Ames 11- by 11-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel, this facility was chosen for the installation of a new two-dimensional pitch-plunge apparatus for the study of oscillating airfoils. The results of the first test series with the new apparatus will be used to validate transonic theories, to compare with recent NLR tests, and to develop a data base for unsteady transonic flows.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS HARDWARE

Arbitrary pitch-plunge motions require a more complicated wing support mechanism than for a simple pitching wing. The final design uses two splitter plates to form a two-dimensional channel in the tunnel. Figure 1 shows a sketch of the wing-splitter-actuator system as installed in the wind-tunnel test section. The normal 3.4 m × 3.4 m test section is augmented with two splitter plates which are 3.4 m high × 2.8 m long × 0.025 m thick. In order to preclude excessive deflections of the splitters, side struts provide lateral support at mid-span. The splitters extend into the tunnel's plenum area at the top and bottom where they are bolted to I-beam anchors. Access panels for the instrumentation cables and four slots for the push-pull drive rods are included in the splitter plate.

Four 0.0412-m- (1.625 in.) diam carbon-epoxy push-pull rods connect the four corners of the wing to independently controlled hydraulic actuators. The hydraulic actuators, located in the lower plenum area, are supported by flexures and bear directly onto a massive concrete foundation through the four support columns. With this design, the tunnel pressure shell does not have to support the oscillatory reaction loads due to the actuator's motion.

The wing model itself is free to pitch and plunge in response to the actuator's command signal. It is restrained in the fore-aft direction by a pair of carbon-epoxy drag rods, and in the lateral, roll, and yaw directions by sliding cover plates which move with the wing on the inner surface of the splitter plates. The 1.35-m-span × 0.5-m-chord graphite-epoxy wing is extensively instrumented near the mid-span station.

The capabilities of the test apparatus include sinusoidal oscillations over a frequency range of 0 to 60 Hz. The maximum angle-of-attack oscillation varies from ±2° at low frequencies to ±0.8° at 60 Hz around any point along the chord axis from −∞ to +∞, and a vertical displacement in heaving motion up to ±5 cm (2 in.). The mean angle of attack is manually adjustable from −5° to +15°.

The various components that make up the system just discussed will now be described in more detail, since the basic performance requirements dictated state-of-the-art design in many cases. Many of the components that will be described can be seen in the photograph in figure 2 which shows the system installed in the tunnel, and in the photograph in figure 3 which shows the basic system set up on a test stand to be described later. In the following description it may be helpful to refer to these photographs to visualize the various components and their interrelationship.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS COMPONENTS

Motion Generators

The servo-hydraulic actuator system is driven by two 11 kW (150 hp) hydraulic pump units rated at 4.1×10⁻³ m³/s (65 gal/min) at 21×10⁶ N/m² (3000 psi). Each of the four actuators consists of two separate pistons on a single rod enclosed in a dual chamber cylinder. The upper piston is used for generating dynamic forces, the lower piston for load biasing. The load-bias system is necessary to support the mean aerodynamic lift load, thereby reducing the power required to drive the dynamic piston. As static bias requirements change, the servo-valve system responds accordingly to maintain the required force output. Velocity and position transducers are combined into a single physical unit with coils and cores axially aligned for mounting in the center of the actuator.

Wing and Push-Pull Rods

The wing model is connected to the push-pull rods through flexure bearings, and the rods are in turn screwed directly into the actuator pistons. The wing, as well as the push-pull rods, is a lightweight graphite-epoxy structure. It is designed to withstand a 2300 m/s² (230 g) acceleration and a 44,000 N (10,000 lb) aerodynamic load. The push-pull rods are each capable of withstanding a 22,000 N (5000 lb) tension load. The flexures, which are mounted between the push-pull rods and the wing, are also designed for a 22,000 N (5000 lb) load. The flexures are also strain-gauged to provide a direct measure of the lift load on the wing. A pair of graphite-epoxy rods, mounted to the wing with a flexure support and attached forward of the wing to the splitter plates, provides a means of holding the wing in place in the splitter plate to counteract drag loads. These are capable of 6700 N (1500 lb) each.

The wing is instrumented with both static pressure orifices and dynamic pressure transducers. As many as 41 channels of static and dynamic data can be accommodated. These are all located approximately at midspan. Static pressure tubes are routed from the end of the wing (see fig. 4, which also shows the drag restraints discussed earlier), down through a cavity in the splitter plate to the tunnel plenum chamber, and out an access port to scanivalve/transducer units located outside of the tunnel shell. Dynamic transducers are mounted in the wing by inserting the transducer (2.36 mm in diam) in the end of a long plastic sleeve, which is in turn inserted into a cylindrical channel molded into the interior of the wing. The channel terminates at the center of the wing to an orifice communicating to the wing surface. The transducer wires are then routed out the end of the wing (see fig. 5), through the splitter plates and out through the tunnel walls to the data acquisition equipment in the tunnel control room. A single reference pressure tube from each dynamic transducer is also inserted into the plastic sleeve and routed through the splitter plate to the scanivalve/transducer assembly outside the tunnel. The dynamic reference pressure can be selected to
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be the static pressure of the adjacent static orifice on the wing or any other convenient pressure (such as the tunnel static pressure). Six accelerometers have also been mounted inside the wing, one at each of the attachment points of the four push-pull rods near the corners of the wing, and two at the mid-span near the leading and trailing edges. The actual motion of the wing can be determined from the accelerometer output and compared to the output of the motion transducers located in the actuator piston rods.

Two airfoil sections have been tested in this series. An NACA 64A010 laminar-flow symmetrical airfoil (shown installed in the splitter plates in fig. 6) was tested to obtain unsteady aerodynamic data to compare with the numerical computation of Magnus and Yoshihara based on the Euler equations of motion, which is being performed under contract to the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory. A NLR 7301 supercritical airfoil section was tested to obtain unsteady aerodynamic data to compare with experiments at NLR.

Splitter Plates

Vertical splitter plates with trailing-edge flaps and horizontal side struts form the support structure within the test section for the wing and connected apparatus (see fig. 2). They each have a sharp leading edge and a movable trailing-edge flap which is manually adjustable between \( \pm 2^\circ \) from the plane of the splitter plate. All testing has been done with the flaps at \( 0^\circ \). Horizontal side struts (see fig. 4) attach to the outside of the splitter plates just below the vertical center, and protrude through the test-section wall to the exterior tunnel structure. These provide stabilization to the splitter plates and eliminate any excessive deflection in the lateral direction due to aerodynamic loads. The splitter plates are installed with a \( 0.1^\circ \) diverging angle from tunnel centerline to account for boundary-layer growth. There are openings (figs. 4 and 5) in the splitter plate to attach the wing to the top of the push-pull rods which are centered in the four channels cut in the splitter plates. In order to seal these openings when the wing is oscillating, sliding covers (fig. 6) are attached to the wing end plates and slide with the wing on the inside surface of the splitter plate. These are also made from graphite-epoxy to reduce weight and are teflon lined in order to slide freely on the surface.

The splitter plates and trailing-edge flaps contain a total of 130 pressure orifices distributed over the inside and outside surfaces of both plates. The inside orifices are utilized to select the proper channel Mach number, and the outer ones, in conjunction with the inner ones, are used to monitor the loading on the splitter plates. While testing, accelerometers are mounted on the trailing-edge flaps to monitor any large or potentially destructive flutter motions on the flaps or main splitter plates, such as might be produced from the oscillating flow behind the wing or naturally induced from the channel air flow. Previous testing in the NASA-Ames 2- by 2-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel (ref. 2) have demonstrated the viability of the splitter-plate concept.
Pretest Setup

Since every part of this system was new and there was no test information available to judge the performance and reliability of the system as a whole, a special pretest facility was built to permit a detailed checkout program. Many of the components, including the wing, push-pull rods, drag restraints and the hydraulic actuator motion generator system, are new designs and would not be a satisfactory risk in the wind tunnel without pretest experiments. Figure 3 is a photograph of the assembly in the test area. A support structure was constructed to which the various components were attached. The hydraulic actuators are mounted at the base with the push-pull rods screwed in to the top of the pistons. The wing is then mounted on the push-pull rods with flexures and angle-of-attack blocks between the rod end and the wing end cap. The drag restraint is fastened on top of the rear flexures and the other end tied to the support frame. Lift loads were simulated by an inflatable bag between the lower surface of the wing and a support cradle fastened to the support stand. Drag loads were simulated by a pneumatic cylinder coupled to cables and straps looped over the wing. A nearly complete envelope of test conditions could be evaluated on the test stand. In the early stages of the test check-out, a dummy wing constructed of fiberglass (shown in Fig. 3) was used before risking the graphite-epoxy test wing. This proved to be an extremely valuable and low-risk method of evaluating the performance of the entire system. The only real limitations were that the fiberglass wing was not stiff enough to prevent large deflections at the mid-span, particularly in heaving, at the higher frequencies (above 30 Hz), and was not strong enough to accept the maximum lift loads. A limited amount of testing was done with the carbon-epoxy wing before installation in the wind tunnel.

DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM

In the past, multichannel unsteady aerodynamic data were acquired with analog tape recorders. Raw data were recorded and stored for future analysis. On-line analysis was restricted to a few selected channels using special purpose "boxes" to extract limited usable data from the great mass of incoming data. These systems suffered from long-time lags between acquisition and analysis and the high probability of unknowingly recording spurious data. In the present test a new computational data acquisition and analysis system was developed for on-line display of steady and unsteady aerodynamic data. Figure 7 depicts the main elements of the new system. It has the capability of graphically displaying the first-harmonic, pressure distribution (both magnitude and phase) due to arbitrary pitch-plunge motions of the airfoil, along with the conventional static pressure distribution. At the user's option, an overlay of selected theoretical or experimental pressure distributions from computer-resident codes or from a dedicated data bank can be accessed.

The system is centered about a Data General Eclipse minicomputer, a high-speed (500 kHz) multichannel analog-to-digital converter, a large capacity (92 Mbyte) storage device, and a graphics terminal. The software
system consists of approximately 50 independent Fortran-coded programs which are controlled by two executive programs: one for dynamic data, the other for static data.

Dynamic Data Acquisition

A sinusoidal signal generator drives the four-channel hydraulic actuator, which in turn drives the four push-pull rods attached to the four corners of the wing. The actuator's control system is adjusted to impart the desired pitching and/or heaving motion to the wing. The motion of the four push-pull rods is continuously monitored and is acquired along with the unsteady pressure data. The signal generator is also used to trigger a pulse to initiate the unsteady data acquisition process.

The dynamic signals from 41 miniature pressure transducers are amplified and filtered before entering the analog-to-digital converter. Since the signal is periodic, it is possible to obtain good waveform samples with minimum storage per data point by signal-averaging the data. Theoretically, a periodic signal is completely defined by just one cycle of data (e.g., a 40 ms record is all that is necessary to characterize a 25 Hz periodic oscillation). However, the experimental signal is usually so contaminated by random pressure fluctuations due to wind-tunnel turbulence and model vibrations that one cycle of data is not very useful.

The signal-averaging technique is implemented as follows: we have a sample waveform and a pulse train which is triggered at the same phase position for each cycle of the airfoil's motion. These timing relations are shown in figure 8. At time $t_0$, the sample waveform is recorded for $\tau$ seconds. At time $t_0 + n\tau$, the waveform is recorded again for $\tau$ seconds, where $\tau$ denotes the period. The process is repeated $M$ times. These $M$ samples, each being initiated by the phase-locked pulse, are then ensemble averaged to obtain the averaged signal. In the current experiment $\tau$ is chosen to be slightly greater than one period; $n = 2$, and $M = 100$ is sufficient for a good average. At the user's option, the signal averaged waveform and the $M$th realization for any selected channel can be displayed on the graphics unit.

For on-line analysis, the first harmonic of the response is most useful. A simple Fourier analysis algorithm is implemented to extract the magnitude and phase information at the fundamental frequency. This data is displayed in tabular form on the graphics unit within 30 sec of the termination of data acquisition. This data is sufficient to determine if the unsteady data acquisition process was successful. If more on-line analysis is required, the first harmonic data may be displayed graphically in pressure coefficient form. The magnitude and phase of the chordwise pressure distributions on the upper and lower surfaces of the airfoil are displayed along with certain theoretical curves. The software package currently includes two theoretical options: (1) linear, incompressible small disturbance theory (Theodorsen function) and (2) linear, compressible small disturbance theory (Possio Integral Equation). For time-efficient on-line analysis it does not seem feasible to include unsteady transonic codes on the current generation of minicomputers.
Also available for comparison are the results of other investigations (theoretical and/or experimental) which have been stored in the data bank. For comparing with NACA 64A010 data, the theoretical investigations of Magnus-Yoshihara are available. For the NLR 7301 wing, experimental data obtained at NLR-Amsterdam are available. It is possible to obtain a comparison between the current data and the selected theoretical/experimental overlay in approximately 45 sec after the termination of data acquisition.

Static Data Acquisition

The static pressures are sensed with a conventional system using pneumatic tubing connected to a pressure scanning valve. The electrical output of the pressure cell to which the unknown pressures are multiplexed are read with a digital voltmeter whose BCD output feeds directly into the minicomputer.

Setting Test Conditions

The splitter-plate arrangement used for the oscillatory airfoil test requires special attention with regard to the free-stream Mach number ($M_a$). As discussed in a previous report (ref. 2), the Mach number in the channel between the plates is not the same as computed from a static tap in the plenum chamber. In order to obtain the approach Mach number, the splitter plates are equipped with approximately 150 static pressure orifices which are distributed among 10 rows above and below the plane of the wing on the inner and outer walls of the splitter plates. These pressures are also sensed by the scanning system. The computed Mach numbers on the splitters are displayed on the graphics unit, and the approach Mach number is selected interactively by fairing the horizontal cursor of the graphics unit to the data. Using this procedure, the velocity can be selected to ±0.002 in Mach number. Once the Mach number has been chosen, the static pressure distribution is displayed along with selected overlays. A static pressure distribution with overlays can be displayed in approximately 30 sec after the raw data have been acquired.

REPRESENTATIVE DATA FROM THE OSCILLATING AIRFOIL TEST

Steady and unsteady pressure distributions were measured on two airfoils: (1) an NACA 64A010 and (2) a NLR 7301 supercritical. The purpose of the NACA 64A010 tests is to compare the measurements with numerical solutions to the inviscid Euler equations obtained by Magnus and Yoshihara. These calculations were made under AFFDL (U.S. Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio) sponsorship and were made available to NASA-Ames under the terms of a joint NASA-AFFDL cooperative program on the measurement and analysis of unsteady transonic flows. The measurements on the supercritical

1. J. Olsen of the AFFDL coordinated these calculations with our testing program.
airfoil will be compared to similar measurements on an 18-cm-chord model that was recently tested at NLR-Amsterdam (ref. 1). The NLR data was supplied to NASA-Ames under a cooperative program between NASA-Ames and the NLR. Both the NACA 64A010 and NLR 7301 comparison data were stored in the data bank for on-line comparisons with the experimental data.

For the purpose of indicating the capability of the new testing technique, some results will be shown which indicate the versatility and economy of the on-line data acquisition scheme. A comparison between the steady and unsteady (first harmonic) calculations of Magnus and Yoshihara with the experimental data will be shown for the NACA 64A010 airfoil. The usefulness of the on-line analysis technique will be demonstrated by comparing the NLR experiments with the current experiment for the condition of shockless flow on the supercritical airfoil.

The data to be presented in figures 9 through 12 are copies made directly from the graphics terminal. These unedited results contain some spurious data points from plugged tubes, broken transducers, etc., but the value of these displays for on-line analysis will be evident.

Figure 9 depicts the measured and computed static pressure distribution for the NACA 64A010 airfoil. The strength of the shock wave is predicted quite well by the inviscid theory. However, the measured shock position is slightly upstream of the computed position. Further analysis of the viscous effects will be made using measured data at other Reynolds numbers. The calculations do not include the effect of wind-tunnel walls, and the measurements indicate that the ratio of airfoil chord to test-section height for the current experiment was sufficiently small to preclude large interference effects due to blockage.

Figure 10 shows a comparison between the experimental and calculated first harmonic unsteady pressure distribution. The mean conditions are those shown in figure 9. The model was oscillated at 33 Hz about the 0.25 chord location with an amplitude of 1°. The first harmonic response can be expressed as the first term of a Fourier series:

\[ p(x/c, t) = a_1 \cos(\omega t) + b_1 \sin(\omega t) \]

where \( p \) is the unsteady pressure, \( x/c \) is the fraction of chord, \( \omega \) is the radian frequency, and \( a_1 \) and \( b_1 \) are Fourier coefficients. The data in figure 10 show the magnitude and phase of the pressure normalized by the dynamic pressure \( q_\infty \):

\[ \text{mag } C_p = \frac{1}{q_\infty} \sqrt{a_1^2 + b_1^2} \]

\[ \text{phase } C_p = \tan^{-1}(-b_1/a_1) \quad -\pi < \text{phase} < \pi \]

\(^2\text{H. Tijdeman supplied the NLR experimental data.}\)
The phase reference for the $C_p$ data is arbitrary. The phase reference for the $C_p$ calculations is the $\alpha$ motion. The phase angle for the experimental data (x) has been shifted (\$) so that both experimental and calculated results are keyed to the same reference.

Upstream of the shock wave (indicated by a bump in the magnitude and a large phase shift), the magnitudes agree very well. This is probably due to the fact that the mean flows agree with one another and the unsteady response is tied so closely to the mean flow. At the shock, the measured peak lies somewhat below the calculated one due to viscous effects. Downstream agreement is again quite good. The phase agrees quite well upstream of the shock. As mentioned above, the Euler equation calculations were made for free-field conditions. The good agreement shown here indicates that wall interference is probably not a problem. These results are typical of other comparison data between the experiment and calculations. Data have also been obtained at conditions beyond the capabilities of current computer codes (e.g., where strong shock wave boundary-layer effects exist). Comparisons such as those in figure 10 serve as valuable baseline data for confirming the correctness of both the calculations and the experiments.

Figures 11 and 12 depict the mean pressure distribution on the NLR 7301 airfoil for two different angles of attack $\alpha$. The NLR data were obtained at an angle of attack of 0.85°. This was the experimentally determined shockless condition in their facility. In figure 11, data from the NASA-Ames facility at this condition is shown in comparison with the NLR data. The presence or absence of a shock wave on the upper surface is hard to perceive, but the agreement is not very good. After some trial and error, best agreement was found at $\alpha = 0.37°$ as shown in figure 12. As shown by the data key, the on-line analysis enabled the experiment to be successfully compared with the NLR data in approximately 4 min. Due to the time constraints, the unsteady data from the supercritical airfoil has not been examined very closely. A complete off-line analysis of all the data is currently underway.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

A new dynamic oscillation apparatus, capable of testing two-dimensional wing sections in transonic flow with motions ranging from a pure rotational oscillation to a pure heaving motion, has been developed for operation in the NASA-Ames 11- by 11-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel. It provides unsteady pressure measurements at Reynolds numbers and reduced frequencies previously unobtainable. Two airfoil sections have recently been tested, an NACA 64A010 and an NLR 7301 supercritical. Preliminary comparisons between theory and experiment show good agreement. A more complete analysis of the steady and unsteady data is underway.
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Figure 1.- Two-dimensional oscillating airfoil test apparatus installed in NASA Ames 11- by 11-foot transonic wind tunnel.

Figure 2.- Photograph of two-dimensional oscillating airfoil apparatus installed in the NASA Ames 11- by 11-foot transonic wind tunnel.
Figure 3.- Photograph of oscillating airfoil test stand.

Figure 4.- Photograph of wing end section, drag restraint, side strut, and splitter plate.
Figure 5.- Photograph of wing end section and access to instrumentation.

Figure 6.- Photograph of NACA 64A010 airfoil model mounted between splitter plates.
Figure 7.- Block diagram of the computational data-acquisition scheme for the two-dimensional oscillating airfoil apparatus.

Figure 8.- Timing diagram for dynamic-data acquisition. Upper trace: dynamic-data signal, τ is slightly greater than 1 period. Lower trace: trigger for analog-to-digital conversion; T = Period; n = 2.
Figure 9.- Static pressure distribution on NACA 64A010 airfoil. $M_\infty = 0.8$; $\alpha = 0^\circ$. Record of 2/23/78: 21 h, 57 min.
Figure 10. - Distribution of magnitude and phase for first harmonic of the unsteady pressure coefficient on the upper surface of NACA 64A010. $M_o = 0.8; \alpha = 0^\circ$, reduced frequency, $k$, 0.2; pitching $\pm 1^\circ$ at 0.25 chord. Record of 2/23/78: 22 h, 59 min.
Figure 11. - Static pressure distribution on NLR 7301 supercritical airfoil. 
$M_{\infty} = 0.74, \alpha = 0.8^\circ$. Record of 3/18/78: 19 h, 55 min.
Figure 12.— Static pressure distribution on NLR 7301 supercritical airfoil showing best match between data. Record of 3/18/78: 19 h, 50 min.
SOME CALCULATIONS OF TRANSONIC POTENTIAL FLOW FOR
THE NACA 64A006 AIRFOIL WITH AN OSCILLATING FLAP

Robert M. Bennett and Samuel R. Bland
NASA Langley Research Center

SUMMARY

A method for calculating the transonic flow over steady and oscillating airfoils has recently been developed by Isogai. It solves the full potential equation with a semi-implicit, time-marching, finite difference technique. Steady flow solutions are obtained from time asymptotic solutions for a steady airfoil. Corresponding oscillatory solutions are obtained by initiating an oscillation and marching in time for several cycles until a converged periodic solution is achieved. In this paper the method is described in general terms, and results are compared with experimental data for both steady flow and for oscillations at several values of reduced frequency. Good agreement for static pressures is shown for subcritical speeds, with increasing deviation as Mach number is increased into the supercritical speed range. Fair agreement with experiment was obtained at high reduced frequencies with larger deviations at low reduced frequencies.

INTRODUCTION

The flutter critical portion of the aircraft flight envelope generally occurs at transonic speeds. This critical condition results from both the high dynamic pressures of operation and the dip in flutter speed or "bucket" that occurs at transonic Mach numbers. The dip in flutter speed is influenced by airfoil thickness and shape and cannot be satisfactorily treated by state-of-the-art aerodynamic analyses. Thus an important current topic in aerodynamic research is the development of methods for the calculation of unsteady aerodynamics for use in transonic flutter analysis. Many of the current efforts have built on the recent success of steady flow numerical finite difference solution procedures, and to date, have primarily been applied to two-dimensional airfoils as a means of evaluating and refining the analyses and algorithms involved. In this paper, a method developed at NASA Langley Research Center by Koji Isogai (refs. 1 and 2) is described in general terms, and transonic results recently generated for the case of an oscillating flap are presented and discussed.


\(^\text{NRC-NASA Resident Research Associate, on leave from National Aerospace Laboratory, Japan, 1975-1977.}\)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SYMBOLS</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$a$</td>
<td>nondimensional speed of sound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_\infty$</td>
<td>nondimensional freestream speed of sound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c$</td>
<td>airfoil chord</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_h$</td>
<td>flap hinge moment coefficient, taken about hinge line, positive in direction of $\delta_f$, $(\text{hinge moment})/q_\infty c^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_l$</td>
<td>lift coefficient, $\text{lift}/q_\infty c$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_m$</td>
<td>pitching moment coefficient, taken about $c/4$, positive nose up moment/$q_\infty c^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_p$</td>
<td>pressure coefficient, $(p-p_\infty)/q_\infty$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_p^*$</td>
<td>pressure coefficient for sonic flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta C_p$</td>
<td>difference in pressure coefficient, $C_{p,\text{lower}} - C_{p,\text{upper}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Im</td>
<td>imaginary or out-of-phase part</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td>reduced frequency, $\omega c/2V_\infty$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>Mach number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P$</td>
<td>pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q_\infty$</td>
<td>freestream dynamic pressure, $\sqrt{\rho_\infty V_\infty^2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re</td>
<td>real or in-phase part</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>nondimensional time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>nondimensional velocity component in x-direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>nondimensional velocity component in y-direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_\infty$</td>
<td>free-stream total velocity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x,y$</td>
<td>coordinate distances</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
\( \alpha \)  angle of attack  
\( \gamma \)  ratio of specific heats  
\( \delta_f \)  flap deflection, positive trailing edge down  
\( \rho_\infty \)  free-stream density  
\( \phi \)  perturbation potential  
\( \omega \)  frequency of oscillation, rad/s

**GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD**

The full potential equation for two-dimensional time dependent flow is

\[
(a^2 - U^2)\phi_{xx} - 2UV\phi_{xy} + (a^2 - V^2)\phi_{yy} \\
- 2U\phi_{xt} - 2V\phi_{yt} - \phi_{tt} = 0
\]

where

\[ \phi = \text{perturbation potential} \]
\[ U = \cos \alpha + \phi_x \]
\[ V = \sin \alpha + \phi_y \]
\[ a^2 = a_\infty^2 - 0.5(\gamma - 1) (2\phi_t + U^2 + V^2 -1) \]

This equation is nonlinear because \( a, \ U, \) and \( V \) are functions of \( \phi \), and numerical finite difference techniques are generally used to obtain solutions. Use of the full potential equation yields a method that is intermediate in completeness and computational effort between methods that use the Euler equations (ref. 3) and those that use the small disturbance equation (refs. 4 and 5). One advantage of using the potential equation as compared with the Euler equations is that for the potential equation only the single variable \( \phi \) has to be stored, whereas for the Euler equations \( \rho, \ p, \ U, \) and \( V \) must be stored.
A semi-implicit finite difference method has been developed by Isogai to obtain numerical solutions of the full potential equation in a time asymptotic manner for both steady and oscillatory cases. In reference 1, the basic method and several results are presented with emphasis on verifying the method. Additional computed examples are given in reference 2.

The semi-implicit finite difference technique alleviates some of the limits on time step, required for stability, that restrict explicit techniques. An unpublished addition to the algorithm described in reference 1 has also been made by Isogai which extends the permissible time step. It essentially is an additional implicit pass through the flow field. The time step is still restricted, however, which implies that the computer time increases as reduced frequency \( k \) decreases. The method also uses a rotated difference scheme to maintain numerical stability.

A stretched rectangular Cartesian grid system similar to that of reference 6 is used to map the infinite physical space to a finite computational region. The airfoil motion boundary condition is applied at the mean airfoil position. This assumption may restrict the valid range of amplitude of motion, but considerably simplifies the computer program as the airfoil and computation grid remain fixed in time. In addition, the finite difference method uses a quasi-conservative shock-capturing difference scheme to treat the moving shock waves. This treatment of shock waves ensures that the correct shock jump relations are maintained. It also simplifies the computer program as the moving shocks are treated automatically, but they are smeared over a few mesh spaces.

The current version of the computer program is dimensioned for a grid of up to 61 x 61 points. It requires 37 000 (114 kB) locations of central computer memory. On a CYBER 175, operating under the NOS operating system with the FTN compiler, the program takes about 1/2 seconds of CPU time for each time step. About 3000 time steps are required to converge for a steady flow case and 1000 to 5000 steps for a typical oscillatory case.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Several cases have been calculated for an NACA 64A006 airfoil with and without an oscillating quarter-chord flap. Experimental data for these cases have been obtained by Tijdeman and Schippers (refs. 7 and 8). For all calculations a 57 x 57 point grid system was used. The upper half of the grid is shown in figure 1 in physical space. One finite \( y \)-grid line and the lines at infinity are not shown. The mapping clusters points near the leading and trailing edges and near the airfoil surface, but no special consideration is given to shocks or hinge lines. For the grid system used (fig. 1), there are 29 points on each airfoil surface with the first and last points on the airfoil at 0.01c and 0.99c, respectively.

The steady pressure distribution for the NACA 64A006 airfoil with \( \alpha = \delta = 0 \) (considering airfoil thickness only) has been calculated for Mach numbers
ranging from 0.500 to 0.900. The results for Mach numbers 0.800 and 0.875 are shown in figures 2 and 3. Generally, good agreement exists for Mach number of 0.800 with some deviation from the experimental data at the trailing edge. The calculated results for a Mach number of 0.875 do not agree as well with experiment, primarily as a result of a calculated shock that is stronger and further aft than the experimental shock. These two cases illustrate portions of a trend found in comparing the calculated and experimental results. Good agreement was found at subsonic speeds, with some deviation over the aft end of the airfoil, but a gradual and increasing deviation between calculated and experimental results is apparent as Mach number increases into the supercritical speed range. The mismatch of experimental and computed shock locations has a strong effect on the unsteady results. The reasons for the mismatch of shock locations are not fully known but are possibly a result of boundary layer and wind tunnel wall effects. The calculations of reference 3 show that inclusion of porous wind tunnel wall boundary conditions can change the shock location by the same order of magnitude as the difference between the free-air calculations and experiment shown here (tunnel height/chord = 3.06 for these experimental data).

Results for the NACA 64A006 airfoil with an oscillating quarter-chord flap are shown in figures 4 and 5 for two values of reduced frequency \( k \) and for Mach number 0.875. The in-phase and out-of-phase parts of the first harmonic of the oscillatory pressure distributions are shown (fig. 4 and 5). For the higher reduced frequency, \( k = 0.234 \), the real part has two peaks, one at the shock location and one at the hinge line, and the imaginary part has a single peak at the shock location. Calculated trends correspond to experimental trends, but differences in shock location are apparent. Isogai (ref. 2) has shown improved agreement for this case if the calculations are made at a Mach number of 0.860 rather than 0.875 so that steady shock is near the experimental shock location. For the lower frequency case, there is significantly more deviation, particularly for the imaginary part. The lower frequency case involves a larger shock motion, and the unsteady results are apparently more sensitive to the steady shock location as well.

The calculated real and imaginary parts of the first harmonic of pitching moment, lift, and hinge moment coefficients (per unit flap deflection) are shown for several reduced frequencies in figures 6 to 8 and are compared with the experimental values of reference 8. All calculations shown are for a 1.08-degree flap amplitude which is the value for the experimental point at \( k = 0.234 \). The calculated results fluctuate with reduced frequency, whereas such fluctuations are not apparent in the experimental data. There is fair agreement of the theory with experiment at the two higher frequency experimental points. However, at the lower reduced frequencies there is a sizeable deviation from the experimental data. The relative agreement with experiment might be anticipated from figures 3 and 4, as the coefficients shown are integrals of the load distribution. The imaginary parts of the coefficients are zero at \( k = 0 \), and thus there must be a rapid variation near \( k = 0 \). Calculations for static deflection of the flap show that the coefficients are very nonlinear functions of the flap deflection. There may be similar nonlinearities in the low frequency unsteady results shown in figures 6 to 8.
Although a large number of calculated points are shown in figures 6 to 8, only a single grid size, time step, and amplitude of oscillation have been used. It is desirable to evaluate the influence of these parameters also, but such an investigation would require a significant expenditure of computer resources. For the cases of figures 6 to 8, it took about 5 minutes of CPU time on a CYBER 175 to calculate 6 cycles of oscillations at $k = 0.500$. This time increased to about 30 minutes to execute 3 cycles of oscillation at $k = 0.059$. Although the method gives results that offer considerable insight to transonic flows, it needs further development to reduce the computer time in order for it to be used as a production tool to study a wide variety of cases.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The method of Isogai for calculating the transonic flow over steady and oscillating airfoils has been used to calculate several cases for the NACA 64A006 airfoil with an oscillating quarter-chord flap. The thickness pressure distributions were in good agreement with measured results at subcritical speeds but gradually deviated further from the data as Mach number was increased. Calculated unsteady results for a Mach number of 0.875 showed large frequency effects not apparent in the experimental results. Fair agreement was obtained at the higher reduced frequencies with larger deviations at low reduced frequencies. The method gives results that offer considerable insight to transonic unsteady flows, but needs further development to reduce the computer resources required.
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Figure 1.- Grid system used for calculations, $57 \times 57$.

Figure 2.- Steady pressure distribution for the NACA 64A006 airfoil at $M = 0.800$ and $\alpha = 0^\circ$. 
Figure 3.- Steady pressure distribution for the NACA 64A006 airfoil at $M = 0.875$ and $\alpha = 0^\circ$.

Figure 4.- Load distribution for an NACA 64A006 airfoil with an oscillating quarter-chord flap; $k = 0.234$, $M = 0.875$, $\alpha = 0^\circ$, and $|\delta_f| = 1.08^\circ$. 

(a) Real part.
Figure 4.— Concluded.

Figure 5.— Load distribution for an NACA 64A006 airfoil with an oscillating quarter-chord flap; \( k = 0.059 \), \( M = 0.875 \), \( \alpha = 0.0^\circ \), and \( \delta_f = 1.08^\circ \).
Figure 5. - Concluded.

Figure 6. - Unsteady airfoil moment due to flap motion at $M = 0.875$ and $\alpha = 0^\circ$ with $|\delta_f| = 1.08^\circ$. 
Figure 7. - Unsteady airfoil lift due to flap motion at \( M = 0.875 \) and \( \alpha = 0^\circ \) with \( \left| \delta_f \right| = 1.08^\circ \).

Figure 8. - Unsteady flap hinge moment due to flap motion at \( M = 0.875 \) and \( \alpha = 0^\circ \) with \( \left| \delta_f \right| = 1.08^\circ \).
OBSERVATIONS ON THE DYNAMIC STALL CHARACTERISTICS
OF ADVANCED HELICOPTER ROTOR AIRFOILS

L. Dadone
Boeing Vertol Company

SUMMARY

A significant amount of research has been devoted to understanding the mechanism of dynamic stall delay as applicable to the flow environment of a helicopter rotor in forward flight. One aspect of such research deals with the unsteady characteristics of two-dimensional airfoil sections over a Mach number range from 0.3 to 0.6, since such characteristics can be meaningfully related to rotor performance and loads.

This paper summarizes the results of several oscillatory tests carried out on conventional, transonic and BLC-equipped airfoils.

INTRODUCTION

There are two reasons to conduct oscillating airfoil tests. First, to identify the key elements in the unsteady flow environment and, second, to determine the unsteady characteristics of specific airfoils.

Until now an experimental approach has been necessary because dynamic stall cannot yet be quantified by theoretical means. Although empirical dynamic stall representation techniques have been developed, a fundamental understanding of the problem remains to be achieved.

Recently, considerable efforts have been directed to the definition of transonic airfoils applicable to helicopter rotors. This research was encouraged by the availability of new methods of analysis which greatly reduce the difficulty in designing airfoils with favorable transonic characteristics.

Now we have a large body of information from the oscillatory tests of several airfoils, and we can at least identify the most significant trends in the data. A review of these trends provides preliminary answers to questions concerning the comparison of transonic and conventional sections, further refinements in
airfoil design objectives, and generally, the purpose and usefulness of future unsteady airfoil testing.

SYMBOLS

Measurements and calculations were made in U.S. Customary Units and are presented in both the International System of Units (SI) and U.S. Customary Units.

b  airfoil semichord, m
c  airfoil chord, m
Cn  normal force coefficient
Cm  pitching moment coefficient
Cμ  blowing momentum coefficient, for sections employing active boundary layer control (BLC)
f  drive frequency of airfoil motion in pitch, Hz
k  reduced frequency, ffc/V
M  Mach number
PT  tunnel test-section total pressure, N/m² (psia)
t  airfoil thickness, m
V  tunnel velocity, m/sec
α  angle of attack, deg
.α  first differential of α with respect to time, deg/sec
γ  stall delay function
Δα  amplitude of pitching motion, deg

SOURCE OF DATA

A thorough survey of current unsteady aerodynamics research is present in reference 1. However, until now the main source of oscillatory airfoil data applicable to helicopter rotors has been the two-dimensional subsonic insert of the Boeing Supersonic Wind Tunnel (BSWT).
A sketch of the oscillatory rig in the two-dimensional test section is shown in figure 1. The test section is 0.914 m (36.0 in.) high and 0.304 m (12.0 in.) wide. The wind tunnel is a blow-down facility with provisions for variable density operation, so that tests can be run at Reynolds numbers corresponding to full-scale blade chords with 6- to 7-inch chord models.

Solid floor and ceiling have been employed in all the oscillatory tests. Quasi-steady baseline data have been acquired in the presence of both solid and porous (4.9%) floor and ceiling. The oscillatory tests have been conducted within the following ranges of conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mach number, M</td>
<td>0.2 to 0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean angle of attack, α</td>
<td>-20° to +20°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplitude of oscillation, Δα</td>
<td>2.5° to 10°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drive frequency, f</td>
<td>12 Hz to 100 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Pressure, Pₜ</td>
<td>170,000 N/m² to 520,000 N/m² (25 psia to 75 psia)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The models of the airfoils were equipped with differential pressure transducers mounted as close to the pressure ports as possible. Each transducer/orifice cavity was sized to place the acoustic resonance frequency well beyond the tenth harmonic of the highest drive frequency of interest.

Table I lists the oscillating airfoil tests conducted in BSWT. Most of the tests have been documented and the data are available in references (2) through (5). The boundary layer control experiments on the V23010-1.58, and the VR-1 test have not been formally documented. Limited data from these tests are shown only to illustrate the relationship between static stall and aerodynamic damping.

Figure 2 shows typical pressures and integrated loads. The data were acquired during the tests of reference (5). The differential pressure coefficients are displayed as time-histories, while the normal force and pitching moment coefficients are shown as a function of angle of attack.
KEY PARAMETERS

Definition of Maximum Attainable Normal Force, \( C_{n \text{max}} \)

The highest normal force achieved while an airfoil undergoes sinusoidal pitching motions over conditions ranging from fully attached flow to stall has been used as a measure of stall delay potential. The maximum attainable normal force is a function of reduced frequency and Mach number. Until now, it has not been successfully predicted by either theoretical or empirical means. Because of test limitations the maximum normal force cannot be always reached at model drive frequencies beyond 60 Hz.

Definition of Aerodynamic Damping

The area enclosed by the \( C_m \), \( \alpha \) trace, see figure 2, and the sense of motion around the loop have an important physical significance. The net work done by the airfoil on the surrounding air is proportional to the integral

\[
W = \oint C_m \, d\alpha
\]

This integral is proportional to the area enclosed by the \( C_m, \alpha \) trace and it is positive for a counterclockwise circuit. If the circuit encloses a substantial area in a clockwise sense, the contribution of that area is negative, i.e., it represents energy extracted from the airstream by the airfoil.

For pitch oscillation about the quarter chord the theoretical damping is

\[
\text{Damping} = -\frac{k}{4f}
\]

The theoretical damping is used to non-dimensionalize the cycle damping value computed for each test condition. Details on the derivation of the theoretical damping are shown in reference 2.

Definition of Stall Delay Parameters

Reference (6) describes the formulation of an empirical method to represent dynamic stall. This method was specifically defined for rotor blade calculations.

The key to the method is the estimate of the delay in normal force and pitching moment stall angles as a function of instantaneous angular velocity \( b\dot{\alpha}/V \) and Mach number. The rate of change of the stall angle with increasing \( \sqrt{b\dot{\alpha}/V} \) at constant Mach number
has been called "γ-function." This quantity is different for the normal force and the pitching moment, and it decreases with Mach number. Figure 3 illustrates the derivation of γ-functions from oscillating airfoil data.

REVIEW OF CHARACTERISTICS

Maximum Normal Force

Figures 4 and 5 summarize the largest normal force attainable by several airfoils at \( M = 0.4 \) and 0.6, respectively, over the range of reduced frequencies of interest for helicopter rotor operation.

The NACA 0006 and VL3006-0.7 are thin airfoils \((t/c = 0.06)\). The V0011 and V23010-1.58 are the airfoils employed on the CH-47A and CH-47B/C helicopters \((t/c = 0.11 \text{ and } 0.102)\) and, finally, the VR-1 \((t/c = 0.11)\) and NLR 7223-62 \((t/c = 0.086)\) are transonic sections.

The \( M = 0.4 \) condition is representative of the flow environment within which retreating blade stall takes place. The reduced frequency value of \( k = 0.06 \) is typical of \(1/\text{rev}\) pitch changes. The maximum lift capability of all sections increases with reduced frequency above the static \( C_{\text{max}} \) level. The rate of increase in stall margin with reduced frequency varies somewhat from airfoil to airfoil but, on the \(1/\text{rev}\) basis, airfoils with low static \( C_{\text{max}} \) do not gain enough additional lifting capability through unsteady effects to overcome a poor static stall performance. This fact was not obvious at the start of the stall delay research.

Compressibility effects reduce the boundaries at \( M = 0.6 \) for the same airfoils of figure 4. At \( M = 0.6 \) the stall delay effects are not as critical as they are at lower Mach numbers. Above \( M = 0.5 \) detrimental effects could result from operation at high lift in the presence of negative rates of change in angle of attack. Thin and transonic airfoils display larger \( C_{\text{max}} \) changes at the higher subsonic Mach numbers than do the thick and conventional sections.

Aerodynamic Damping

The damping characteristics of six airfoils in \(1/\text{rev}\) pitch oscillation at \( M = 0.4 \) are shown in figure 6. It is immediately evident that the thin and the transonic sections are positively damped through dynamic stall, while the conventional airfoils,
V0011 and V23010-1.58, are negatively damped. Although the aero-
dynamic damping from oscillating airfoil tests cannot be directly
related to the rotor environment, it is useful as a measure of the
stall recovery characteristics of the airfoils employed.

The aerodynamic damping is sensitive to Mach number and fre-
quency changes, as illustrated in figure 7, but rotor test ex-
perience has shown the M = 0.4 condition and the lower frequencies
to have dominant effects over the retreating blade.

A review of all the data for the airfoils of table I shows
that positive damping at the 1/rev to 2/rev frequencies (k up to
0.12) is always associated with gradual quasi-steady stall, while
negative damping during oscillation is typical of sections with
abrupt static stall. The thin airfoils and the transonic sections
considered here have a limited maximum lift range and gradual
stall at M = 0.4, while at the same condition the V0011 and
V23010-1.58 display leading edge stall (abrupt stall). This cor-
relation between static stall and damping appears to hold gener-
ally true.

Figure 8 shows that as the stall character of the VR-1 air-
foil changes with Mach number so do the 1/rev damping character-
istics. As also illustrated in figure 8, one way to quantify
stall is to determine experimentally the static stall hysteresis,
since abrupt stall is associated with significant hysteresis ef-
fects.

All the data mentioned up to this point were for airfoils
with high maximum lift potential and abrupt stall characteristics,
or with a low maximum lift range and gradual stall. The only way
of achieving high lift with gradual stall is through the attain-
ment of trailing edge stall characteristics. Figure 9 is the only
experimental evidence we have showing that trailing edge stall is
beneficial in changing the aerodynamic 1/rev damping. Of course,
since leading edge boundary layer control did not improve the
maximum lift characteristics of the V23010-1.58 at M = 0.4, this
method is not recommended unless positive damping is clearly es-
sential.

Stall Delay Characteristics

The stall delay functions of three conventional airfoils are
shown in figure 10. Figure 11 shows the stall characteristics of
the VR-1 and NLR 7223-62, both transonic sections. A few general
observations can be made:

(a) Normal force always experiences a larger stall delay
than the pitching moments.
(b) Thin airfoils experience a larger lift-stall delay than thicker sections, but not enough to overcome the static maximum lift deficiency associated with thin airfoil stall.

(d) Stall delay effects on the thin sections remain significant to higher Mach numbers.

The two transonic sections of figure 11 display strikingly similar trends. These trends are not substantially different from those of the conventional airfoils of figure 10, but the stall delay functions of the transonic sections do not decrease uniformly or vanish with increasing Mach number. The lift stall delay at Mach numbers above \( M = 0.5 \) is attributable to beneficial transonic effects not better quantified at this time, but it must be pointed out that stall delay at Mach numbers above \( M = 0.5 \) is not useful on present-day rotors.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

There are differences between the unsteady characteristics of conventional and transonic airfoils, but the transonic sections have no unusual stall delay characteristics at a Mach number \( M \) of 0.4, where such effect would be beneficial in compensating for a low static-lift capability. The transonic airfoils experience significant stall delay at Mach numbers above 0.5, a benefit which cannot be taken advantage of by present rotor technology.

The only favorable unsteady behavior we can deliberately design for is positive 1/rev and 2/rev aerodynamic damping at Mach numbers near \( M = 0.4 \). This can be accomplished by prescribing gradual static stall characteristics. Because of the high maximum lift requirements at \( M = 0.4 \), this means prescribing trailing edge stall.

Low maximum lift characteristics in the quasi-steady environment cannot be offset by a large dynamic stall delay.

The highest priority in unsteady aerodynamics research is the detailed understanding of the dynamic stall process. Until such understanding is reached, additional testing of airfoils is secondary to the detailed analysis of the data we already have, because approximate stall delay functions for most sections can be obtained by interpolating or extrapolating existing trends.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AIRFOIL</th>
<th>APPLICATION</th>
<th>TYPE OF TEST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V0011</td>
<td>CH-47A</td>
<td>PITCH AND TRANSLATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V23010-1.58</td>
<td>CH-47B/C</td>
<td>PITCH AND TRANSLATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NACA 0006</td>
<td>RESEARCH</td>
<td>PITCH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V13006-0.7</td>
<td>AGB</td>
<td>PITCH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V23010-1.58</td>
<td>RESEARCH</td>
<td>PITCH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REVERSE FLOW</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V23010-1.58</td>
<td>RESEARCH</td>
<td>PITCH (UNPUBL.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VR-1</td>
<td>ADVANCED ROTOR</td>
<td>PITCH (UNPUBL.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLR 7223-62</td>
<td>ADVANCED ROTOR</td>
<td>PITCH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1.- Pitch oscillation mechanism.

Figure 2.- Example of forced pitch oscillation data.
Figure 3. - Dynamic stall delay characteristics.

Figure 4. - Maximum attainable normal force at $M = 0.4$ and $\Delta \alpha = 5^\circ$. 
Figure 5.- Maximum attainable normal force at $M = 0.6$ and $\Delta \alpha = 5^\circ$.

Figure 6.- Comparison of damping characteristics.
Figure 7.— Compressibility and frequency effects on damping.

Figure 8.— Dependence of damping on static stall characteristics.
Figure 9.- Effect of leading-edge boundary-layer control on stall and damping.

Figure 10.- Comparison of stall delay characteristics for three conventional airfoils.
Figure 11.- Comparison of stall delay characteristics for two transonic airfoils.
TRANSONIC FLOW OVER THE NACA 64A006 WITH AN OSCILLATING FLAP -
CALCULATIONS BASED ON THE EULER EQUATIONS*

R. J. Magnus
General Dynamics Convair

SUMMARY

Exploratory calculations of transonic flows over the NACA 64A006 airfoil with a
quarter-chord oscillating flap have been made using a program which obtains approxi-
mate solutions to the Euler equations with an explicit, shock-capturing, finite-
difference scheme. The calculations, essentially inviscid and for the airfoil at zero
angle-of-attack in a free-stream, are at Mach numbers and reduced frequencies which
were tested in experiments by Tijdeman. The oscillatory lifts from analogous cal-
culations by various investigators generally agree with one another better than they
agree with Tijdeman's data. Inclusion in the calculations of an approximate model-
ing of boundary conditions expected at slotted wind tunnel walls tends to shift some of
the results closer to the experimental values.

INTRODUCTION

Experimental work on transonic unsteady flows over the NACA 64A006 airfoil
with a sinusoidally oscillating quarter-chord flap was described by Tijdeman and
Bergh (reference 1) more than 10 years ago. Their results have inspired a number
of attempts to calculate the flows over the configuration (references 2 through 9). The
physical arrangement seems ideal for methods based upon perturbation equations
(references 2, 3, 5, 6 and 8) — a thin airfoil with small angle-of-attack and flap
deflection.

By and large, the calculations made to date have assumed inviscid flow and that
the airfoil is immersed in an unconstrained stream. In this paper, an abstraction of
material in reference 9, it is demonstrated that including an approximate treatment of
wind tunnel wall effects tends to bring some of the calculated features of the flow
closer to the experimental data from reference 10.

*Work performed under contract with Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory,
Contract F33615-76-C-3018.
SYMBOLS

C     Airfoil chord
$C_{L\delta}$  Airfoil lift coefficient per radian of flap deflection amplitude
$\Delta C_p$  The difference between lower and upper airfoil surface pressure coefficients per radian of flap deflection
$|\tilde{C}_p|$  Amplitude of first harmonic of oscillatory pressure coefficient per radian of flap deflection
k     Reduced frequency of flap oscillation based on airfoil semi-chord
p     Airfoil surface pressure
$p_o$  Free-stream total pressure
$p^*$  Free-Stream critical pressure
t     Time
u     Perturbation of chordwise velocity from free-stream value
$U_\infty$  Free-stream velocity
v     Perturbation of normal (to airfoil chord) velocity from free-stream value
x     Distance aft of airfoil nose
y     Distance normal to airfoil chord, positive upward
$\phi$  Lead angle of first harmonic of oscillatory response function
$\omega$  Circular frequency of sinusoidal flap oscillation

DEFINITIONS

Reduced frequency:

$$k = \frac{\omega C}{2U_\infty}$$

Flap Motion:

$$\delta(t) = \delta_s \sin \omega t$$

Trailing edge down considered as positive deflection

Typical first harmonic of a response function:

$$f(t) = f \sin (\omega t + \phi)$$

$\phi$ positive, response leads flap motion
COMPUTATIONAL NOTES

The computer program used in the present work is closely related to the program used in work on the NACA 64A410, reference 11.

Equations, Scheme

The coupled system of four unsteady Euler equations in conservation form is solved numerically using a two-step, Lax-Wendroff, explicit, finite-difference scheme. Diffusion was added to suppress ragged overshoot in the calculated output near shocks and was also found to be needed to control short-wavelength oscillations in parts of the flow which were near-sonic.

Mesh Arrangements, Synchronization

On the order of 5000 mesh nodes arranged in several distinct grid systems were used to cover the field around the airfoil. Fine mesh was used around the airfoil nose; the basic mesh around the airfoil was 0.04 chord squares, and stretched and coarser meshes were used to extend the coverage to outer boundaries several chords from the airfoil.

Local, airfoil-oriented, coordinate systems were used to provide mesh nodes along the airfoil surface. Bands of fine mesh were inserted to provide detail on the loci of upper and lower surface shocks. In any single mesh system a uniform explicit time step would be applied at each node. Many time steps would be taken in the finest mesh for each time step in the coarsest. Exchanges of information between the developing solutions in contiguous grid systems were made by assignments and interpolations.

Boundary Conditions

To satisfy tangency boundary conditions along the airfoil surface, the flow at nodes on the time-averaged airfoil surface is calculated by the method cataloged as 'Euler Predictor, Simple Wave Corrector' in the survey by Abbott, reference 12. By a similar process the upper and lower pressures and flow directions are matched along a line extending aft about 0.2 chord from the airfoil trailing edge. Further aft the wake discontinuity is allowed to become indistinct by numerical diffusion.

If the flow over the airfoil in an unrestricted stream was to be calculated the flow was held invariant at the field perimeter. On the examples calculated here, the upstream and downstream field boundaries were about 10 chords distant from the airfoil midchord and the lateral boundaries were placed further out by use of stretched mesh. A flow pattern due to a doublet and a vortex (strength commensurate with airfoil mean lift) plus free stream was maintained on the perimeter.
For the cases simulating flow over the airfoil in a slotted wall tunnel, an empirically determined boundary condition on perturbation velocities

\[ u + 0.73v + 0.17v_x = 0 \]

was specified on horizontal lines \( \pm 1.53 \) chords from the airfoil. This empirical relation is based upon steady transonic calculations done in conjunction with tests which measured pressures on the slotted tunnel walls as well as on the airfoil model.

**Computational Expense**

The computer programs utilized are written in FORTRAN extended language and the calculations were run on a CDC 7600 computer. A relatively stable solution to a steady flow problem would be obtained in about 2400 passes through the field requiring 580 seconds of computation. Stationary solutions to the unsteady problems typically would be obtained after following the flow for about 3.5 cycles; this would require 2400 to 3100 seconds of computing; the expense depends inversely on the reduced frequency. Pressure fields at (typically) 36 steps in an oscillation cycle were recorded for further study.

**RESULTS**

Calculations were made at three Mach numbers; however, attention will be concentrated here on computations at Mach number 0.85. The steady free-air flow over the NACA 64A006 was calculated at zero angle-of-attack with the quarter-chord flap undeflected and deflected 1.0 degree; the unsteady flow for a reduced frequency of 0.179 with 1.0 degree flap amplitude was also calculated. These cases were also calculated with a slotted wind tunnel wall boundary condition included. The unsteady pressures were integrated to find the airfoil forces and moments and selected unsteady quantities were run through harmonic analysis to determine the magnitudes and phases of the fundamentals.

The magnitude and phase of the first harmonic of the lift due to sinusoidal flap deflection is shown in figure 1, together with similar results from calculations by Ballhaus and Goorjian, references 5 and 6, and Ehlers, reference 2. There is relatively good agreement between the four inviscid calculations; Tijdeman's experimental result (reference 10) (including viscous and wall interference effects) is considerably separated from the calculations.

The normalized lift due to flap deflection in steady flow (inviscid, free-air) is also shown in figure 1 along with results from a similar calculation by Traci, reference 3. The magnitudes of the calculated lifts are both more than double the steady lift measured by Tijdeman, reference 10.
The disagreement between the free-air inviscid calculations and Tijdeman's experimental results also shows in the zero-lift pressure distributions, figure 2. The calculated pressure distribution at Mach 0.85 is compared with Tijdeman's experimental data. At corresponding Mach numbers, the calculated pressures along the middle of the airfoil are considerably lower (and velocities higher) than the experimental values.

At first, it was surmised that a simple Mach number shift of about 0.02 might produce better agreement between calculation and experiment; viz., calculated Mach 0.85 resembles experimental Mach 0.875 in figure 2. An inspection of the distribution of lift in steady flow, however, indicates a notable difference between calculation and experiment; the experimental lift distributions at Mach 0.85 and 0.875 both show considerably less loading on the front part of the airfoil than the calculated, figure 3. The large spike in the calculated loading between 0.4 and 0.7 chord is due to movements of the upper and lower shocks upon deflecting the flap. The program calculates the pressure rises across shocks to be very nearly the "normal shock" values; the experimental recovery is considerably less because of interaction between shocks and boundary layers. Hence, the calculated loading spike due to shock migration is more extreme than the experimental.*

Adding a simulation of the slotted wind tunnel wall behavior to the calculations brings the calculated and experimental zero-lift pressure distributions closer to one another, figure 4. Similarly, the distribution of load due to deflecting the flap is brought into closer, but by no means precise, agreement with experiment by adding wall effect, figure 5.

The amplitudes and phase angles of the first harmonics of the oscillatory loadings in unsteady flow are shown in figures 6 and 7. Except in the region of the loading spike caused by shock movement, the inclusion of wind tunnel wall effects in the calculations results in reasonably satisfactory agreement with the experimental values. The noted agreement may, of course, be due to fortuitous combinations of errors; the agreements between calculation and experiment were not as impressive for steady flow, figures 4 and 5.

Inclusion of a simple practical means of weakening the pressure rise at shocks, i.e., a simple correction for the effects of shock interaction with the boundary layer, certainly would be desirable. This correction is needed for predictions of behavior of real configurations in free-air as well as for models in wind-tunnels.

*Additionally, the quasi-steady experimental results are derived from tests with 1.5 degrees flap whereas the calculations are for 1.0 degree flap. The loading due to shock movement is proportional to the area under the spike; spike height and breadth depend on flap amplitude in this particular style of presentation.
Upon integrating the pressures on the airfoil (as calculated including wall effect) to obtain the lift due to flap deflection, the results (square symbols in figure 1) are in considerably better agreement with the data than are the free-air results.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

When wind tunnel wall influence was added to the inviscid calculation of the steady, zero-lift flow over the airfoil, the airfoil pressure distribution changed in a manner as if the Mach number had been lowered by about 0.01. The wall influence lowers the amount of load developed on the front part of the airfoil upon deflecting the flap in steady flow and lessens the phase lag of pressure excursions on the front part of the airfoil in unsteady flow. The parts of the quasi-steady and unsteady loadings which are due to shock-migration are overestimated by the inviscid calculations studied here; a practical first-order means for describing the weakening of shocks by interaction with the boundary layer seems to be needed.

On the unsteady thin-airfoil problem studied, calculations done with programs based upon perturbation equations, references 2, 5 and 6, are in relatively good agreement with the results from the program based on the unsteady Euler equations; the perturbation programs obtain solutions at a very small fraction of the computing expense needed for an unsteady solution using the explicit unsteady Euler program.
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Figure 1.- Lift due to flap deflection for an NACA 64A006 airfoil with quarter-chord flap. $\alpha = 0^\circ$; $M = 0.85$.

Figure 2.- Zero-lift pressure distributions for an NACA 64A006 airfoil. Free-air calculation at $M = 0.85$ compared with experimental values at three Mach numbers.
Figure 3. - Chordwise load distributions in steady flow. Free-air calculation at M = 0.85 compared with experimental values at two Mach numbers.

Figure 4. - Zero-lift pressure distributions at M = 0.85. Calculations in free air and including wind-tunnel wall influence compared with experimental values.
Figure 5.- Chordwise load distributions in steady flow at \( M = 0.85 \). Calculations in free air and including wind-tunnel wall influence compared with experimental values.

Figure 6.- Chordwise load distributions in unsteady flow at \( M = 0.85 \) for amplitudes of first harmonics. Calculations in free air and including wind-tunnel wall influence compared with experimental values.
Figure 7.- Chordwise load distributions in unsteady flow at $M = 0.85$ for lead phase angles of first harmonics. Calculations in free air and including wind-tunnel wall influence compared with experimental values.
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ALFRED GESSOW:

The final wrap-up session of the conference is supposed to be one where we can all offer opinions as to how useful the program has been and where it should go. First, I should announce that the session is being recorded so that your words will become deathless prose when we print up the proceedings. I might just take a couple of minutes to review the objectives of the conference as they were laid out initially. There were three: One was to provide the aviation community with a review by NASA and its supporting contractors and grantees of all the latest information they've been doing on airfoil computational and experimental work. I might say that there were forty papers of that type, and about twenty-four independent papers from representatives of government, industry, and educational institutions. The second was to provide an opportunity for input and exchange between the various segments of the aircraft industry, the academic community, and other organizations. The third was to conduct a forum which engaged the community and all the aviation interests with an opportunity to provide an evaluation of NASA thrusts, goals, and progress. It is the third one, I think, that is the reason for us being here at this session. We would like to get your response to the program as it has gone, and we would like some constructive criticism as to where it should go in the future. In a way, this is a second ground of this nature, the first being at the 1975 industry-NASA workshop that I alluded to earlier in the conference.

I'd like to insert a few comments of my own before we begin. I think the turnout, the papers, and the scope of the information that have been presented here has been very gratifying to see. We have come a long way, although there is a lot more to go. It is also clear to me that the computational efforts that have come about in the normal course of events, that weren't spurred by the airfoil needs, really have enabled the state of the art in airfoils to be where it is today. At the same time, and I think Gary Chapman pointed it out to me this morning, the interest that this conference has elicited is an indication that the subject of airfoils is the one clear area where computations have come of age and have provided a direct application in a very visible way. We are beginning to see the influence of computational aerodynamics in many other areas of aircraft design but it is most clear in the airfoil business, and I think that is why we have made the progress and have the interest that we see today.

The way we are going to conduct this roundtable, and it will have to be conducted on a very tight schedule, is to have a number of invited guests express their views. There are two groups; one of these which Bob Bower will be chairing, will consist of the workshop chairmen from the conference. They will be representing the viewpoints of the applications people, the analysis people, those dealing with experimental techniques, and the like. They are seated along my right. Then, starting with Mr. Abbott on my left, we have a group of people who were invited because they represent areas of expertise, as well as the views of various segments of the industry, universities, and other government agencies. I am afraid that there is not going to be very much time for a lot of extra discussion. Instead, we plan that each of our speakers
here at the table take no more than five minutes in turn to present their
views. After they are through, we will use the remaining time for comments
and questions from the floor.

I've probably run past my time now, so let's start with Mr. Bower and
his group.

ROBERT E. BOWER:

Thanks Al, I think we have quite a formidable task, particularly to start
here with Bud and keep him to five minutes. We will get right on to it now.
The first area that will be critiqued and summarized will be the analysis and
design area. It will be shared by both Bud and Gary, but I think Bud will
lead the show, and later Gary will make some additional comments, Bud.

PERCY J. BOBBITT:

The panel on "Analysis and Design: Needs and Issues" made a thorough
although rapid assessment of the state of the art and identified a large num-
ber of problem areas. It was generally agreed that methods developed over the
past half dozen years do provide good design and analyt tools for single and
multielement systems with attached flow. There was, however, a great deal of
concern expressed about the accuracy, or the lack of it, of our drag predic-
tions. No matter how hard the theoreticians try they are still unable to
consistently agree with experimental data; all sorts of reasons are offered
why the experimental data isn't any good. Our drag prediction methods do need
improvement but, in defense of the theoreticians, much of our experimental data
is deficient as well. There isn't any, what boundary-layer people call, certi-
fi ed data. We need to have a series of experiments that are conducted in as
interference-free a tunnel as we can identify, and it has to be coupled with some
very detailed diagnostic work. It would be desirable to have at least one set
of data that everybody (or most everybody) could put their faith in.

One panel member expressed concern that we may expend too much effort in
trying to find improved drag-prediction methods. How accurate do we need our
2-D predictions to be?

Methods for calculating 2-D flows with large separated regions are now
appearing. The panel thought that the data base for detailed flow-field
measurements on airfoils with separation was not adequate for the theoreticians
to validate their theories and improve flow-field models. There was also the
suggestion that the separated flow theories be modified to include the effects
of tunnel walls.

A whole array of suggestions were made regarding remarks on tunnel-wall
interference. The major ones are as follows:
- Continued research on slotted walls still a necessity
- Streamline-wall tunnels show potential for subsonic and low supercritical conditions
- Sidewall treatments can be improved using theory
- Wall measured pressures for interference prediction should be pursued
- Wall interference calculations for unsteady flows needed

Streamline-wall tunnels show potential; we have a crude one working and a better one on the way. There are others around the world pursuing this approach for measurements up to the choke point. The use of pressures measured near the wall in combination with theory for interference assessments is another promising possibility for obtaining "interference-free" data.

The panel felt that we need to consider more of the 3-D environment in the design of airfoils, such as the effects of sweep and taper. Another factor of this type that should be taken into account is how much different the root environment is, say, from the middle of the wing or the tip. We also need to pay a lot more attention to off-design problems, particularly in optimizers. The difficulty here is what kind of logic to use. Clearly the computer program isn't going to provide the logic; people with practical experience must be involved along with those with an understanding of the flow physics and the mathematical processes before the proper criteria and constraints can be formulated. In carrying out off-design calculations using optimization routines boundary-layer and flow stability subroutines which determine separation and transition will become more important.

More high and low Reynolds number data at transonic speeds is needed particularly for the thicker supercritical sections. Hopefully the 20- by 60-cm cryo tunnel can contribute significantly to these needs.

Finally, a number of specific improvements to our analysis and design codes which still required were identified. The four which seem to be most needed and indeed are being worked on to varying degrees, are listed below:
- Leading-edge and trailing-edge interaction "patches"
  for existing analysis codes
- Separation on spoilers and trailing-edge flaps - theory and experiment
- Improved turbulence models
- Faster codes (should be a general goal)

BOB BOWER:

Thank you very much Bud. Now Gary -
Okay, I am just going to add a couple of comments to that. I would like to second Al Gessow's comment. This does represent an area where computational aerodynamics has really become of age. However there are still some outstanding issues. Bud Bobbitt has touched on some of them already. I am not going to use viewgraphs, I am just going to talk about several issues. First, we would all like to have one good set of transonic interference-free data. I can speak pretty much from the experimental side of the house and appreciate that as much as anybody else. Second, I think it is important to clean up some of the areas that we are still working on, particularly for attached flows where I think things are really in pretty good shape, and move on to more important areas of work. Third, Bud Bobbitt mentioned the need for high Reynolds number data, and I would like to make a plea for low Reynolds number data. It turns out there are a couple of special applications in the area of high altitude drone type aircraft where Reynolds numbers tend to run below 1 million, based on chord, and the people that do cascades and compressor type work indicate Reynolds numbers run from 100,000 to 1 million. The shock boundary-layer interaction problems encountered at these Reynolds numbers are going to be a lot different than in the high Reynolds number turbulence cases. Fourth, there are a lot of things that need to be done to improve the speed of optimization. The idea of making many many calculations as the method of getting to an optimum, is not necessarily the best way. I think there are some other things that can be done to improve this. We work with a 7600 and I never complain about time because we can do an optimization in one or two minutes. That's not much time, however many of you probably have a lot smaller machine. Hence I believe we have to do something to speed up the optimization process. Fifth, I think we are moving along very well in the area of multielement airfoils. However, we need some data to really check them out. Particularly for example in the work from Grumman by Volpe in transonic aerodynamics, there's really no good data for slotted transonic airfoil configurations. This is one area where the analysis tools are ahead of the experiments, with the exception of confluent boundaries where we still need a lot of work particularly on how we handle mixing. The sixth area of concern is massive separation. I was very impressed with some of the progress being made. However, here again we need experimental data, not only to validate the theories, but also to provide a better physical understanding of the nature of the flow and hence to develop simple modeling techniques. Finally we have the area of unsteady aerodynamics which is really just getting off the ground - It seems at this point that there are more computational tools than there are experimental data by an extensive margin. So here again there is a big need for experimental data and with that the need to understand unsteady wall interference. If we think the wind tunnel correction problems are bad for our static aerodynamic data, they are terrible when it comes to transonic unsteady aerodynamic data. I would like to conclude with a point on accuracy requirements. Bud Bobbitt quoted me as saying, why the importance on drag, and I'd just like to go back to Abbott's comment the other night: "We don't fly airfoils." So accuracy required is to be able to separate good airfoils from bad airfoils, so when you go to a 3-D design you have a reasonably good starting point. So I don't think we want to chase one drag count on drag calculations for airfoils.
BOB BOWFR:

Thank you Gary. The next area that we will be summarizing is in the area of facilities and techniques and Dudley Hammond will be summarizing that. Dudley.

ALEXANDER D. HAMMOND:

The first item listed below deals with an issue that was brought out in the analysis and design discussions by Bobbitt and Chapman as well as in yesterday's session on facilities. In light of the rapid development of airfoil design and analysis codes, there is a continuous need for us to get proven facilities and basic data for code verification and improvement.

- In light of the rapid development of airfoil design and analysis codes there is a continuing need to use proven facilities and provide basic data for code verification and improvement.
- Considerable discussion evolved around the issue of determining the validity of data.
  - Use of "standard airfoils" 
  - Accurate determination of test conditions
  - Determination of the two-dimensionality of flow over airfoil at all test conditions
  - Elimination of wall interference and determination of residual effect on data
  - Tunnel flow quality and effect on data
  - Required accuracy of measurements and measurement requirements

Yesterday afternoon we had a considerable amount of discussion about the issue of determining the validity of the data that is obtained in facilities. Among the subjects of that discussion was the use of standard airfoils to provide a basic set of data and to help evaluate the data validity as was just mentioned. Determination of the test conditions and just how accurate do the test conditions need to be known was part of the discussion. The determination of the two-dimensionality of the flow over the airfoils at all test conditions was discussed, as well as elimination of wall interference and the effects of any residual wall interference on the data. Of course, the tunnel flow quality and its effect on the data is a valid concern that we need to continue to work. The required accuracy of measurements and the measurement requirements are dependent to some extent on how wide the data base is, and for what purposes the data will be used.

As has already been mentioned and is indicated in the added list below, we need a broad matrix of data, one as broad as you can reasonably accomplish for any one set of data as well as documentation of the test conditions under which that data was run, and some assessment of the effects of any known deficiencies in that data.
- As broad a matrix of data as can be reasonably accomplished for any one set of data is needed as well as documented test conditions and/or limitations.

- Development of adequate sidewall treatment for existing 2-D facilities needs to be expedited.

- Requirement for increase in research on adaptive walls to shorten the time before they become operationally usable.

- Assessment of tunnel flow quality by specifically designed programs for adequate documentation.

- Continue effort on noninvasive flow-field measuring techniques - LDV and holography techniques and apply to 2-D facilities.

And of course, we need to develop an adequate sidewall treatment for existing 2-D facilities and this needs to be expedited. We are working the problem; however, it is a requirement that is going to develop further as we go along, and it certainly needs to be expedited. We need to have an increase of research on adaptive walls, to shorten the time before they become operational and useable. We have a research program going on at Langley, and others are doing research on various adaptive wall techniques. It all seems to move at a very slow rate, when one is anxiously waiting for the results of the tests before it can be put into operational use. The assessment of flow quality by specifically designed programs for adequate documentation refers back to the point that I mentioned a moment ago. We need to have a continued effort on noninvasive flow-field measuring techniques; that is, LDV and holographic techniques that apply to 2-D facilities, and we need to work that problem more vigorously probably than we have in the past. It has been shown on other papers, for example, that intrusive measuring devices can give problems with regard to accurately determining flow-field characteristics. But that's not to say that some of that measuring does not need to be made even though it's intrusive. Even the intrusive measurements ought to be able to determine some aspects of the fluid mechanics flow in these highly separated regions to the degree of accuracy necessary for some applications.

This review of the facilities and techniques and the needs and issues involved has revealed challenging areas of research requirements. It has pointed out that although there are ongoing programs in all of these areas, the pace is slow and additional effort needs to be applied in nearly all of the areas covered.

BOB BOWER:

Thank you Dudley. Next area - Low and Medium Speed Applications - Roger Winblade.
ROGER WINBLADE:

We just very recently completed this session and in fact, most of the areas that we discussed have already been mentioned. The one area that received a great deal of discussion and in which I think we reached a general consensus is the extremely low Reynolds number field. This is an area in which we are not working but should be. Potential applications for this work include wind turbines, flight at very high altitudes, sailplanes and gliders. It was also suggested that more work is needed on 3-dimensional effects and the ability to predict transition. We then considered the whole range of real airplane effects. Airplanes have deicing boots on them, at least those airplanes that use the low and medium speed airfoils. The perturbations far exceed any of the perturbations generated in optimizing. A question of some concern was raised in viewing slides over the last couple of days. The start point and end point in optimizing the section were very close together, or appeared to be. Is that in fact within the manufacturing tolerance to produce in the light aviation arena, or in terms of variations during life time?

In discussing near term problem areas which we're not addressing, it was generally concluded that the activities underway are the ones that we have to live with. There's nothing that we could initiate now that would have any impact in the next two or three years. That is consistent with what we have seen in the past which is a 6-7 year time lapse. Long term activities that we are to keep in mind are the potential for new configurations such as canard concepts. It was also suggested that we be more adventuresome in our thinking as we were admonished and to not be constrained to follow the traditional line, but to keep the options open for different, but maybe not totally acceptable projects. A very interesting remark was made with respect to optimization techniques. The analogy was drawn with structural optimization and related to the very short time that Gary mentioned that it now takes to optimize a section. When you expand that to include more and more variables and eventually a full airplane, the time becomes excessive. When you start coupling that with the structural design systems, the total computer time becomes essentially prohibitive. There is then a high potential for either losing or backing away from the capability and going back to empirical testing just because of the complexity of the problems. The resulting suggestion was that we do as was previously recommended, concentrate on more efficient optimization techniques, rather than going through the extensive calculations.

BOB BOWER:

Thank you Roger. We had a classified session on supercritical applications. Within the constraints of this unclassified discussion, Ted Ayers from the Flight Research Center will discuss the issues in that area.
THEODORE G. AYERS:

Bob, although the Supercritical Applications session yesterday was classified because of the data being presented, so far as I know we did not discuss any classified material in the workshop session this morning. I think that what you've heard from the other people here indicates that almost everyone in the audience had a unified position because we had the same discussions in my workshop as the other. In fact, when Bud first started to talk, I thought that he had come over and spied on us this morning. There were a couple of areas that have not been mentioned and I will bring those up. One of the things brought out was the need for the people working the codes to have better documentation for the user and to include some of the pitfalls that are in these programs, as well as the good things they do. Show some of the bad cases along with the good, so they can get a feel for what the capabilities and limitations of the programs are. Also, there was a plea to simplify the codes. Almost everyone cited a need for an experimental data base to validate the computational tools. This includes wind tunnel as well as flight data that NASA should be providing; data for high Reynolds number, thick boundary layers, shock boundary-layer interaction, wall effects, and turbulence modeling. I guess I would say there was a consensus of support for the National Aerodynamic Simulation Facility. One of the specific concerns for the experimental data base was the $c_{\text{max}}$ for supercritical airfoils. There is insufficient data in the $c_{\text{max}}$ range for two-dimensional airfoils to allow people to apply these airfoils in the three-dimensional sense. Another is the lack of data for spoilers which has already been mentioned. This was not only the analytical area but also an experimental area and pertains to the inability to predict spoiler effectiveness because of the unsteady nature of the flow for deflected spoilers. Our discussions got around quite a bit to the three-dimensional needs, since we are talking about supercritical applications. It is rather difficult to divorce supercritical applications from the 3-D case where people have to build an airplane with real wings. There were a number of areas brought up in the workshop which make it difficult to take 2-D data and transition it into a 3-D configuration. For example, an extension of the two-dimensional data out to higher design lift coefficients and lower thickness ratios is needed for those people who deal in the low aspect ratio, swept wing fighter area, or configurations indicative of supersonic type airplanes. I think that covers most of the areas. The others have already been discussed by other people.

BOB BOWER:

Thanks Ted. The next area is rotorcraft applications - Bill Ballhaus.
WILLIAM F. BALLHAUS:

The statement that we have heard over the past 2 1/2 days that "we don't fly airfoils" is certainly an understatement for helicopter rotors. A helicopter rotor operates in a highly three-dimensional, unsteady, viscous, and dynamic environment. Hence, new rotor designs based on two-dimensional, steady analyses will not necessarily result in better helicopter performance. The design problem is so complicated that no one seems to be able to define specifically how aerodynamic and/or aeroelastic phenomena influence rotor performance. These phenomena are usually described in general terms, such as "adverse transonic effects," or in terms of the integrated effect they produce, such as "excessive pitch link loads."

What is needed is a coordinated computational-experimental program to develop a clear understanding of the phenomena that limit rotor performance. Designers could then focus on these phenomena in efforts to extend present performance boundaries. In such investigations it is important to consider different operating environments corresponding to different helicopter missions. Body interference and the coupling between blade configuration and inflow condition, including wake interaction, should be addressed. Emphasis should be on advanced configurations designed to meet present and future requirements.

In the computational arena, the technology is now available to begin detailed qualitative studies of the interacting effects of nonlinearity, three-dimensionality, viscosity, and dynamics. F. X. Caradonna of the U.S. Army AVRACOM and researchers at ONERA are investigating nonlinear, three-dimensional, unsteady rotor flows. Attempts are also being made to include viscous effects. These studies have provided information concerning the motion of shock waves on the surface of rotors near the tip and how these shock wave motions influence rotor load variations. Ultimately, quantitatively good unsteady force and especially pitching moment predictions will be required in the design of high performance rotors. Caradonna and his associates have already demonstrated the capability to predict advancing blade pressures that are in good agreement with experiment for simple nonlifting rotors.

In the experimental arena, there is a concern over uncertainties in test data resulting from a failure to sort out facility effects. For example, there have been a large number of unsteady airfoil tests, but there appear to be few data points for parameters that overlap. A workshop participant suggests that the facilities be calibrated for the NACA 0012 airfoil in the following way: first, document the static stall point for $M_\infty = 0.3$ and 0.5 (this should be done before any unsteady testing). Then, for calibrating the unsteady tests, data should be correlated for reduced frequencies (based on the half chord) of 0.1 and 0.2 for the following cases: (1) $M_\infty = 0.3$, $\alpha = 10^\circ + 10^\circ \sin t$ and $\alpha = 15^\circ + 5^\circ \sin t$ (two different approaches to the same maximum angle), (2) $M_\infty = 0.5$, $\alpha = 10^\circ + 5^\circ \sin t$. The same standard conditions should also be used to calibrate facilities for other airfoils. Similar types of standards should also be established for low lift, high Mach number tests.
In the next few years there will be opportunities to construct and test advanced technology rotor configurations. For example, Hughes is building five rotors to be tested, under a contract with Ames Research Center, when the modification to the 40' x 80' wind tunnel is completed. Some of these configurations remain to be defined. It was suggested in the workshop session that: (1) the multi-point designs proposed by Blackwell, Bingham, and Hicks, all of which are based on two-dimensional, steady analyses, be considered as candidates for evaluation in this contracted effort, (2) in such design and design evaluation efforts, parameters be limited to focus on a few aspects of the rotor performance, and (3) a committee be established to coordinate NASA (Langley and Ames) and Army activity in this Area. In the future, more sophisticated designs, including planform and spanwise section variations, should be attempted. These designs would be based on three-dimensional, unsteady, viscous, and dynamic analyses, taking advantage of advanced computational methods as they become available.

Finally, I would like to include in this discussion a wish list ("what I would like to see accomplished in the next year") compiled by one of the workshop participants: (1) experiments with good flow visualization (especially of transition and vortex shedding phenomena), (2) static stall hysteresis loops reported in all airfoil stall experiments, (3) experimental data on Mach tuck, (4) investigations of the sensitivity of airfoil designs and its effect on blade tolerance requirements, (5) information on the extent to which laminar flow exists in flight, (6) results of wind tunnel tests on airfoil designs proposed by Blackwell, Dadone, and Hicks, (7) completion of a report on the AH-1G program, including power requirements and pitch link loads, and (8) better communication of technology among the NASA centers.

BOB BOWER:

Thanks Bill. The final area is perhaps a catchall - other applications. Joe Stickle will summarize the issues and needs there.

JOSEPH W. STICKLE:

Being in the "other" category this committee covered such things as sailing ships, hang gliders, RPV's, and things the other groups would like to but probably didn't talk about. The low Reynolds number requirement for data consistently came out throughout the conversation. One of the unique missions discussed for an RPV that I had not heard before was that of using an RPV as a Naval ship decoy; that is you send an RPV away from the ship at high speed and then later or cruise at a speed matching the ship cruise speed. The RPV acts as a radar reflector or decoy for the ship. It has to fly along about 40 knots. So there we have the requirement for low Reynolds number data that has to range from low speed all the way to high subsonic speed. It also means that it probably will be variable geometry. So there is a need for low Reynolds number data covering a wide range of parameters. In the way of wind
turbines, one of the requirements was looking at a wider range of usable angle of attack, and looking at such things as flat top lift curves. In the compressor, a need for cascade testing was brought out. Another area that was discussed is the radial flow effects on the boundary layer. The thickening of the boundary layer due to radial flow and its effect on the lift and drag for turbines and compressors need research. Multielement airfoil requirements have already been described. The fourth area we talked about was unsteady aerodynamics. The effects of the propeller wake on the performance of the wing airfoil sections needs to be understood. We go to a lot of trouble to design the airfoil in low turbulence pressure tunnels, fix the transition, and stick it behind the propeller and expect it to perform like the airfoil we designed it to be. I think we need some testing in the facilities to give us airfoils that will work better in the propeller wakes and they may or may not be the same airfoils that came up in steady wakes. Compressors have to be concerned with stall tolerance. Bill just mentioned about the rotorcraft airfoil being a very dynamic environment or critical environment to operate in, but people from Pratt and Whitney told us that the 4th compressor in a turbo engine has probably as harsh an environment to operate in as anything you can imagine. The committee ended up with another "other" category and that is a requirement not for the airfoil developers but rather for us in flight area or design mission area to do. If we are going to look at specific aircraft like an agricultural airplane or an RPV, we need to provide better mission criteria for the airplane from which then we can decide what this airfoil should be doing in terms that the designer can use.

BOB BOWER:

Thank you Joe. Al, I think we finished on schedule and I will turn the session over to you now.

AL GESSOW:

We sure did! I hope my team can do as well. I think we will start with "S" Abbott on my left. We are very happy to have him here and gain his insight and viewpoints on the work we have been doing.

IRA H. ABBOTT:

Well, let me say first I didn't realize until a few minutes ago that I was supposed to get up here to say something. I had presumed that other people knew as well as I did that I was no longer technically competent to deal out any words of wisdom about this research that you are doing.

I would like to say that I am favorably impressed by it. A lot of it I just didn't understand - not in detail anyway. I would like to emphasize that
I am favorably impressed by the whole thing, because I may end up making comments that may give you the impression that I am not, and that is not so, and I do not want to leave that impression with anybody. I am very much impressed by the work that has been done. I think it is good work. I think it should be continued, and I don't want any misunderstanding on that.

Now that I have said that, I want to say that I have an uneasy feeling about the whole thing too. It has been said many times that we never fly airfoil sections. We have probably beaten that to death, but it is something that can stand being beaten to death. Even in the old days 40 years ago this still needed to be beaten into people all the time, and I think that when I was actively working on airfoil sections I must have spent a third of my time telling people: Yes, we're doing a lot of work on the airfoil sections, but don't kid yourself, they are not wings. The miracle, of course, is that airfoil sections have had any significance whatsoever. The concept dates back to work of Prandtl in 1912, and that is a long while ago. The assumptions that were made in the theory which led to the concept of airfoil sections are so far from reality that it is a wonder that there is any reason why anybody should consider airfoil sections important. The wonder is not that the airfoil section concept does not lead to practical results on three-dimensional forms but that it has any validity that is worthwhile. Of course, it does. You all know that too. We also knew 30 years ago that even if you completely disregard the viscous and compressibility effects, which become overwhelming under many circumstances, that on planforms that we are commonly using today the curvature of the flow is such as to induce in an airfoil in many sections of the wing a negative camber which may greatly exceed the total amount of camber put in the wing section as designed for two-dimensional flow. So, all I am saying is, let's get on as fast as is feasible with three-dimensional cases. I know that everybody wants to. I know that the work here has to be done first. In all probability we have to learn to walk before we can run.

But don't become too enamoured by it. I have an uneasy feeling that at least some of the work is being done not because of perceived needs by the aircraft designers, but because a lot of people playing with computers have discovered problems that they can do and they are having one very good time. Now, I am not against research people having a good time. In fact I am in favor of it, but don't forget that while you're having a good time that there are more important problems to solve. So, instead of thinking up little modifications on this stuff, which might give you a little better result on this, that and the other thing, do a little thinking about how you are going to use these fine computers to solve some real problems. I don't know how you do that. You know more about it than I do. I just ask you to think about it once in awhile, when you are no longer enjoying yourself quite so much.

I have also noticed another thing - we're gradually changing our whole design philosophy, not only in aircraft but on other things - to optimization of this, that and the other thing instead of just selecting things and putting them together and coming up with a pretty good thing. This is good. It is necessary. But again don't forget that when you start optimizing things, what you get depends on what you optimize and how you do it. If you put too much faith in the optimization of things which are after all not going to work
the way you think they are going to, you may end up with something that overall is very very far from the optimum. Above all look at your optimum; if it is a nice smooth curve that is concave downward you can pick a maximum point without trouble. But if it has a sharp peak, forget it. Fair it off somewhere otherwise you have nothing. Now, I have faith in designers, having talked to a great many of them over the years, so I think they are not going to be bothered too much by this, I am talking more to the research people now than I am to the designers.

One other thing I am impelled to say. I have heard a great deal about computer work, I have heard a great deal about wind tunnel work - you know I am an old wind tunnel man - I heard a little about flight work. But I want to make a plug for it. There is a great deal of this work that I think can only be properly done in flight. The question of transition is something that there is no other way to solve, or get basic information, except in flight. Now, I think I know something about low turbulence wind tunnels, and if you want a low Reynolds number low turbulence wind tunnel, I think you can get one that will be pretty good. But if you want to get into what we think of as real airplane Reynolds and Mach numbers at altitude - I will leave some of the little airplanes out of it for the moment - I think it is going to have to be done in flight. I am afraid there is some thought of flight research as flying an airplane and see what happens to that airplane, or getting some data on it. This is not the kind of flight research I mean. We are going to have to go out and modify airplanes to get the detailed data that would be obtained in wind tunnels if suitable tunnels were available. In the real world of flight you cannot only find out how or whether some definite aerodynamic promise can be achieved, but also how it has to be done so that when things go wrong you are not going to have penalties that are going to be too severe. So I would like to make a real plug for flight research.

I have said too much already. I thank you.

AL GESSOW:

Thank you very much "S". We certainly weren't disappointed in expecting and getting very meaningful comments. They were just the kind we are looking for. I think we will be hearing more about the extension from 2-D to 3-D as we move down the table. Our next speaker will be Helmut Sobieczky who is from Goettingen and is visiting at the University of Arizona.

DR. HELMUT SOBIECZKY:

The success of a conference like the one we have had the privilege of attending here depends critically on the amount of stimulation it provides through reports on major achievements and through work that we see remains to be done. This goal was achieved admirably here. The clear demonstration of
the advanced state of the art in two-dimensions, that is for airfoils, underlines this stimulating effect: we can now see more clearly, where advances are needed in applying airfoil results to the real world of wings and, indeed, the whole aircraft. To achieve this more advanced goal we need to interpret both the theoretical and the experimental results carefully.

The healthy interchange between experimentalists and analysts, aided by computers - certainly in evidence in this conference - is the best work to establishing realistic models of real flows as well as giving physically sound explanations for observed phenomena. Both theory and experiment have proven their value in airfoil research and also delineated its value and limitations in three-dimensional applications.

There is a difficulty, however, that it seems worth noting here. Numerical results, or as they were sometimes interpreted here, "analytical results" may suffer from the contamination of numerical errors. And the same is true of experimental results, particularly in the transonic regime. Only flight test data or "smart" wind tunnels avoid this latter difficulty. Results from such experiments are needed to supply or vindicate models for complex flow interaction problems. Parallel improvement of computer codes and test facilities based on systematic corroboration of results will surely lead to rapid progress with three-dimensional problems. I personally believe these will soon be comparable to the impressive results we have witnessed at this most stimulating and well organized conference.

AL GESSOW:

Thank you. Next is Luis Miranda of Lockheed and I must say that when we had him give his comments in '75, I kind of put him down when he kept pushing the 3-D area. I think the time has now come for more remarks on that subject.

LUIS R. MIRANDA:

Thank you. First of all, I would like to start, just as Ira Abbott did, by saying that I am very impressed with the systematic research that NASA has been conducting on 2-D flows. I think this work should be continued and encouraged. But after saying that, I would like to point out that, in the point of view of the airplane manufacturer (and I have to recognize that there are two types - those whose wing configurations are quasi two-dimensional and those that are highly three-dimensional), it appears that we are trying to perfect two-dimensional computational tools to the nth degree when we have much more difficult and significant problems in three-dimensional flows. I would like to see the same type of approach that emerged from the 1975 meeting in Washington regarding two-dimensional airfoils applied to the three-dimensional wing design problem. Perhaps it would be a good idea to organize a conference like this one but addressing the broader problem of 3-D wing design. The objective of this proposed conference would be to find out where
we are in terms of 3-D wing design technology and what kind of additional research is required to bring this technology to the same level of accuracy and completeness of 2-D airfoil design technology. Again, in order to avoid misinterpretation, I want to stress that the kind of work that we have seen presented on airfoil research in this conference should be continued. NASA is the proper place to become the focal and leading point in this type of research. But we should acknowledge that, from the airplane manufacturer's point of view, 2-D airfoil research may be reaching the point of diminishing returns in terms of actual design technology. I am fully aware that my opinions are biased because of our product lines, and that there are manufacturers to whom 2-D data is more useful than it is to us, but I believe that they represent the point of view of what large segment of the industry which works in highly three-dimensional environments. Thank you.

AL GESSOW:

Thank you very much, Lou. I think your point is well taken. "S" made a comment that we may not live long enough to reach that equivalent point, but I feel very optimistic that the computational procedures that have made such great advances in the last few years can be applied, and actually are now being applied very successfully, to 3-D design, particularly if we're talking about isolated wings. Next, Mr. Lars Ohman from NAE Ottawa who is quite experienced in experimental techniques as well as other areas.

LARS H. OHMAN:

I'm very glad to see that NASA is making a quantum jump into the high Reynolds number game, so at least now we can start comparing notes. As you know, we've been up to 5*10^8 Reynolds number in some of our tests. There are a couple of points on 2-D testing that I feel need to be emphasized. First we have the sidewall boundary-layer problem, which has been mentioned but no real suggestion has been made on how to treat it. We think that our system of suction over an area around the airfoil is a good approach and our experimental data seems to support this. However, I believe something could be done here in the form of analysis. I'm sure that the boundary-layer methods available nowadays, that can treat the shock-wave boundary-layer interaction on airfoils, can also be used to treat the sidewall boundary layers. Perhaps in doing this one can arrive at some conclusion on what kind of suction to employ to get the best possible displacement surface of the sidewall boundary layer in order to eliminate, or at least minimize, its influence on the airfoil model. The emphasis that now goes into the adaptive wall concept is all fine, but the overwhelming problem is still going to be the sidewall boundary layer. Just a short comment on the wall interference effects. Wall pressure measurements should be mandatory on all 2-dimensional tests, of
course, so that sufficient data are at hand to employ some sort of wall interference correction. The trend seems to be for everybody to use the 0012 airfoil to evaluate new concepts. I think there is a very great danger in doing this, because that's an airfoil that's not particularly sensitive to wall effects. A supercritical airfoil is much more sensitive and you may find yourself entering into a completely new ballgame if you start evaluating the adaptive wall concepts with supercritical airfoils. One area of interest is 2-D high lift at low speed and I just want to make a short comment here. A wall configuration that has been successfully tried in Canada is that with a solid floor and a ventilated ceiling. This seems to give almost an ideal wall configuration for high lift testing, and this was successfully demonstrated at the University of British Columbia. Some further exploring of this concept would perhaps be well worthwhile. There is also the question of data accuracy. As I mentioned yesterday, I feel that in one way we are working in the dark because we have not established a target accuracy that we should strive for. We want to compare new calculation procedures and wind tunnel data and produce $C_p$ plots, which may look beautiful, but very little attention is paid to what accuracy is actually required in such a comparison. I think that we should establish a target accuracy for what we want to accomplish instead of just carrying on ad infinitum improving things without even knowing if it is needed. The same applies, as was touched upon by one of the other gentlemen here, to model accuracy. This has not really been discussed at the conference, but we know, and it has been proven, that the supercritical airfoil is extremely sensitive to model inaccuracies. That's all I wanted to say. Thank you.

AL GESSOW:

Thank you. Our next speaker is Andy Lemnios from Kaman Aircraft.

ANDREW Z. LEMNIOS:

During this past two-and-one-half days, we have heard a great deal about new, powerful analytical techniques for the design of airfoils and comparisons of these advanced analyses with pressure distributions on newly developed airfoils. We have also heard, in the past two-and-one-half days, that you cannot fly an airfoil. I would like to expand that statement to say that you cannot fly a computer either.

With regard to rotorcraft applications, which was the subject of one specialist session this morning, Dr. Ballhaus very succinctly summarized some of the concerns and some of the "wish list" items for airfoils that are prevalent throughout the rotorcraft community. I support and strongly reinforce the comments by Dr. Ballhaus. Furthermore, I want to point out that in no other application do we have such strong interactions among the aerodynamics, dynamics, inertial, and control characteristics of an aerodynamic structure...
as we do in the rotor blade. The aeroelastic effects in rotary wings can be much more significant and much more important than any airfoil improvements which we may be seeking.

In trying to develop advanced airfoils with improved performance, comparisons between two-dimensional airfoil tests and theory have been directed primarily at matching pressure coefficients and pressure distributions at constant or matched lift coefficients. As Dr. Ballhaus brought out earlier, rotor blade designers are equally interested in pitching moment coefficients and their variations with Mach number and angle of attack. In order to develop analytical tools that are useful to the rotorcraft aerodynamicist, added emphasis should be placed on matching pitching moment coefficients, in addition to lift coefficients.

Another point, which is important from a designer standpoint and from a fabrication standpoint, is that minor changes in surface contours on these new supercritical airfoils with trailing-edge cusps result in strong interactions and strong variations in the airfoil pressure distribution. Typically, rotor blades have chords that are on the order of one to two feet. Required contour tolerances on blades of this size are very difficult to achieve practically, thereby creating a problem for production. As a recommended approach to this production problem, we should determine the influence on pressure distribution of minor variations and tolerance differences over the leading-edge portion and the trailing-edge cusp of the blade. What would these contour differences do to supercritical flow? Would they, in fact, create more problems than they solve?

A final point is that many of these new airfoil shapes for fixed wing applications are based on a single point design condition, such as cruise. In rotorcraft applications, we have a multi-point design problem. We have to design for a cruise condition which has a wide variation in flow over one cycle and we have to design for maneuvers. What happens when you go into a 1.5 g pull-up or a 0.5 g pushover? What does this do to the air loads? Perhaps we can design an efficient airfoil section and blade for a particular cruise condition, but it may have a hard stall. The point there is that we need to look at a forgiving airfoil - one with a gentle stall. This point was brought out yesterday in one of the papers. Thank you.

AL GESSOW:

Thank you very much, Andy. Our next speaker represents another type of rotating airfoil application, Mr. Carl Rohrbach from Hamilton Standard who represents propellers, wind generators, and other types of rotating machines.
CARL ROHRBACH:

Thank you for inviting me to participate in the roundtable discussion of the material presented at this outstanding conference. I would like to comment on an application of advanced airfoils other than for wings and rotors and that is for high speed propellers. The rather unique requirement in this case is that the airfoil sections range from two to ten percent thick over the important working portions of the blade. Unfortunately, very little design and experimental data are available on advanced airfoils for this thickness range.

For years, Hamilton Standard have been satisfied with the NACA Series 16 Airfoils on our propeller blades because tests show this airfoil family to have high critical Mach numbers and good lift-to-drag ratios over fairly wide ranges of angle of attack and Mach number. But now, with the supercritical airfoil emerging, it looks like we may be able to achieve some improvement in the high speed performance characteristics of the propeller along with improvement in off-design operation. However, our concern is that all the work done to date has been on the relatively thick airfoils, i.e., 10-percent thick and above. We know that NASA Langley have plans to include the design and test of thin airfoils and urge that they expedite this work.

I was particularly impressed when Dick Whitcomb indicated that we could use the codes now, in lieu of wind tunnel testing, to confidently design new airfoil sections. However, for propeller design and performance prediction, we need airfoil data over a broad range of Mach numbers and angle of attack. Moreover, we require such data above the section critical Mach number as well as below. Thus, we would need to use the codes to develop these data where perhaps they may not yet be applicable. Finally, I am concerned about the large performance sensitivity the supercritical airfoils have to small configuration variation which for propeller blades are probably within manufacturing tolerance. Accordingly, we would like to see some test data on thin supercritical airfoils covering the broad operating ranges I mentioned previously.

In summary, I would urge that NASA expedite and expand their plan to design and test several very thin supercritical airfoils and establish whether they offer a performance advantage over conventional airfoils as has been demonstrated for the thicker versions.

AL GESSOW:

Thank you. The next speaker is Mr. Harry James of Teledyne-Ryan who represents the RPV community.
HARRY A. JAMES:

The trend I see for the high altitude RPV vehicles is the need for new data in the extremely low Reynolds number regime. The regime between 1 and 3 million, I think is now pretty well documented and we are very grateful to Dr. Whitcomb for his help in the application of the supercritical airfoils for the high subsonic regime. When we got into Mini-RPV's, particularly the low speed propeller driven RPV's for high endurance, I am starting to see Reynolds numbers as low as 20,000 on propeller blade sections. We have very little substantiation of the efficiency of the propellers that would operate in that regime. On the wing sections of the Mini-RPV that Mr. Reed of Dryden is planning to launch from a high balloon at about 100,000 feet, the Reynolds numbers can be as low as 100,000. This area was not addressed at this conference. Okay, one little comment about the other end of the Reynolds number regime. TRA is now involved in a Mach 2 RPV for low altitude which will operate in an extremely high Reynolds number area. During the preliminary design test process development, I noted that we had very little confidence in the available analytical procedures for the selection of the airfoils so we used the old cut and try reliable wind tunnel tests involving man; configurations to solve your problems. I think it's a cumbersome way. I didn't see anything on supersonic airfoils at this conference. Perhaps it was irrelevant.

AL GESSOW:

Thank you very much. Our next speaker is Mr. Bruce Carmichael.

BRUCE H. CARMICHAEL:

First, I think we all owe Mr. Ken Pierpont and his wonderful staff a vote of thanks for an extremely well organized, informative, and exciting symposium.

My own interests cover viscous fluid phenomena over the entire Reynolds number range. As the late Dr. Sighard Hoerner so beautifully put it -- "From butterflies at 1000 to bombers at 100,000,000." Perhaps we should expand that to, "From the fractional Reynolds numbers of falling dust motes to that of nuclear submarines at 1,000,000,000." I would like to address three regimes in this expanse for about one minute each.

First the regime from 10,000 to 100,000. You may think this will mainly help your children as they strive to win model airplane contests and perhaps this is not a bad reason for research, but I assure you that in addition it applies to a project of major national and international importance. You will be hearing about this mind boggling project next year. Scientifically, the problem is that of the long laminar separation bubble on wing upper surfaces. To define the separation bubble, its separation point, its transition, its turbulent reattachment point, the pressure distribution under and
downstream of the bubble, and its effects on lift and drag and moment is a fine challenge. There has been excellent work done at higher Reynolds numbers but the question arises as to whether these generalized laws hold down to this particular Reynolds number range. Fortunately, this is the case where the wind tunnel is inexpensive and provides excellent guidance in a situation where theory is still somewhat limited. Low turbulence wind tunnel design is well established. Force and pressure distribution data can be supplemented by smoke flow visualization giving unusually good insight into the physics of the problem in this most exciting realm of research.

The second regime of ultra-light flight at Reynolds numbers from 300,000 to 1,000,000 I will share with you for your enjoyment and entertainment. It started with the Parawing of NASA's beloved Francis Rogallo. He never intended it for manned flight but the lads started using them as crude gliders. They have evolved in one decade into the super kite which is stable, controllable, maneuverable, portable, and with sufficiently high performance to allow soaring flight in light thermal and ridge lift conditions. Recently, I saw a young man stride into a clearing with a bundle over his shoulder 9 inches in diameter, 18 feet long, weighing about 50 pounds. Over the other shoulder he had a 25 pound assembly consisting of a 7 foot tube with a little 2 cycle engine on one end and a 52 inch diameter propeller on the other. He assembled his craft in about 10 minutes, attached himself to it with a harness, started the engine, took a few steps into the wind, and took off and climbed like a Sopwith Camel. He flew into a thermal, shut off his engine, soared for an hour, descended, and 15 feet above the ground went into deep stall and landed lightly as a bird at zero forward speed. Now this is flying as man always envisioned it. It is a genuine folk movement developed outside the mainstream of aeronautical effort. If you have been priced out of power flying and even sailplane flying I suggest you look at ultra-light flight. If you're getting to my age and your personal landing gear is no longer stressed for this, there are also ultra-lights with wheels and/or skids.

The third regime and subject is one I have devoted a lifetime to: Airplanes with highest possible efficiency having extensive laminar flow at Reynolds numbers from 1,000,000 to 50,000,000. First, natural laminar flow. The research was largely done two, three, and even four decades ago. We now need to address the practical problems. Remember what Mr. Abbott told us today. He recommended doing the work three dimensionally, doing it in flight, and tackling the practical problems rather than further refining the theory or conducting more wind tunnel experiments. We have more theory than we need now. We also have high Reynolds number proof of all the elements we need and we have had it for a couple of decades. So let's tackle these practical problems and get some useful high efficiency airplanes in the air!

Natural laminar flow will always have its upper Reynolds number limit where amplification of small disturbances causes transition. Distributed suction through the surfaces greatly extends laminar flow even in the case of adverse pressure gradient and in the presence of wing sweepback. Flight verification and high Reynolds number low turbulence wind tunnel verification of complete laminar flow on wings and fuselages had been obtained in the 50's
and 60's by our group working under Dr. Werner Pfenninger at Northrop Aircraft. Following those exciting days, I experimented with laminar flow under water for over 15 years. The Navy, who backed some of this work, was interested in laminar torpedoes, but it applies equally well to laminar aircraft fuselages. We have worked both with and without distributed suction and also surface temperature differential. The research and development is largely done. It is now time to reap the benefits with useful vehicles.

AL GESSOW:

Thank you Mr. Carmichael. Last, but certainly not least, is my good friend Barney McCormick, Chairman of the Aerospace Department at Penn State. He represents the university viewpoint in rotorcraft and a number of other good areas.

DR. BARNES W. MCCORMICK, JR.:

I am pleased to represent the academic community. As we have seen at this meeting, the academic community has certainly contributed to the area of computational fluid mechanics. Particularly noteworthy is the work of Lee Carlson at Texas A&M, Joe Thompson at Mississippi State, the group at Wichita State University, and the airfoil center which has now been established at Ohio State. I would also like to mention some research at Penn State in an area which has not been touched on here. This concerns the field of hydrodynamics. We have a large water tunnel at Penn State and have had an extensive research project ongoing for many years concerned with underwater propulsion, particularly torpedo propellers and pump jets. Through the application of aerospace technology we have been able to significantly improve the cavitation performance of torpedo propellers. Classified at the time, we succeeded with the application of series 16 airfoils in doubling the silent speed of torpedos. I certainly think that the supercritical technology has some place in hydrofoil development for fully wetted sections. One is concerned there with the same limitations which are encountered in compressibility effects; that is, how high can you get the value of the minimum pressure coefficient.

I might add something other than an aerodynamic consideration concerning the design of propellers, some things one would normally not foresee. Just last week I visited a propeller manufacturer in connection with a research project we have with NASA Langley on propellers. I asked them if they were considering going to supercritical sections of some kind for their propellers. The response was not too enthusiastic because they were concerned about the fact that, in operation, a propeller becomes nicked on the edges. The edges look to them to be far from the neutral axis of the section for a supercritical airfoil and they are concerned about fatigue problems.
AL GESSOW:

I certainly thank the speakers here at the table. Now Bob Bower will take over and utilize the remainder of the time to get some comments from the floor.

BOB BOWER:

Thank you Al. I see that we've been so obedient in staying within our time that we now have about 15 minutes left before we're scheduled to complete this conference. So, I think we would like to open up the discussion now to the floor and invite any comments that you may have. Well, a real bashful bunch. One down here please, David C. Ives.

DAVID C. IVES:

I'm from an engine company, Pratt-Whitney. If you count the number of planes flying, most of them have engines, and a lot of these engines are jet engines, and if you count the number of blades in the engines it's 500 to a 1000. So I think the number of blades have the number of wings outnumbered by at least 2 orders of magnitude. We need some basic research on Reynolds numbers from 100,000 to a million, with levels of turbulence from nothing to 5 percent. That's what we really need. The rest of the tools you people have developed can be applied quite quickly. But, that's the one thing we're lacking.

BOB BOWER:

Thank you. Behind you over there. Dennis Bushnell.

DENNIS M. BUSHNELL:

I'd like to comment on a question of the calculation of turbulence separated regions. I think first of all we'll have calculation methods for turbulent separated regions way before we have accurate calculations. The comment by Bradshaw in a 1978 AGARDograph is we know virtually nothing about the turbulence structure and turbulent separated flows. The fundamental problem is probably at least threefold: There is breathing of the separated regions which superimposes on the turbulence, there is generation of 3-dimensional vortex structures, and there is interaction between these 3-dimensional vortex structures. As a final comment, the actual work going on now in the structure of turbulence and separated flows is not very much; in
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fact, it's extremely small. At the present rate of progress, we may never get there within Al's lifetime, as he commented before.

BOB BOWER:

Thank you. Now Ted Ayers.

THEODORE G. AYERS:

I'd like to make a couple of comments, Bob. One of the things that I didn't mention earlier was that people are saying that NASA ought to have faster dissemination of data. The manpower situation is what dictates when we can get the data out, generally. The other thing I'd like to say is "thank you" to Ira Abbott for saying what I would like to have said about flight.

BOB BOWER:

I thought you'd like those words Ted. Are there any other comments? Before I officially close the conference I think I would like to say a few words. We've all been looking forward to this conference for a long time - in fact some people for ten years - we've been looking forward to the time when we would be able to have the data as well as our theoretical tools to talk about and to exchange. So it has been a very gratifying experience to see it come off with such attendance. A conference is not an end in itself. As had already been mentioned, one of the primary purposes of a conference is to stimulate thinking, stimulate exchange of ideas, and I think with an attendance here of 450 people we have done that. I want to thank all of the participants, not only in this session this morning, but also for the past three days. And again, I'd like to ask the individual who is really the one most responsible for the conference, Ken Pierpont, to stand up. He has finally come in here and joined us. As Ken indicated to me at coffee break, he organized this conference to be one that he would like to go to. I think that he has been extremely successful in putting on one tremendous conference. With that, I would like to officially close our conference on airfoil research and thank you again for coming.